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Nothing can bo mure wonderful than the way in which an 

erroneous action, originating perhaps in the indolence or folly 
of a single man, sometimes overruns whole nations, and spreads 

its evil effects over innumerable generations. This power of 

error to propagate is specially noticeable in the war com- 
im n< < .1 in the days of Adam and Eve between Self-will and 
Truth. Self-will began by coining a single lie, and taking it 
to her bosom. When the next truth offered itself, she could 

harmonize it with the prefidopted error only by falsifying that 

also. There.was no middle course, no stopping-place, no wav 

of reconciling truth and error. She had no alternative but 

either to cast forth the lie she had adopted, or else to ketp
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WHAT CAN ELECTRICITY DOI 

llX WILLIAM ALLYN, ■ 
Mn. Eot ron—In adopting the hypothesis that Spirits com

municate, we are forced by necessary consequence to assEune 
(hat (he Spirits arc of themselves substantial being# The 
reason is so apparent that it needs only to be stated to be ap

preciated. It is founded upon this fixed fact: when somtthiug 
it done, something did it. Hence, when a table is moved, all 

nee the inevitable necessity of accepting the proposition that 
something moved it. To assert that something is nothing, 

or no thiiig, is a contradiction in terms. Something can never 

be nothing, nor can nothing ever be tomelhing. Hence many 

minds averse to die Spiritual hypothesis, assert this something 

to be electricity. Let us see a moment whether this can be 
so. Electricity is certainly something, or it could not move 

the (able. It being, then, something, it can not at the same 
moment be any other thing. Fur instance, waler can nut be 

water and wood al the same moment. Electricity (supposing 

it to be the motor), acting as it has at trays beta know tu net, 

would manifest no intelligence. On the contrary, ite opera
tions would be hazardous, not to say dangerous, in the extreme. 

It has, therefore, always been considered a merely natural ele

ment, possessing none of the attributes of intelligence. With

in a few years it has grown to be our post-boy ; but it doc* not 
make the messages it carries, any more (han the carrier of 

th© .United Stales mails makes the messages in his bags, or
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V of man’s self-will or heart Io make ite own 
tinalhies the test of truth Is so universal, dial

iwr

t ho# ever wholly escaped its perverting 
the cimuter-iOfluenco of inspiration (i. e., 
or less perfect with spirit# of a higher

icair to sphere) ha# given the world many glorious instance# of intel-
t peacefully governing its urm proper kingdom, and nour#

(•rated Uy friend and toe ui that ncinity ’ truth, or 

iiubt left upon the ouads of any in that neigh-1 thoughts

puriftmg lh«' heart by it# ministrations <>f pure 
iqiresi*illation* of external nature and of (Is own 

nd ta«“ i‘ ', exactly »* they arc. Sumo very fine 

»f tin# sort may bo found *n Bbakspearu , in hi# best
«rdn< a, hta wilLpo*.T term# as passive it a virgin nntrimeda 
by the rob •* of her b< loved, while bis intellect reflect all 

iiuhwi iu»i aa nature presents them, and with aa little of dia«

U must not Im #up|»u#« d, hou« ver. tlml in aihueiding the 
non intwrfwreuvM of the will with thv fuiKhun# of th# intellect.

rriiirmbejrd, threaten tho sleek dominion of Mammon by 

making Gon or Sobi a jtotrer upon the earth and an entity*— 
how shall they sustain themselves against tn

I Man is u i ak, and can never stand alotfe. Therefore, when 

beset by the banditti of sclf-conceit, or of fashion, or of intcr- 
< sl, he must find a pow er stronger than that of his assailants, 

»*r sink under it. Ho must abandon all foolish ideas of inde- 

pendence^ remember whose universe it is that he dwells tn, and 

r/,-<r love and wisdom it was that made him, and thus, estab

lish the righte of ownership to all bis faculties. Let him but 

heartily acknow ledge God’s yurt claims to hfa homage, and re- 

jeci all the/b/w claims of tyrants.
This ground, however impregnable, is so distasteful to 

our own self-conceit that even persecution can hardly drive 

u# to it# shelter; and, when taken, there fa great danger ofonr 

glorying in the strength that protect# u» M (hough it were 
our own, and no assuming that we are Vlad's pete, with a divine 

right to tyrannize over sinners for his glory. Doubtless it will 

require many years of constant effort and faithful scrutiny to 

enable the lx# of ua to walk Without fear and without tripping 

even in so plain a road as this, and to acquire that modesty »n 
perpetuity which constitutes the vital principle of the defensive 

pofies’ above suggested,
I therefore think it will be well for every rr/f among us to 

become thoroughly master of the precise facte that determine 
his personal consequence in (he great scale of the universe. 
For instance, I find by examination that mv body is exactly 

as 180 pounds of matter to the whole world and the whole 
solar and Mellar systems; or, to go by bull: instead of weight, 

u# about four cubic feet to the whole of infinite space ; anil that

seems possible that such indifference could be exhibited by 

any one , and yet is not this verily the condition of those who 
receive intelligent coinmuni cat ions through the table as a tel

egraph, and yet ascribe all to electricity 1

How true it may be that electricity is used as a means for 

the power which controls the matter to manifest itself, is more 

than 1 can determine. Many experiments would indicate that 

if electricity is used even as an agent, that it possesses powers 

as an agent simply, hitherto unknown. On this point, it seems 

to me that ail the investigations of the past three or four years 
shed but little light. And, indeed, it seems to me of little con

sequence until the greater proposition, is settled, viz., do Spir

it* communicate at all f #ta
To return to electricity. On the supposition that electricity 

is the prime mover, if we allow a particle of inquiry, we in

stantly become entangled. The question arises, how does 

electricity do it .’ To answer this question, we have only to 

look at what we know. Maud desires a result; it sets in 

motion the agency to produce that result. Mind desire a 

steamship; it sets in motion the adequate forces. In these 

operations it is to be noted that, while the mind is one thing, 
what it docs is quite another. Besides this, while the mind is 

one thing, its agencies are quite another. Sitting in its citadel, 
it sets surrounding elements in motion. When it act#, it docs 

so by moving editor things. We have no evidence that it has 

acted, only as we see it in the matter it obliges to move. It 
docs not leave it# empire Mid enter into the blocks and spars 

of the vessel. The ingenuity displayed in them is the evi

dence that they had an intelligent conceirer. All the steps 

between the plan of the vessel on paper and its complete 
equipment, are the means used by the mind to accomplish (he 

cud. The workmen, in multitudes of cases,arc but machines 

to facilitate a design entirely beyond their comprehension.

my pniparcd with God’s is ns less than fifty years

U» the whole of the past eternity. Consequently, 1 do not feel 
< #lled on to attempt Very great things just at present, either to 
keep truth from extinction or Omnipotence from hilling, espe

cially while they are so happy as to enjoy the guardianship of 

\ rebinshop Hughes. 1 do not even feel obligated loybre# a 

single tact of my personal experience Upon any unwilling 
mind , though 1 shall most certainly try to imitate the diamond 

nt my oirn conduct, and to let such rays of truth a# may fall 

upon me shine through me also. I shall furthermore contend 
that, notwithstanding the comparative narrowness of my pres

ent mental faculties, they arc still the honest work of a just 
God, and perfectly reliable when used within their proper 

sphere ; that they ran toll me when tables are lifted or Mounds 

are made nt my room, with absolute certainly; also, when' 
such sounds and motions are used a# signals , nor is the fact.

1 that all eigwade communicating definite knowledge must ticces- 

*ardy have an intelligent or spiritual origin, at all above their 
legitimate pow er of inference. If any other man has less faith 

item this itt his own sens. # and reason, let him abstain from 
pr« avnlmg #w with any of (ho abortions which, according to 
his theory, pvveved from them. • John Smith Till Saxon.

cess ■ hidden galvanism upon iron, wood, and spari ' Nay. 

It seems to mo we do violence to every conception, to at
tribute an intelligent design to the mere means.

If these things arc so, and so they certainly seem to me, 
what becomes of the claim that electricity is the cause of ths 

manifestations! In this claim are we not asked tobvlievo 

thnl a mere agent, or means, not only contains the intelligence 
it communicates, but that within itself it has the moan* of 

making that intelligence known ! Or, to bo more phm. are 

wo nut asked to believe that the telegraphic wire, unaided by 

operators, nthAv# and writer all its dispatches T Or, to be still 

more plain, arc wo not asked to believe that a man without 
month, tungs, or hands, can play upon a trumpet as well as 

though ho hail them ? Perhaps sumo may not seo the bear

ing of these comparisons. To such, these queries are sub

mitted . Has electricity a mouth! has it luu n! has it AasdrF 

And yet all these mainx are requisite tor ri.hid to demonstrate 

its perception of harmony. Mind can never act without means. 
To ascribe intelligence to the means, is to aarnbo the cause 
to the <«fleet. A strong writer has recently demonstrated to 
hta own aatiafacUon, to an article which appeared tn the Dem

ocratic Review, that the eauao of all motion is seated in 
mind In thi# way he establishes the exudenre of Deity. If

hi# premises are
ter *ill be of little weight.

correct, the claims of electricity in thia mst-
Fur, if electricity is mind, it can

not move (aides Witheut means The means must be one thing, 
and thu motive power another, they never can be identical
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unw-orthy it may !»«'. m the hand of providence, it bei umc* 
each U* humble liiimielf, that the c«u*c may l»c duly exalted, 

nn<i Tm i n receive appropriate honor*.
It now only remains for me to remind the Correapondrntji 

and Readers of The Ti l l uh ith Bint We hope to continue 
this intercourse with them, and that it may be perpetual. U e 

trust it has boon ntutunllv agreeable and profitable hitherto, and

w<< confidently believe that the
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pro*^ or th* «u» in *11 p.. t. o( th*
"O w.," o/G.lrn*. de.Ire. lil lo**^*1* *b*t *• ””'"n by Fa r*;yvH. Mid W* 

rwppnj *1 follow, go, 11 prefl ted 10 • oumOe-r ol word., principally derived from 
th* French. .nJ ilfwila* >* Rsife*. *'*'i ^°— ,h” Fr*a«k, mean, rri^w. / bene, 
two mind* .re )*i«l io b* *• rarire'*. wh.-* ih-y lu.t.tn tu^h it>un>.t* relation* •* io 
to CPfBllMt of Ihe Ihu'Ufht* •» l ***atlo®» 0* **fiil >'lb> r
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of their enjoyment. While ent

ensuing year will greatly 

and increase the meaimfr
While entering on the enlarged field ol

labor, now opening wide before u», we invoke the Spirit ol 

that inspiration which giveth understanding, to the end, that 

with a serene faith and an unfaltering purpose, we may all be 

prepared to act, with becoming zeal and magnanimity, the part 

allotted us in the dispensations of Providence.

?, B. Brittan.

It th” philosopher, who in awailowrd up m «h< profundity 

of hi* vgat f’piicepiion*, who wnrahni* only truth.

" And *toop* lu towrl, th* lunn *! thought." 
if mich a mind i* nlwuy* rvvrn-m and thoughtful in the invc#- 

tigation <»( al) natural phrtionutna, however MBmpt’rtMt* io the 

vulgar oatimaUon, while aupcrfirinf toul* cavil and *nc«r at hor 

mode* of operation, may w« not learn windom from auch ci- 

ample* ’ And if thonu who >m camcat and powerful tn 

thought thua regard Nature in tho )ca*t of her ph«'nomon#l 

exhibition*, how can wo expect tho*e who have deep and 

atrong affectiona to be indifferent ut ihe voice* which apeak to 

thvm front beyond the vailt Surely, no one in the Ipaai dia- 

tiiiguiahcd for gunerdua IinpuUea and expanded idea*, would 

pour contempt on the name and memory of on<» who bus chor-

iahvd him, because another who is unworthy has assumed hi* 

name, nor yet because^ hat friend may not be able to addressname, nor vet becuuKt

him in ornate and cl«»

Au inUlMwnl K' lUl"11""' wl'° *" 6" ""’" '""" “ I 
1), .hr H<»wn K<-. «*> *lw“ ,"l> “ * •»""u'“l

London during *« P“‘ *,*', "'" '" “ "' 
inriung <b- «i-m>..u of ih» l W'«>> P“W“ '" ,lm '“>•*“ “• 
|.h«iu>n>-<» - prumbni ... thin eounlry. W '• •*«« ■ l~'- 
hou of . loiter rwundy roteirud, from which ih« rMd-r wdl

I au«< i** «*• town ol AW 
{ fh*ay of animated «»M 
I scrutiny, and llu,rough

It*. N Y During tlwr fi 
i**)oii, un*r/upuk>ua foiarepfr^entaL

diworrr Ibul a imnd.w of omincnl pnruonu. •■■"«' <li»'iiW»«b- ‘ fopononiau to ■••>■«■••«. •»«•'•." «*~* tow y< u,».TO 
od for boroduary <<!)« and honor., .nd olb. r. for intf)l«m«l ] mor. umuito. •“> "''ow « «, .

' . f i i within th* rang* of toon • mmA ap»»a4 ao rapidly er tea* Mpower* and acquirement*, arc banning w n «»rd J t ^.^^ uf ^^n, *. ho* iU
With IDtercat. ) municarion f»rl*rr» the wurid* Vteibt* and inninbir

Five yr-*/* ago it wa# rccrtv«I with <u>iv*n*l ridinka, &* * 
foncY, or urine acrutealai m eunrttef, winch wo# dratumi to Up., 
wander, and vb*n paa* *<»»y. t" >-'f'ogoitrt, M a ..^^ . ,
known only o " an <4d w<nwan'* I*1”, wfi a# nut*** frighten Uu» f 
Thi ti, a* it j»rogr*«*cd, came 11 w day* of io fre opposition W tu 
Lip-, philoaophrro, and rehgtooUt*. ri*-o th* warnings foU*M ,< 
vice* <tf Halanic »prrii», winch thi* wa* <WUr«i! t,, ^

( 22 QutBM Aas* Ht**#*, CaO*W*m Dqv**r., 
' I Loffpox, M. 4. )W>.'(.

bear sir—f think J proinwed, ba/br* leaving New } "rk. in Hrptenitje/ 
teal, to write Io you afw) li t you know how we *u< o « Jed in England, and 
J atiould have dona *0 long er* Iki#, but for a pre** of buatnc** and perpwz- 
ilie# in introJuring Ihe M|*irifu*l phrnou.ien* to tbr peppt* of (Ida rountry, 
wh<> I find much mor* materia) than apirituti Yk titer* i* auffwirtii good

ill t<» admit of sewing the seed, which 1 trust will take root and grow In ) Urfoffori np a/ the praoprH of making tangible, what £ \

TO THE READERS OF THE TELEGRAPH.
One war has elapsed since our mutual friend, prompted by 

tho inspiration of an honest conviction and an earnest purpose, 
projected this Paper, and the undersigned was induced, not 

indeed without some persuasion from others, and misgivings 

on his own part, to assume the responsibility ot its editorial 

labors. The writers former experience in conducting the 

Univertivlum and other progressive publications, rendered the 

duties not altogether new, but this experience was fraught 

with some sad reminiscences, and instead ol inspiring an un

questioning confidence in the certain success of the new en»

terprise, it s 1 rather to magnify, in his judgment at least,

the importance of the (rust, and to awaken a consciousness ol 

personal inability to fully answer the time and the demand. 

With a similar discipline, no one could be a stranger to the 

bitterness engendered by a devotion to unpopular views, insen

sible to the alienation of friendship tor opinion’s sake, or w holly 

indifferent to that ostracism which consigns so many human 

minds and hearts to the perdition of blighted earthly hopes 

and perpetual neglect, for what ignorance and prejudice are 

pleased to denounce as insane vagaries or theological heresies. 

With a vivid remembrance of such an experience, rendered 

yet more impressive in its admonitions by (he still existing 

consequences of losses incurred and consequent embarrasinent, 

the prospect would indeed have been uncertain had not the 

Telegraph been under the fostering care of one whose means 

were commensurate with the disinterested purpose ol his 

heart. The possession of ample resources, and unwavering 

fidelity to a strong conviction, contributed most essentially to 

inspire that general confidence which is so necessary to the 

triumphant issue of a doubtful public experiment.

But this w;-s not all. Great prudence, close discrimina

tion, and a deliberate judgment, seemed to be jemnsite on the .
4 . him/’ ho should attempt ihc^litou^o/pervisivn o.* 
1 a paper. V lie situ3,ion ""^ ccr*l'1;;^n What trying, 

id it was apparcS'^*lLlhc be?‘nn ""Jhat the faithful per-

THE PUBLISHERS TO THEIR PATRONS,
The undersigned, having nearly completed their arrange

ments for issuing the Second Volume of The Spiritual 

rELL'ORAFH, greatly enlarged and otherwise materially im

proved, respectfully solicit the attention of the present sub

scribers to the paper, and all others who may be interested in 

its general objects, to a brief statement of their purposes and 

desires.

The general character ami prevailing spirit of The Tele

graph are already thoroughly known, and, in these respects, 

the Paper will undergo no essential change. But the ensuing 

Volume will present a more complete record of all the impor

tant facts that may bo disclosed, with lucid expositions of tho 

laws and conditions of Spiritual Intercourse, so far as these 

may bo discovered; a digest of similar phenomena in past 

ages, together with an extensive and varied miscellaneous cor

respondence, which will exhibit at once the general state of 

the cause and all its phenomenal aspects. Moreover, to ren

der the Paper all that is desired, a summary of tho more im

portant discoveries in general science and art, etc., will be 

required, besides which it is proposed to have a regular Eu

ropean correspondence, and to furnish faithful translations 

from the French and German languages of such articles, on 

kindred subjects, as may be presumed to be most interesting 

to the reader.

But to answer this absolute demand of the lime, growing out 

of the rapid progress of Spiritualism, and the present signifi

cant and imposing state of the movement, it will be necessary 

to employ such additional services as will greatly augment the 

current expenses of The Telegraph. To enable the Propri

etors to meet these increased disbursements, and, at the same 

time, to enlarge the paper to the size of the present issue, it 

will be necessary to raise the price to Two Dollars. It will 

be perceived, however, that the addition of fifty cents per an- 

'.uin to the subscription price, is but trilling compared with the

language. And should that friend send

good time.
In regard to ths nianifcatniions, Mal H. ha# been very successful

1 tiiroudmg in an iif«p*n«’teaH* my»t*ry 7 hr rtfigjoii of j^j. 
m i troubled, becatt** tel* w*f* povi«g what tey hod Lag W

formance of its duties might d ^as>onal^caUse.dissatisfaction.

Thousands had been suddenly aw rtmed to a consciousness ot

their intimate relations to the Spiritual M orld; but the fact 

was not to be disguised, that they still retained many of the 

distinctive features of their former faith. 1 he believers in 

Spiritual intercourse wore from among all Christian sects, Jew s, 

and Pantheists, and the still existing contrarieties, with respect 

to their general views, were so many, and withal so striking, 

as to render it a delicate and difficult task to preserve a proper 

independence without giving occasion for numerous offenses. 

The Editor has not the vanity to presume that he has been 

entirely successful in this particular. All that he has felt au

thorized to claim, is an earnest desire for the largest rational 

liberty, both for himself and others, a deep repugnance to all 

arbitrary and unnatural restraints, and a sincere determination 

to deal justly, and to guard alike against a soulless insensibil

ity' and a wild fanaticism.
We have hinted at the conditions and prospects of modern 

Spiritualism one year ago, when The Telegraph was an er- 

ixriment, and the question of its continuance, beyond the ex

piration of the first year, was an unsolved problem. But (he 

year now’ closing upon us has enabled the Publisher to work 

out the solution of this question, while it has witnessed a rapid 

diffusion of the Spiritual phenomena, and a revolution in the 

public mind, which vastly transcends the boldest conjectures 

then entertained. Should the facts continue to multiply, 

nothing short of the most profound indifference to passing 

events will enable the incredulous thousands to foster their 

doubts through another year. It is' believed that more than 

three hundred thousand persons who, but twelve months ago, 

were either cold and silent on the subject or disposed to scoff 

at its bare announcement, have since been forced to yield to 

a righteous conviction. The mysterious manifestations, so 

shamelessly ridiculed by a portion of the Pulpit and the Press, 

and burlesqued in the orgies of unbelief and sensuality, have 
occi^iS^a great Roliyious Movement, that is likely to be felt 

througnnlit the more enlightened portions of the whole earth. 

Already’ are the foundations of ancient creeds and systems of 

faith and philosophy unsettled; our material conclusions are 

refuted, and the old dogmatism is rebuked by little children ; 

the undisciplined and thoughtless are suddenly endowed with 

wisdom that transcends the most accomplished scholasticism ; 

inanimate objects move before us, as if instinct with life, and 

thought, and reason; while, from the cold and silent elements, 

come mystical voices to reprove our carelessness, to incite us 

to duty, and to revive the waning fires of our faith and de

votion. / #

And now, being about to commence the publication of the 

Second Volume of The Spiritual Telegraph, a brief ex

pression of our thanks and desires may not be inappropriate 

to the occasion. The sympathy and patronage of our numer

ous friends, and their cordial approbation of our humble efforts, 

so frequently’ and so fervently expressed, have inspired the 

most grateful emotions, and contributed as well to lighten our 

cares as to diminish the measure of personal responsibility. 

Of all this labor of love wc entertain a lively consciousness, 

and shall cherish a lasting and grateful remembrance. And 

y®t» greater, and far nobler than all considerations derived from 

merely personal respect and esteem, have been the motives to 

individual exertion, and hence the springs of this surprising 

movement. The liberty’ to utter a great truth is no mean dis-

| increased quantity <>£matter, to sayvnothing of .other proposed 

nproveraents. Such, very briefly,' is the present design, and 

the resources at our command, whether of mind or money, will 

be faithfully employed to accomplish the end in view, and to 

render this Paper eminently’ worthy of the Spiritual Reform 

which is destined to distinguish this period in the history of 

the world.

Our desires, so far as they can be appropriately indicated 

in this connection, may be very’ briefly expressed. Tried 

friends, especially those who have stood by' us amid darkness 

and storm, arc endeared to us by the recollection of mutual 

labors and conflicts, as well as by the force of existing affini

ties and the magnetism of living ideas. Hence, we earnestly 

desire all present subscribers to continue with us if, on reflec

tion, our past efforts and present purposes shall be found to 

merit their approbation. It is with no sparing confidence that 

we appeal to the friends of the cause, wherever they may' be, 

to further aid us on the present occasion, by calling the atten

tion of all, who may’ be interested in the general subject, to 

the claims of this Journal.

It will be perceived that our type and fixtures are all new, 

and the present number, in its general design, intellectual 

character, and mechanical execution, may' be taken as a fair 

index to the forthcoming volume. The Telegraph will be 

printed on fine paper, and published every' Saturday, at Two 

Dollars per annum, in advance.

Charles Partridge,
S. B. Brittan.

THE MODERN MANIFESTATIONS.
We shall continue to publish under this general head such 

facts and communications as will best illustrate the curious 

phenomena to which public attention is everywhere directed, 

strictly with a view to indicate the nature of the mysterious 

agency, and its numerous modes of manifestation. We shall 

not always stop to give a critical opinion, but may very often 

presume upon the intelligence of our readers to enable them 

to form an opinion of their own, without other aid from us than 

the mere presentation of the facts. We may be disposed to 

give publicity to some communications that possess little or no 

literary merit. This may be necessary that the capacity of the 

invisible powers be rightly apprehended, and the whole subject 

estimated according to its real merits. That a portion of the 

Spiritual communications are intrinsically uninteresting, we 

need not to be informed, but this circumstance can not, in the 

judgment of any rational man, invalidate their claims to a spir

itual origin. If all the Spirits were original thinkers, and accus- 

tomed to speak and write in artistic style, we should be among 

the first to question the genuineness of their claims. It is quite 

impossible to conceive, without disregarding all known laws of 

mental growth, that the persons who but yesterday or last year 

mingled in these earthly scenes, jostling each other in the 

dusty highways of life, and saluting us in common phrase, 

could so suddenly become unfolded ami exalted in mind to the 

dignity of the highest capacity. Not so do we read the laws 

of human development, and those who arrive at such conclu

sions disregard the experience of their own souls.

in this age of prevailing skepticism, the most important fea

ture. in ail such communications may not consist in their strict 

conformity to the rules of literary composition, but in tho car

dinal fact, if indeed it be a fact, that they emanate from the 

Spirit-world. The true philosopher will not find fault with 

Nature because some of her phenomena occur unexpectedly, 

and are seemingly irregular and disorderly. In the process of 

creation, Chaos preceded the reign of Order, while the strife
tinction—it is among the highest honors conferred on mortal*; of social and political elements and the noise of revolution go 

but the medium for its expression should be the last to appro- before the Spirit of Reform, to herald the new and higher

frorn a fur distant country, Bonte pledge of friendship or fnc*- 

snge of love, he would not quarrel with tho meusenger about 

the time and mannor of bis arrival, nor regard ns u sine qua 

non tho literary merits of what his friend may nay. No, bo- 

reaved affection bo* wept too long over the grave of it* buried 

hopes to be excessively fastidious on this point, 1 he mother 

who sighs for her lost child, will not stop to question the mere 

scholarship of any who may come to u*suro her that the child 

is safe. The ar.xious wife, who bends in prayer over the 

ashes of hint who shielded her from the stornt, who keeps Jong 

vigils from the hour of vespers until tho stars grow' pale in the 

beams of the Orient, would only ask to be fully assured that the 

loved one is, and that it is well with hint. 'Die bare conscious

ness of his presence would produce, it may he, more intense anil 

exalted happiness than all the wealth of kingdoms, the splendor 

of intellectual endowments, and the refinement of the highest art.

CURIOUS PROOF OF SPIRITUAL PRESENCE.
Mrs. Edith Banning, of West Winsted, Conn., a lady of the 

highest respectability, and a member of tho Presbyterian 

Church, buried her husband, as we say in common parlance, 

gome four years since. Mrs, B. has three daughters, aged 

seventeen, fifteen, and thirteen years, respectively, who arc 

partial media. The eldest is at times clairvoyant, while the 

youngest is a medium for the sounds. It is now about one 

year since they first became fully conscious of the presence 

of invisible visitors, claiming to be the Spirits of departed rel

atives and friends.

Some weeks since, while the writer was at West Winsted, 

for the purpose of giving lectures on the facts and philosophy 

of Spiritualism, Mrs. Banning related the following interesting 

fact: On entering the front room one day, Mrs. B. observed 

that the mirror was apparently covered with a sort of cloud, 

or mist, as though some person had just breathed over its sur- 

jface. On approaching'*’I she disovercd,.to her great surprise, 
'*ioar the center of the* glass, a complete protic picture of a 

man. She thought of the possibility that it might be some 

illusion of the sense, and summoned her eldest daughter, who 

saw the picture with equal distinctness ; and now, most unex

pectedly, the likeness of the deceased husband and father clearly 

appeared in the image before them. One after another all the 

members of the family were called to look at the mystical 

profile. There were five persons who witnessed this curious 

phenomenon, namely, Mrs. Banning, two of her daughters, an 

English woman who lives in the family, and an Irish domestic, 

all of whom manifestly saw the same image, as their descrip

tions entirely agree. The picture remained some twenty 

minutes, and then gradually the outline became indistinct, and 

finally disappeared, leaving the mirror untarnished.

Subsequently, the ordinary sounds, or rappings, were heard 

on the table, and what purported to be Mr. Banning, of the 

Spirit-world, announced his presence, and affirmed that he 

had produced the image they had just witnessed, to redeem a 

promise given them some time before, which was'to the effect, 

that he would give them an unmistakable demonstration of his 

personal presence.

We may further add, that the Irish girl was so much 

frightened, on witnessing the mystical picture, that she left 

the house, and did not return until the next day.

THE
We copy the 

dence Journal. 

Washington are

SPIRITS AT WASHINGTON.
following from a late number of the Proyi- 

It will be perceived that lion, gentlemen at 

becoming deeply and generally interested in

the modern phenomena, and that they do not all sanction the 

flippant denunciations which emanate from a portion of the 

press. Those who want stringent laws passed against Spir

itual intercourse must hurry, or our legislators will be all con

vinced before any action is had. The “ resolutions of non- 

intercourse” with tho Spirit-world must be passed at once, 

gentlemen, or (hey will lay on the table indefinitely.—Ed.

1*110 following extract* arc frum two letters addressed to a lady of this 
city. They were written by a gentleman of high intelligence and reputa- 
ation, formerly a distinguished Senator in Congress.

Since I wrote you last, I have had some of the most extraordinary phys
ical manifestations from my old friend Calhoun, that I have yet heard of, 
ending with a short communication in writing, which Gen. Hamilton, 
Gen. Thompson, Gen. Campbell (all his most intimate friends), as well a* 
one of Calhoun’s sons, to whom I have submitted it, pronounce a perfect 
fac simile of his hand-writing.

I have also had communications from Webster, through a writing 
medium, of the. most extraordinary character. A gentleman of the highest 
order of intellect present at the time, said he had read all the old philoso
phers from Plato down to Bacon, and he had seen nothing equal to these 
communications from Webster.

Your account of the movement of the table, when my letter was read, 
“ indicating an intelligent concurrence with the ideas presented,” reminds 
me of a physical manifestation recently, in the presence of Gen. Hamilton, 
Gen. Thompson, of South Carolina, and myself.

We were directed to place the Bible on a drawer under the tabic. I 
placed it there completely closed. It was a small pocket Bible, with very 
fine print. Numerous raps were then heard beating time to “ Hail Colum
bia," which had been called for. Shon the sounds began to recede, and 
grew fainter and fainter till they died away in the distance. The alpha 
bet was then’called for, and it was spelled out V Look ” I looked on tho 
drawer, and found the Bible open. I took it up, and carefully kept it 
open at the place, as I found it. On bringing it to the light, I found it 
open at St. John’s Gospel, chaplet ii. being on the let? side, and chapter 
iii. on the right side. I void, “Do you wish us to look al chapter ii1 
Ans. “No.” "Do you wish u» to look at chapter iii I” Ans. “\c«." 
And it was then said, “ Read." I commenced reading the chapter, and 
significant and emphatic raps weir given nt many verses, and at verses 
8, 11, lb, Bl, most vehement raps *crc given. By looking at these verses, 
you will better appreciate the signiiieancy and intelligence of this emphatic 
demonstration. This manifestation purported to come from Calhoun, 
who had previously invited us thtwe gentlemen to be present at a particu
lar hour. I A

more »O, if tiny thing, titan •hr wit# nt borne. Thu* for wc have had much t ^ ^ ^^ to BM,tMi„ it But ilIUW| dl th* appoairion, rite
ctppoailion lO contend again*!, but have met with 8 .remarkable few failure* I (
The wor*t WM that of two of Dickon*’ friend*, who paid Mf# H. a vi.it * 1 nJjj' triumphant 

They evidently come with tho intention of

tempt, th# vmt» of •piritual infercour** have toad* (heir
Not Ira* than half a million of h

f<W days after bar arrival.
having every thing wrong, and they nearly auceredod to their mind. You 
have probably M en the article in the " Houaehold Word*" giving an ttr- 
<fonnt of their V1*H to tho “ Rapper*, or the Ghost of (hr Lockiane Gboat,” 
in which they #ay the whole thing bn* been exploded tn the “ State#."

We abaft try bard to overcome the prejudice* of the people, and to 
awaken on interest in the subject; already have quite a number of the fir#t 
families taken the trouble to investigate the phenomena; I wilt simply 
name a few of them, the Earl of Egliuton and the Countess, Js»rd and 
Lady Naars, the Marchioness of Stafford, Nir Edward Bulwer Lytton, Mr*. 
Crowe, Mis* Anna Blackwell, Dr. EHiottaon, Dr. Aahbumrr, and many 
other*, who have expressed great satisfaction, and a full belief fit its truth 

and reality.
Dr. Elliotteon is the editor of the Zoist. Hr, as also Dr. Aahbumer, are 

greatly interested, and hate received extraordinary proofs But a most 
distinguished man has at length consented io investigate, and to give the 
result of his labors to the world, without fear or favor. I am not at pres
ent at liberty to mention his name. He occupies a high professional poxi- 
lion in Edinburgh ; you probably understand who it is. I hope to be able 
to write something in a few weeks that will be of interest both to you and

in ilir kmowi.kmuii that ft nrvat-ending life iabafore tL-m
Th« alubborft jnatrria(i*t*, within th*church and witbaut unnbU tel

your readers. Believe me, your# truly, 

w. ». u

SHADOWS OF COMING EVENTS.
Messrs. Partridge and Brittan;

At one of our regular sittings at my residence on Wednes

day evening, February 23d, with Mrs. A. and Miss M. as 

mediums, Miss M. passed into a trance ; and after describing 

in glowing terms the beauty and happiness of the place in 

which her spirit was privileged to roam, she said :

“There in some friend somewhere that is going to be changed, and go 
there soon. I don’t know who it is, but it looks like mother.’'

I asked, “ Wouldn't you be glad to have her go to so beautiful and happy 
a place 3"

She replied, “ I am glad, and yet sorrowful. She will be better off 
They don’t think she is going, but she is.”

“ Will she go soon I”
‘•I corit tell, but think she is’ it looks so.” Miss M. now beheld a 

hearse and a funeral procession.
With the hand and pencil of Mrs, A. they now drew a representation of 

a beautiful wreath, and said that such a wreath was being prepared by the 
Spirit-friends of her who was soon to change, and that it was for her to 
wear on her entrance to the Spirit-world. They then wrote, through Mrs. 
A., the following sentence :

“ God calls His children home in rapid succession, each in their turn, as 
their labors here are done and the spirit longs for immortality. Then the 
angel comes in love, and bears them home to their heavenly mansion."

At this date, February 23d, we supposed the person alluded to was in 
good health. We had heard from her a few .weeks previous to that effect. 
Miss M< came from the trance and wept much, saying that her mother 
would soon change, as she had seen her friends in the Spirit-worid prepar
ing to receive her.

Thus the matter rested. I made the usual record of what transpired. 
M e heard nothing from the place (Gardiner, Maine) in which her mother 
resided until 1 uesday, March 1st, when 1 received a telegraphic dispatch, 
stating that she was “ very nick.” The next day, Wednesday, March 
2d, I received another dispatch, by wMch I was informed that the mother 
of Miss M. that ntojning passed from this to the Spirit-world.

Chelsea, Mass., March 5, 1853. Jons S. Adams.

Note—I have since learned that the mother of Miss M. was perfectly 
well on the Wednesday we had our sitting, as far as her friends could ob
serve, and that no appearance of illness was visible until the evening of the 
following Sabbath; thus proving the truth of what our Spirit-friends told 
us, that her friends did not think she was soon to leave them. A.

SPIRITUALISM IN NEW ORLEANS.

We copy the following from a private letter recently receiv

ed from a clergyman in New Orleans, who will greatly oblige 

us by communicating more frequently, and at length, respect

ing the progress of the cause at the South.

Spiritual manifestations are extending here, and they are engaging the 
attention of many of our most respectable arizen*. All kinds of report* 
and rumors are in circulation here, as I suppose there have been in other 
places, respecting manifestations and persons engaged in them.

I have visited two circles in which the manifestations were unquestion
able, evincing a knowledge of past events and circumstances, and exhibit
ing a degree of intelligence superior to that of any person present. I have 
the pleasure of saying that all persons present were perfectly convinced 
that the power acting was not an emanation from any one in the company, 
and that the communication* were from the Spiritual world; that there 
was not any fraud, imposition, or deception practiced or intended by any 

one present.
I learn that there arc many mediums of different descriptions in this city; 

that the subject is one of interest to all, and that circles are formed, and 
being formed, in all directions. That these investigations are being made 
in a pious, sincere, and truthful manner, that much good has already re
sulted, and much more is anticipated by those advanced in the cause. I 
hear of some who arc pitiably mixed up with Fanaticism; very good per
sons imagine that they are beset by devils, worried and annoyed, pinched, 
choked, etc., after the good old Puritanical fashion of Salem witches, so 
devoutly detailed in Hutchinson's History of Massachusetts. All these de
nounce the cool method of inquiry of those who take the rational view of 
these things, as taught by Davi* and others. How far these conditions of 
mental excitement will influence the public mind against inquiries on this 
subject, remains for future observation ; al present, many are deterred from 
examination by a kind of indefinable fear of incurring similar conditions. 
To the collective experience of investigators, and to the press, we must 
look for a corrective of any errors which wc may meet or embrace ; some 
of us here arc doing all we can to diffuse works on these subjects, and to

pule the irresistible array of arrmiiuLsK-d and accuuit/Jaiing f^*, vt„ 
u* and ask, What good has been Accompli»ljrd, tfopp<Mi»^ it all to U 
Th<’y aver that we have received no important met ruction, and Um 
world i*. a* yet, no wiaef or better lot haying been inMaud into k t^ 
communication with the inviribb world TWy Mwai anil and *A m 
to lift the vail oftbe future', and reveal to them *b*l goal will k* mom 
plishrd. They a*k u* why some heretofore unsettled queafia* hu t^ 
been acute*), and know ledge and goodnfM throat suddenly upon «♦’

Jf such inquirer* w ill look about them to even a limited extent, (by #m 
see that, in Iheif haste, they have overlooked saint things whsh .o 4 
great and vita) importance, (hat the agitation of spiritualism baa vrnoy 
pUshed. Much good ha* been done; discussion on spiritual philosoph- t 
searching into the life to come, and an increased desire fortbat kud at 
knowledge, ha* received a mighty impulse. Thia is not ait. Iter by mv 
mean* the moat important work it ha* aeeomptished Ji u •uhm ^ 
personal knowledge of if»e writer that a very large numl*f of p#»on* whs 
cither denied a ftnurr existence altogether, or were in doubt or iCsper,** 
in regard to it, have had their doubts di*pelfcd, and their mind* quieted «-. ! 
settled on the subject. This, With all the rehgioQ* world, is a ^reat p^g 
to be gained, if their profession* are to bo credited; s point whirl* ifyj 
missionaries have encompassed sea and land to gain, without toaiugany 
very considerable progress with that class of minds who require thro re*, 
soning faculties to be convinced by a presentation of fact* pr !’•">% instead 
of a reliance on some written or traditional authority, that never *»* re
markably clear on this point ft is a mat tor of surprise, or would br, sere 
it not a general characteristic of sectarianum, to see them tbjediaf to tl.i* 
Dew proof of immortality, because it has not come through their crooked 
channel, but is presented directly to the sense* as a fixed fact It is by 
facts that this clast of minds are convinced, and the variou* assertion* of 
old theology had no effect upon them. From an aged man f ha** * Hiet, 
wherein he say#, “ For the last thirty years I have been a firm beberrr in 
the total annihilalion of all that pertain* to man al hi* death; but here 
something comes up, and gives me ihe most undeniable evidence of the ri- 
islencc of those whom I supposed to be in the endless deep of anmhibk 
tion.” Anolhcr, a woman of strong intellect, and known a few year* tince 
as a powerful advocate of Atheism, rejecting all Ideas of future cjiUrwe, 
now writes me .that' she fs thoroughly convinced of the continued et isle nee 
and progression of all human being*. 7 he number of *uch convert# t* 
legion, and they include some of the best mind* in the country, who only 
needed tangible proof to be convinced of the truth of immortality- If 
tliis were Ihe whole that the spirilual manifestations had accompli»fwd, 
could it be said that they had accomplished no good ’ Kase they not, with 
many minds, settled one of ihe most momentous questions that ha* ever 
wn unsettled and agitated in the world 1 Every day add* to the number 
of convert* made to rejoice in the glorious conviction of Iha truth of never- 

ending existence.
But the proof of immortality is noi all ihe good it nas accomplished. 

That, of itself, bring* w th it many blessing* and fond remembrance* thsl 
are not seen at the first glance; but there are others. The sick have bera 
healed to an extent never before known by any suxi’ar agency, in any age 
of the world. No ancient healing, under the name of miracle, has surpassed 
some of the modern cases; the blind have been restored to sight, the lune 
made to walk ; the wrong docx ha* been turned from the error of hi* t ays; 

“ he that putteth the bottle to his neighbor’* lips'’ ha* been induced, by 
Spirit-influence, to abandon hi* traffic , ths1 revengeful have been iMuerd 
to banish their long-cherished schemes, and many a stubborn, cold, and 
callous heart has been made to melt al the loving message* from Spirit- 
friends, and awakened to a renewed life and correct deportment.

Our opponent# complain of the want of progress in manner, and di«tinrt- 
nc#s of the manifestation*; but the demonstration# have been so varied, 
wonderful, and wide-spread, that the w onder should hr, not bow slowly it 
h51# progressed, but how rapidly. It would have broken upon the world 
like an overw helming avalanche, if all the light from the spheres above had 
at once been let in upon us, and the effect would have been dazzling and 
bewildering in the extreme, and the transition from darkness to marvelous 
light would have worked evil instead of good. Like all things in the pro
gression of tho human race, this came at the appropriate time, and in the 
best manner to secure attention and elicit thought, without siartli*£ the 
falsely educated world who arc to receive it, and its advance ha* been so 
rapid as the world would bear. In short, it could not have been improved 
upon by mortal#, if they had undertaken to present a plan The tele
graphic sounds and vibrations had nothing really alarming in them, and 
therefore their cause was searched for, without that superstitious awe whk 
which the listener would have looked for the appearance, or for the volte 
of a departed friend. When it was ascertained that there was intelligent 
in the source of the sounds, enough had been heard to convince the hearer 
that there was no real danger to be apprehended and nothing to fear. That 
it has advanced, step by step, until now there are a variety of way# to make 
u# realize the presence of our Spirit-friends. From one obscure family, it

inform others as fast as possible. Respectfully yours,
E. C. H.

Childish Fears.—An intelligent spiritualist at the West, 

who appears to entertain the suspicion that some people are 

afraid of daylight, says :

“ I remember to have heard of a little boy once, who had been born in a 
Coal mine. By some auspicious occurrence, pie hoy had been brought to 
the surface of the earth in the night When the" morning began to break 
and the rosy light to streak the chamber# of tho East, he gazed with most 
astonished bewilderment, and when-the sun began to rise, hi# amazement 
gave way to consternation, and he thought somebody had kindled a * big 
fire,’ that would burn up ‘ the whole scrape of them.’ He is commended

has spread over this whole continent, and even into Europe. Th-; © 
spreading the great initiating idea to a more familiar and reliable male of 
communication; and we arc inclined to the belief that the present mode 
will not very materially improve, until the great mass of mankind are M 
to acknowledge the possibility and probability of the present demonstrations 
being made by Spirits. When this knowledge becomes general, we iW 
be prepared for another step; and when this comes, it will probably be io 
great an advance, as to excite general skepticism, and will astonish the 
world even more than the advent of the present demonstrations. Let i 
not be said that there has been no great amount of good aceomphsbed 
The world may not estimate the value of the most simple truth, and wks 
this is known to be a fact, of however apparent insignificance, it n«i 
nothing more to prove it to be of vast importance to mankind. Let us Mt 
be in haste; we can not force the order of nature to conform to our ideas 
of progress, and she will work out this spiritual problem, this moa im
portant truth of the age. in spite of the bigotry of its opponents, or impa
tience and fanaticism of its friends.

In tracing the progress of the new manifestations, the nature of the op
position should not be forgotten. From the tune the first public damna
tions took place at Rochester (N. Y.), to the present, the opponents hire 
been divided into two general classes, the first being the lower rtnte of 
human society, who have never been in a position to cause them to thud 
of anv thing of a spiritual nature ; and the other, that body of mentowbw 
the world is indebted for standing in the way of all improvement and retorts 
in all ages of the world, the theological teachers and their well-trained pu
pil*. At the first lecture ever delivered on this subject, these two phut* 
were exhibited; the genteel rabble were noisy and boisterous, while tk 
theological teacher gravely arose and declared his belief to be that thcAwo 
•Oration*, as related, were true, but that it was an excursion of hi* SiUsK 
Majesty, for the purpose of winning souls to everlasting detrurtk* 
These two main trunks have numerous branches, and use various uff 
meat* to substantiate their common theory that “ it can’t be so " It h* 
not be^n the religious theologian merely that has opposed the qxjifod 
idea, but the equally sectarian and bigoted anti-religious acboolcd tbe^ 
gians Both of these classes have argued from the same premises, Ml 
have taken the ground that (excepting the especial privifefc granted to h*
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th# Spnla Id OMlUnU# mU tnrrv### lh*tf e*NIUIHl!U(WtMAa lu* toted, but 
th# gtevtoM itevvlofimrnt 14 Vtlll <M|#*nl M ill ihr toltrrrf* m th# (pint -

sustaiiwU m they are by forte that Laie ever, and will ever, overwhelm and 
pul to tight all the theories and supposition# brought again#! i| ’ Tho-e 
who have arrived al an absolute knowledge of the fart#, can no more he 
shaken m their belief than they ran discredit thru own r listener, for it I# 
forever engraven on the mind, anil ran not Iw svwdiratod by time of sophis
try Amal 41 the ekmor of eppMMta and are-tartan footing among br- 
bevrr#, let the cool and the phifoaopiucal keep calmly on their way, and 
patiently investigate to the end

In closing, we ran not refrain from adiiing an extract from a tetter of 
that good nun, John 0. M allies, which will always be applicable to seek, 
er# after spintual knowledge “They (Spirits! have been bending over us 
and docking around the world, peering into every crevice in the cold cash 
iron heart of man, bearing al the door of every mental temple for admit- 
tanro, ami stenting at the top of there reMee* to the walking corpse# that
*talk atovs ground, cwt tinea they hjW# left thru bodies They labor la in- 
trullv now to the gaoj of man a* thry Jul tn the body, and pertup# more 
Sa\ and only need acre.# lo man to guide him out of the wildemea*. over 
the drw-rt and up the tall-top# to the land ot Redemption. So don't kt u* 
taMbsr them about tumor ntAilrr*. but go rigfa into th. great work al once ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ preM.hlk aB WM ^^ into onlrr 
Thal, eventually, will faring the world with the bet evidence that they | ^^ ^ ^^ imU^nl,j,|..< &nd thc efulle#M HpanR of ^ ^^ 

wa* soon teeming with counties* million* of tuunolM* form* of life.
This having faded away, #hc rose, and, in the most dignified and im- 

preaaive manner, delivered the following:

- Down, down in the depths of Chao*, a breath from the Almighty 
(which breath was hi* will) reached a germ implanted there, and Creation 
began ; and who shall trace the result of that breath I

•• Mi had# of living thing# now fill the air; the earth is teeming with life, 
and wBO shall declare the future ’

are from God. and all will »e»*k to bv with them, or rather, enjov and real-
is# their presence Above all things, kerp it from being Made a merer-' 
nary matter. There I# nothing so deadening to ^pint-life as venality, 
unless it be the denial of the ever-present angel-spirit* Beg, dig. grub, 
and starve, but don't traffic in angel-intercourse If the gale of heaven 
Em b«*n opened. J ft let us have Mammon for gate-keeper If Franklin, 
or Ragers, or Swedenturg, «*r Gabriel have eoote to our aid, don't let US 
set them on the auction-block, to sell to the higjbeei bidder Let us soak, 
such information a# shill enable all the race to come up and talk with them 
face to face, behold their glories, ami bo like them. ”

A VISION OF HEAVEN.

*

RY JOHN S. ADAMS.

Night hid (bed it# darkne#* round me ; 
Wearied w ith the care* of day.

Rested I. Sleep # toft fold# bound me, 
And my (pint fled away.

A# on eagle pinion# (oaring,
On I (ped from star to (tar, 

’Till Heaven’* high and gliat’uing portate 
Met my virion from afar.

Myriad mile* I baited over;
Myriad (tar# I passed by;

On and on my tirclcw spirit 
Urged it* ccasele## flight on high.

Planet# burned with glorious radiance. 
Lighting up my trackless way ;

Front the realms of endless day.

Fell upon my car, as music
Chanted by celestial choirs

Only can. and then my spirit 
Longed to grasp their gulden lyres.

Stood I near that portal, wondering 
M hether I could enter there ;

I, of earth and sin the subject.
Child of sorrow and of care 1

There I stood, like one uncoil’d for, 
Willing thus to hope and wait;

’Till a voice said. “ Why not enter!
M hy thus linger al the gate ’

“ Know me not ’. say whence thou comest 
Here to join stir angel-band ;

Know me nut I Here, take thy welcome, 
Take thine angH-suler's band ”

Then I gazed, and gazing wondered ; 
For 'twas she who long since died;

She who in her youth departed, 
Failing early at my side.

“ Up,’* said she, “ ’mid glorious temples. 
Up. where all thy lov’d one# rest. 

They with joy will sing thy welcome 
To the mansions of the blest;

’* Mansions where no sin can enter. 
Home where all do rest in peace ;

Where the tired and faithful spirit 
From its trials find# release ;

“ Golden courts, where watchful cherubs 
Tune their harps to holy praise;

Temples in which countless myriads 
Anthems of thanksgiving raise.”

I those shining portals entered. 
Guided by that white-robed one ;

When a glorious light shone round me, * 

Brighter than a noonday sun.

Friends I met whom death had severed 
From companionship below;

All were there, and in each feature 
Immortality did glow.

I would touch their golden lyres, 
When upon my cars there broke 

Louder music—at that moment
I from my glad vision woke.

AU was silent; scarce a zephyr 
Mov'd the balmy air of night;

And the moon in meekness shining. 
Shed around its hallowed light.

Editobs

Ilir srcumpanying nianu«enp* of unknown character# wm rent me by 
• fn#.#! in .Milwaukee, and u a portion only of * whole page, tliil lo have 
brert wnilrn by Mr Fenton, of Cleveland, under spiritual influence, the 
Whole page being written in two minutes. Ml L B Brown, thr gen- 
llriiiAft who rent it, requested me to submit it to the esaritinalion of #mne 
of our media It ws# supposed to bo Arabic, and I prorented it lo thr 
tiirJiuitt with (hat uuprr*#iun on my mind, SO that the influence of my mind 
could have had no agency in determining the result.

Hw first thing presented to her mind was a vision, con#i«(ing of * long 
row of i lunear, all alike, with the ptiruliar, stereotyped appearance and 
coatumr of (hat singular people; (he medium having a strong imprFMfon 
that this Was intended to indicate that the writing was Chinas?

I hi# scene passed away, and was succeeded by another, designed to 
symbolize primitive chaos. The vision of the medium SMtned to embrace 
thr limitless realm* of spare within it* scope, where every thing wa* in 
shapeless, lifeless confusion, light and darkness, luat and cold, and every 
tiling opposite and incongruous wero intermingled in such manner a* to 
defy all the power# of language to describe At length motion began to

■”*011! griUTfaB ntrrd immrnsny: tint Weten h nnr‘-i„ Di.it.e Mind
fills all creation, 
dust "

In it there u life, without it creation would crumble into

She then attempted to give the name, thus, “ Con”-“ fu”-“ tian ; no.
not Conhwien, but Confu-eius, “ Confucius.”

She then said it teemed to her that this was not all of it; that the *ub- 
ect was abruptly cut off in the middle.

I had not told her. neither had I thought before of it being only a frag
ment of the original, so that her impression must have originated from 
some other source than my mind. Whether this i* really the Chinese char
acter, and. if so, whether this be the true interpretation or not, I of course 
offer no opinion. You may be able to find some person who is able to 
determine this question, from a knowledge of the language, and also to 
obtain the balance of the original.

I was struck, as you will doubtless be, by the free, easy, smooth sweep 
of the pen which characterizes every portion of the performance, and which 
indicate# that it was never done by imitation.

Perhaps Dr. Richmond may find tn this circumstance an argument in 
fovor of his theory !

Whether it be from Confucius or not. it is certainly not unworthy the 
old philosopher in his palmiest days.

Mr. Brown informs me there is a lady in Milwaukee who often writes in
the same characters Yours for the truth,

D. Cory, M.D.
P. S —It strikes me these letters resemble those given by Swedenborg, 

which he calls the “ Celestial Characters,” but it is a long time since I saw
them. d. c.

Soon after the foregoing letter was received from Dr. Con',

we happened- one evening lo be in company wi* a rapping w ^ |ibmtci|. bul ^ ^ ^^ bc hop ^ ^ ^ ,„„,„ not 

medium, Miss Middlebrook, of Bridgeport. Conn., when we [hal he i, a prhoner Can the Spirit grow, while ignorance is biles lo such 

received a communication which may interest the reader. It a mind ’ Hi* Heaven is ignorance, his Hell is not remorse; for thought

was at a late hour in the evening, when we chanced (if such to him « not so well defined. He sleeps, and knows not what the end will 
a term may be allowed) to think of the occult message, and ^ He maF not dwaP ’lceF for ^gel» “lhclr mission ma? arousc hi’ 

, . i i r i ; dormant faculties, and strike upon some note as yet untouched, unlock the
we at once resolved to submit it to the Spirits, v e had pre- . , , ,. ,

. . . . . , . , prison door, and set him free I
viouslv inclosed the manuscript in a new envelope, on which

there was no writing. Placing the communication on the 

table, inclosed as above described, wo requested the Spirits to 

tell us what they knew, or could learn, concerning the author; 

whereupon we received, principally in reply to direct inter- i 

rogatories, the following communication :

“ The message was dictated by a man in the Spirit-world ; 

he has been there a long time ; he did not belong to this coun- 

try ; the author did not speak the English language; he did 

not live in France, not in Germany, not in Italy; he lived in 

the Chinese Empire. The Spirit was greatly distinguished 

while on earth; not as a conqueror, not as a historian, not as 

a poet—he might have been a poet—but he was eminent as a 

philosopher.
“ You hare a translation with you ; it was given by a Spirit, 

through a medium who knows nothing of the characters. The 

translation is substantially correct.”
We were in a strange house when the above was commu

nicated ; we had not seen the medium for some weeks, and 

the parties constituting the circle were all profoundly ignorant

of the contents of the envelope. Ed.

Tub Chvbch and the Raffing#.—The Sunday Tinies of this city, 
which, not long since, as we are credibly informed, denounced the Spirit
ual Manifestations as an unmitigated fraud, and the media as graceless 
imposters, is at length “under conviction ” The spirit of opposition 
which had possessed it, recently gave up the ghost, as appears from the 
Timet of April 10th. That spirit seem* to have been exorcised by Rev.
CImW B-efef. R-port We ™„ from thc T,„..' article, taking the . ^ bljelie<1 b Mr Osborne, an English officer, on his 
liberty to italicise one line. Us word* ore gentle and considerate 1

. return from the court of Jtundjetsing, in India. We must also
-There te no subject •before the people which monopolize# a larger (bare of pub• . * J ”

lie lUfittion th<u lb<? to-cullcd fipiri#Ml pbctK>mrnfih In hundred# of famihra in tbit 3(1(1 tllClt CiCDCrdI ^ Cntur^i ^ Ho M CIS ODC of tliC M itllCSSCS Ol 
dty the - rapping.' and - tipping.' .re th? ordinary .mu., menu of the evening extraordinary transaction, testified to the correctness of 
and the belief that »p.rita are lb- caw# of three mand^utlon. ia widely prevalent. ' » • >
TKisMufis nix a men exif sr iiissia».baMd -p-'t tg eero„ee cos ^pernaion. it ha* ' the statement when he subsequently visited Pans.
the »anctiun of the church Grave dirine# of the leading Protctant recta have .uh- Mr Osborne says, “ On the 6th of June, 1838, the monotony of our life 
--------------- . in camp was agreeably interrupted by the arrival of an individual who had 

rfcarle# Brecher it appear#, coincide# with the doctor in .ttribnUag the 1 .__. > . n v v tthe Rev. CbarJe# . ^* two di»tinrui.h«d derjy- g1^ <*M»nty in the Pendjab. Oke natives regarded him with
men th# Me sn EpUeop.lian, the other a Cunirectionali.r, admitting their fa th in 8™* veneration, on account of the faculty he possessed of remaining buried 
the .up-rnatnral origin of th# • r*pp ng.,' etc. This ia a rerion. matter." under ground as long as he pleated, and then reviving again. Such extra-

•cribed to iL We h»ve already given the opinion of Dr. Tyny upon the auLpct. and

• m.nife#taUon#' to diabolic agency. Her#, lb«n. we

m #«<r«»*4 W*«te M well •• 0** b##* •f ’^ **n‘* ”• Mt

SHADES OF THE POETS.
W# ai'knuwlrdgo our indabtodna** to Mbm li 1 a highly esteemed Lady, 

who reside# at Hartford, Conn , for several interfiling nwaaagr* fawn Ih* 
Sprit#, one of which will be found In (hi* coiuirctitii |( will be peresived 
(luq our friend i# hrcwlf the medium, and uur rwafan may be a##ur«d, that 
entire fiaadom from all fanaticism, cahno*** of nmyl. and punty of chane- 
ter coHibure to commend her account of |>cr#onal < qx-fit iw r to their tdlcti> 
lion and confidence

Our reader# will be able to judge of (he merit* of the Spirit'# com- 
Braniaktion itself, and to what extent it resemble* thr style of the great

Friend Brittan :

The communication from Lord Byron waa imparted to nu 

last August. When he came I was occupied with company, 

and was expecting soon to be called for, to h ave on a visit. 1 

received the usual evidence of Spiritual prcHonce, and sup

posed it to be for a friend, who was then waiting for a mes

sage. Upon inquiring, Who is it, thr answer came, “ Byron.” 

Not thinking of the Bard, I inquired, Byron who [ and then 

the answer came, M Lord Byron." Al first 1 felt some degree 

of embarrassment, and thought the circumstances were unfa

vorable for me to receive impressions. I asked for a delay, 

and immediately the answer came, “ Suit your own conveni

ence/ I felt like one in the presence of a person whose dig

nity was somewhat disturbed, I inquired, Can you impress 

me under the circumstances ’ He replied/' 17*. Bt quiet.” 

4-^rih4?W?—A^IIu^Ul^^ Mlowmg^as (fipm OO - '

Yours truly E. R.

communication from the spirit.
Man should not mourn. In borrow’s garb full many & Spirit lives, and 

grope* his way in aadnes*. Hi* destiny is not Io darkness, but to light. 
His spirit dwarfish is, for want of true knowledge ; and so the light ob
scured by clouds of darkness, is to his bewildered vision nought but Hell. 
Why, O why will man, in image God-like made, sink lower far than 
brutes that perish! Why not stem the current so fiercely flowing, and 
arrest the tide of passion; why not say, thus far and no farther (halt thou 
go. It is not pride, and goodness it is not; jt is not w isdom sure, thus to 
debase and violate the laws of God’s own making.

Roll on majestic 1 Oh, thou mighty Power;
Sink low, and lower still, all hellish fear; 
And waves on waves of sorrow and of dread, 
Will change, and change, and find an Ocean's bed.^

But when the light from Heaven through the darkness beams, and Man 
subdued, loves to be pure, then will the Spirit grow, and see in Nature’s 
God the image of itself, and thus with Him in union be. A paradise in bliss, 
without a serpent's subtile power. No longer mourn, ye sons of God, for 
onward,is the light, more radiant with hope, more glorious still. No longer 
earth-born cares the Spirit fetter; no longer hate what God has made, fur 
all is holy, all is part of God, breathes life and teems with beauty. It is 
the eye that's dim, that darkness secs. Can such a leader be, can mortals, 
who know not the way, the way reveal 1 No longer mourn, no longer 
weep ; but in thy God-like nature rise, and claim the right on thee bestow- 

! cd. It is the slave of earth that is in iron fetters bound. He seeks not

AN INDIAN SPIRIT’S SPEECH.
Lebanon, N H., .March, 14, 1853.

Mr. Partridob :
Dear Sir—The following communication was written through a me

dium of thirteen years of age. I know it is not her own composition.
Your#, c. b. o.

The once proud chief of a fallen natio.> now comes to speak to his pale- 
faced sister. There are but few left to lament th;-departure of a once pow
erful race, none to sit by the council fire, to seek friendship or to plot re
venge. No daring footsteps now climb the bills and precipice# of our 
native land. And where is now the Indian maiden, who roamed through 

. the glens and valleys, or skimmed o'er the lake in her swift canoe ’ AU, ail 
I arc gone ! What is the cause of this downfall of a whole nation ! Look 

to your brothers for an answer We bear with us to the Spirit-world our 
primitive character#—we arc at peace with all.

You may deem it strange that an untutored savage should think of po
etry, but nature is full of poetry ; the Indian's heart is full; from the wild 
cataract and foaming billows of the ocean, to the calm and placid lake, or 
the murmuring rill, sending forth its gushing melody. The mountain#, 
towering in lofty majesty, the forest retreat, whose wavy boughs afford a 
shade to the dream-loving, all these speak to us, and awaken one absorb
ing passion. How can I speak of Heaven I The Indian grew sad when 
your brother# took possession of his lands ; vengeance became the object 
of his soul, the rest you know; suffice it to say, we arc happy now. Heaven 
is our*. Powhatan has finished.

A SINGULAR FACT.
A MAM R>. TORED TO LITE AFTER BCRUL TOR TEM MONTHS.

The subjoined extract is translated from the Pans Journal

of Magnetism, which quotes as its authority a very remarkable

PlMM good, *®4 **ii •ball d*»*pj»«r. Ifo itokzxm# Ueto# thr n 
morn of light

Follow yrwe, mA perem dull follow tbr« How 09 remlrOdM wfch °^ I #:#vr 1>olla# 

thy follow*, sod (by lelhm* *ludl br (fry (crisis Tms# P***iva
\Vmu man art hungry . tbuU knoteart th# want* of thr pour , but tehM tof##* nuBkbrf O 

Ukiu art rich, thou rarest for (by (Uhr# HripMMdh from sympathy, but 
Oppression &MI sclfi>hnr» f z< thy sou) know (hr lanurt, that it may
not be dwriyrd w ith tlw latter

Say to the needy, be yr wanned, xnd hr yr filled, and what thou sayest. I 
do { for tighteflUM*** ‘» not tn Word#, but in good deed*

Say to thyrelf what thou find#**BMC for another, nof let thy word# hr of pubikfaJipn 
found unfaithful to thee Co«H wisdom for thyrelf, and to tfo.n 1 »lh , Foist# Pi 
wisdom come; for whosoever shall cuitittte hi* own soul, aha!) reap the ^j, jr»pe<-< to lb* number of »utorn|4*M* © ' • >-
reward of hut toil Be w im fur thyself that thou mayeet share Be
treasure.

Pearl* win smiling fores, but rods render -mites into tear* Make tar* 
row’# path glad with the WtsdotD of thy merry : for man tm-deth aid.

Dust Is weighty, and weight is a balance. so he who t« attracted m fell) p Hewitt, the Eight A®*» >kf Spirit World, puhndbed at M L-n*. 
by the waykul? may be balanced by a SPUntarpotte. Hold thyrelf in rewj- yjo ^ ^ jf MmU, and the hpirital Era. pc.bad<4 by O Baker 
inc*# to mart the emergency, Jest at any time thy urgket aoB) occasion
thee to stumble. . , •

Prudence is cautiousness, and he who is prudent will not say, or du, 
what Jjc will regret.

Time, makes nothing right which is wrung; it is the measure of age ; 
but wisdom never grows old, nor eternal tiring# young Sweet is the

presence,
Poverty seeks to hide itself, but riches to face the world; shame and

honor arc in neither. Herwbolias much wants more, but be who Em what ! awarded to a Lady, the Fropixtor# wul also present to the »&' •-•fU co®
it useful need not complain.

Envy not the proud , for vanity and pride are naturally united, and Le { Ihbk, bound in the mo«t superb style, the paMiaher** price of whieh is 

who would overcome the one must destroy both 1 TwirrT-Fiv* Doll#**
Honor thy superior#, and pity thy inferior# Equal# are pair#; pain are ’ The period allotted for thia trial will be Cree months, rrefammg fracs 

balance#; and a just balance i# a perfect equipoise. Let iby superior th, 4jatc of the fint number, and ibe time trill, thnedoev. expo* ®o thr 7th 
teach thee, and thy inferior# be taught by thee; *o shall thy work* shine a*y of August The euhocription# mutt invariaWy be paid in advance.
as the stars, balanced in the scale of wisdom and love.

Prosperity dwells not in king’s houses, nor peace in palaces of princes
Man hath hi# cares and want# ; but care and want need supple, or the the Mttrae of the tear, which we trust is no* tdWt. rts place will be sop-
possessor must suffer.

Virtue needs no fair for its support, and heaven no converts who require ^^
the lash to keep them in orderthe lash to keep them in order ^e indulge the hope that many perron# will he enlisted in this effort to

Mind thy own culture ; look at thy own field . ««• to thy own hareert; extend (he cizrulation of our PubUcMKirr*. and that through their a -ncy
and then thy granary will not be empty in seed-time, not thy children sad । ^ t^h mav ^ w ^ difTusrei The enterprise affords the Ladie# an 
in seasons of want. Go where thy mind may sec need, and return when opportunity to demonstrate their efficiency. in a sphere for >kwh they
thou hast nothing to bestow.

A rainbow is a token of sunshine, so is hope of better days; but, hr who
hopes without work, is a stranger to the voice of nature. —^------------------- -------------- --- ------------------ ----------- Rain and sun-1 plainly in a rioman's invitation, a niy»t«iqu# magnetism to which om«1
shine nourish the seed sown, but he who soweth not will inert hope de- inrn m >tran;;f'j susceptible.
ferred

Talents given are rain and sunshine, but he who never uses only toper- percentage ter their service-, will not be permitted to compete fir the 
vert and abuse them, will find the interest and principal where his works prizes here offered
have consigned them- Dig when* thou canst make thyself serviceable, and 
let not thy labor be cast into the sea Pearls cast to suinc, neither benefit I 
them nor thee.

Never counsel with him who praises thee to thy face, for he will ridicule .
thee behind thy back.

Never insult thy enemy, nor retaliate upon him; he needs iby aid, not 
thy wrath.

Choose good things, and neglect the bad; good will sustain, and evil 
will die. uncultivated

Wrongs are fashions, and neglected fashions perish for want of rare-
Satisfaction can not be found in things not wanted, nor harmony in a ^ was very convenient Io speak a good word for us in another way—thank

den of dcvourcre. ’ yoU) gentlemen.
Thorns applied to the back make sores, so do many blows grieve the >ye appearance.

heart with sorrow *.
Envy dwelleth in a man who »corneth wisdom he hath not seen ; they 

who envy, arc not they who posses# wisdom ; they who do not posse#* 
wisdom, arc they who need it.

Love draws more friends than hate, and he who love# truly, is never 
without a sympathizer.

Virtue will shake the vice of a nation, and he w ho seeks if shall find it
Take to thyself wisdom, set thy heart upon her, for she hath many 

treasures, and she will guide thee to peace.
Open thv hand and shut thy mouth, when the needy *A for help. Turn 

not the stranger from thy gates, nor the weeping from thy threslwld with
out cause; for he who giveth to the wanting stoppeth the mouth of n- 
proach, and maketh the sad merry with good thing*.

Scorn nol the poor because they are poor, for none would be rich if none 
Merc poor. The man who gains great riches, extracts hi# gain from the 
sweat of industry The man who gains not wealth permits his lord to rale 
over bi# substance, and gather what he hath not sown : *o poverty i* made 
tributary to wealth, and labor to indolence.

Train thy mind not in the w ays of wrong, lest thou inherit her plague#. 
She will tell thee her way* arc pleasant; she will say, " I am thy mi#tres#; 
go with me, and thy name shall be praised by all my worshiper# She 
is not faithful to thee, and, when thou shall obey her command#, thou wilt 
learn her folly. Train thy mind to virtue; learn not virtue from vicious 
habit# ; seek not to find her in outward mockeries; but touch the hand of 
woe ; go where duty callelh thee ; bless the wretched and those who make 
them wretched ; and let thy wisdom shine in thy good deeds, and not in 
thy boasting of charity.

Mas. A. L. Brown (formerly Mrs Fish, of the Fox family), now re
sides at No. 78 West Twenty-Sixth Street, where citizens and strangers, 
who may be in the city, may have an opportunity Io become acquainted 
with that tamf of the Spiritual Manifestations denominated the * Rappings.* 
Mrs. Brown is, perhaps, the most distinguished medium for this phase of 
the spiritual phenomena in this country; and although the scientific in. 
vertigator may desire to pursue the subject where he will be less liable to 
interruption from the influx of visitors, he will, nevertheless, be quite likely 
to have his attention arrested, and, perchance, his judgment convinced, by 
what he may sec al Mrs Brown’s.

HAT< UhAY, VAT
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IMPORTANT PHOPO»»TlON

<L ekal) W rat it ted to
nrct«e, ftmn Partridge and Britten, all of th# Mier*mg naznerf pan ate 4
publteatioos. Meh for th* MM of on# year, nauxty Tut >r n;»ie. 
Sfibjtc al TilbobaHI ; Bu'bman‘» Journal of Matt ; AnsW*/• Joueraf 
of Progress; “ The ^’rw Era." pvUuhnt at Boston, and edited by 8

Ripley, Ohio
Firm PaEBteV—The fiwn who shall lake rv-k M I hr W»h co«rfw<» 

iter, shall receive one copy, each of the Mmuuba# axel I #u» ,t #*■# lot Ji* 

term of one Year

»balt receive tn return the ShbiTCzl 'J clews at# lot our year, dating In**

Sentrnt Pbcmivn—Should either the fret w secor 1 pr

petior, a* an additional rew nd for her effort#, < copy of Harder* Facajy

and no nam< « will be recorded on our books until ihr morrex is laeaivwA.
Should ant paper, included in the Fourth Prymium, he discontinued fa

plied by any of our books, to the full amount of such onexpuU #vb#cnp-

foil of success. Indeed, if we may tru»t our own obarnittot#, there is

Our regular Agent*. Bookseller#, and all other# who accept the usual

PaBTCrttoB 4 Britt# ».

TO OUR COTEMPORARIES.
We *rwd thia initial number of our Journal to the entire Newspaper

PrcSM of this country; and if our editorial brethren are jpoved to respond 
to Uli* Ttlegraphir dispatch, ere (hall duly appreciate the eocrtesy. and 
send a ntewaage every week. Many of ottr cou mporaries have bcm arcua- 
torned io say that the Trli.grsrw was %ood lookin-, beautiftil type. Ano
paper, etc. Il would not quite do to indorse our principles al first, and so

.” and were rather religious withal, though after a re-
pulrdly Infidel fuhivn Well, good judges this way. thiak *e look 
better than we used to; that age Lt* improved oar appearance. And 
then, we have grown prodt'^iouriy, all at once, so that our old wearing 
apparent* rendered wckw. We #hail continue to look a* well a* we 
cm. and strive to be no less spiritual than formerly, notwithstettding the 
quantity of matter in our composition is vasily increased. - V.

To PomtAem*—Gentlemen, this number of the Teltceach is <1 
warded in the hope that you may be inclined to {sror its circulation, ora 
should you be restrained by indifference to the subject whereof it mainly’ 
treat*, that you will at least exhibit it to other*, or hand it to some one 
who may desire to become acquainted with it* contents

To ova frewst Patron#—We especially deaire our present subscri
bers to circulate this first number among their friends, who may reside in 
their respective neighborhoods, and to exhibit it to all persons of liberal 
view* ; and should the copies be lost or soiled in this way. we will cheer
fully furnish a second copy, of number one, to every friend who may renew 
hi* or her subscription.

Person* not Svbbcribeis, who may receive this initial number will 
understand, that it is forwarded to them at the suggestion of some friend 
of theirs, who ha* admonished us of the probability that they may thus 
be induced to subscribe.. We respectfully solicit, from all such persons, 
the fovor of an attentive examination of its content*, and shall be pleased 
to receive their orders

The Sherinah—The April number of this splendid Magazine is issued, 
and contain# a variety of article# of unusual interest, among which are the 
following: Biographical Sketch of W. E Channing; The Earthly and 
Heavenly Host*; The Future Lite; Familiar Spirits; A Perplexed Me
dium ; The Transparent Crown ; Love AB; Spiritualism of the Modern 
World; Letter of Pliny the Younger to Sura, containing an interc-ung 
account of Spiritual Manifestations in his day ; The Modern Manifesta
tions. etc.

The Thibo Volfme of the Sbekinah commence# with May instant, and 
aceordinclv the present time presents a most convenient opportunity to 
subscribe Thi* work can not foil to interest all intelligent and progres
sive minds, and we shall now look for a large addition to our present sub
scription list Tk*ms of the Smwnam arc |1 50 per volume. Sc# th# 

advertisement on the last page of this paper
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FIRST VOYAQE TO THE SUN.

UY IAAXqm.iNK

ilrscriptnm of whill । ecc, 

idea of H to y our mind*-

more flittering
of gold Tl>« c‘*-v 
(he gate l’f tho » !<,'

I bountiful 
spacious

/but S\i I aviul sou ,UI citral fnuu |hc journey# of । clairvoyant to 1 (. 
the Surt i if you COlteuL r it p,xaucva<'a eutlicient merit to deterve a place in ' 
yotif p*|*G ft 1“ at your >vnicv fur publicaiuNl The extract i# taken from
A Gcrm.nl work enUtlcd "Journey# of a (’l.unoyaiil to tho Moon, to many 
Star#, and to the Sun '* The nalll* of the clairvoyant wx# Philipind 
Dcmuth BaUrle, and »hr wa# bom in the dinall town of Weilheim, in 1810

Ou the 30th of December, at half past eleven o clock in the 
morning, in the year l>35, sho laid down upon her bed, ami 

aS Boon as sho .perceived (hat sleep was Approaching, she 

folded her hands together, and began to gasp for breath. 
W heli twelve o'clock struck, her two spiritual guides stationed 

themselves besido her, which occasioned hef to manifest great 

happiness and delight. They had hardly conversed with her 

it minute when she said, “ I require eighteen minutes to arrive 

at tlm Sun, ami at this moment 1 Commence my journey.” 
*^he soon said, “ There is an undeveloped spirit who is en

deavoring to render my journey difficult.” At the same tune 

she stretched out her hands, sliU firmly clasped together, and 

said. “ I hftVe now arrived where the light is tolerably great." 

After a short pause sho cried out, " Oil, how the light is 

increasing ’”
Since tho time she had (irst met with her conductor* fof 

this voyage, she had passed by tho Moon, and regarded it 

attentively, turning her head from side to side. When sho 

had about half accomplished her journey, sho remarked, “ As 

1 pass before tho heavenly bodies I can perceive their mo

tions, and 1 can hear in the distance nothing but music and 

singing proceeding from them.” After a short pause she con

tinued, “ I have inquired of mv conductors what these things 

signify, whereupon my brother answers me, * I hare so ar

ranged it that thou shall arrive al the Sun n( precisely (ac

cording to the computation of time on earth) the right hour, 

day, month, and year, when the King of all kings and Lord ol 

all lords was given as a gift to a sinful world, and born among 

men. This is a great festival, and both the creating angel 

and also he w ho conveys to the mind of godly men a true and

living belief in himself are here present. They perceive that

| could not convey the faint I st 
l(i UreelH of tho city could not be 

entirely covered with pure sand

Inch 1 haw now arrived is called lu#u;
jtv and <dl the buildings hi it mo nttivh mure

than miy 1 hjiw Meed in the atara.

and lolly, cupecially the windows
Tho houao# are 

, from w Inch pro-

reed bcnillH O I'the most brilliant light. 'I’hiN city mol eonsid-

mbit' size, and the rdl'eetH which interpret it air quite wide,
I mid of unbounded beauty Mid Rplendor, nud OHO thing which 

gauRtiM me great regret is, that no dptcription of mind run give 
you tho lamtcd conception of it. In tlitB city uro mnny of (ho 

original nAgels, and all spirits from our world romo hither 
first. I hour fresh bursts of the most himnoiuomi nimde and 
singing, but I do not perceive (ho inusieinns, either vocal or 

instrumental ; but I remark one in particular among those 

happy Holds who are privileged to walk through the streets o( 

this citv, who is in a shite of tint most triumphant exaltation, 

1 have now reached U)o back part of the city, and the gate 

of egress is quite ns magnificent UH that by which 1 have

“ I now perceive, just on tho outskirts of the city, a building 

of immeasurable length and breadth; it in to this that all infants 

come who have experienced vitality in their mothers’ womb, 

or who have lived on our earth for a short limo after their 

birth, say up to the age of one year.

“These infants are provided with female instructors, nursos, 
and superintendents; the largest among them are skipping and 

gamboling about, and the little ones are reclining on ploaMOnt 

seats. They are not po large as they would have been if they 

had continued to live upon the earth, and each one bus a little 

crown upon its head. Their raiment is white and shining as 

the sun, and across their breast and shoulders lies a TOBO- 

colored girdle, w hich is woven in the most curious manner, so 

as to imitate a wreath of little roses, Tho older of those w ho 

come here, on awakening from tho sleep called death, have 

harps by their sides, and 1 may w ell say that they appear to 

me to possess every accomplishment.

“ All these little happy spirits have a more noble and exalted 

expression ot countenance than men can conceive of, and they 

are gamboling and sporting with the utmost enjoyment, and 

oh, how much love and'harmony prevails among these children. 

I see many who are no larger (han little dolls, and yet they 

are overflowing w ith happiness. My conductor desired me to

the men of earth do not comprehend precisely what sort of remark, that infants were collected here of every religion , na

FORGET NOT THE DEAD.
Tho ipiriluul iih*a la mhrv »r lu#a comqm'imtn* in nhtmal all 

ouf current lilrraturo. It niu#(, indued, b# proiiHiiunt in nil 

Work# of gpniua, of Ihvy can tu lut.'vc jit moat but n uUJibllul 

and uphftmerul ilicccaa. Thcru i# #curculy a at rup u| rual 
poetry, that cithor warm# thu heart or illuniinutm* Iho mind, 

through which tho dpjriluiil vlmm'nt dim* not (lifluau it# acin- 

tillutioin, Tim (<h <t is clearly mum in tho following Manrae, 
front Ihc I'ortsmoulli Journal. L*’-

" SUU life same, no rfinrm forget.
Nothing lo«t (hut time had given.”

Torget not th*’ dead, who have loved, who have left urr* 
Who bend o'er ti* now front ihoir bright homed above, 

lltH believe, ftl 'er doubt, Hint the (hul who bereft UM, 
Pennhs them to mfnglo with friend# they "till love;

Ro|Wnt their fond Word#, and their noIde deed# cherish, 
Speak pleasantly of them who left u# in tear#;

Front our lips their dear names olher joy# should Hid perish, 
While time bear# our fret through the valley of year# 

pear friend# of our yoftlh! can we ceaae to remember 
The Just look of life, and titO low whispered prayer 1

Uh, cold be our heart# a# the ice of December,

Then forgot not tho dead, who arc evermore nigh us, 
Still dotting Honivfimv# to our dream-haunted boil ;

In the loneliest hour, in the crowd they are by u« J 
Forget not Hie dead ! Ph, rouuKT not thl Dicad !

PARTRIDGE & BRITTAN’S 
OOltHWAlL Trd/£WAira. 

voLVMk if,
The goftvral citer m tor oftlii# Pa|*r I# already so well known. .. u, p. 

dude ihc necessity fur • length/ -Uw npfon ; beehh#, nothing lln.t we 
miitl 0«y would effort) •« good •» ^ ,'n" "‘erU- “' “," b<'*uUfUl •»'“•» 
number Whu h i. here .ubmiRad to ^ )**“« ^“^ " “ ^ -^lh (,w' ™”
to t (ion. Hud ft will eonllnu- «o f^et a #|.tri» of «fi» inquiry ami rwtiomd 
invertluallon. iieiihrr pre#<'rtbing limit# fof human ihougfif, •

u ditgmiUir apfrit, Io enforce l|ir per ulinr »icW« of it# Proprietor#

jl will rafshilly avoid nil ncrifljuiiious <1

While
haputatiott*, it will folrrate y!

freedom, imposing, os heretofore, nd cheek# riceMil when liberty J# mad*

O UR M BT <> 1 ROOK 9
f| lit# prindipsi work# devoted to HnsirvAU##, whether put

Halted by puraelvc# »>r other#
may ••• tier

r, and will cmprelwnd #11 work# of vriu* (het 
The rY*d<-r'» alt eul ion I# parfifuisrt, invited

Jo tluMo named b«t<rw. *11 of which may tr' found al the Office of 'I m<
'/> l KURAPH dry will pcrrerr

th# occaaiun of ulfm#? DMiring Uiat th# Divino khi|l'l<»i« of pear*, njul 
riglittiOJiaiKiM imiy com# oft oofth. and ho calaWiohad in th# Inmort heart, 
nml oxeinpflAod in the practical kJ." of tho world, it will endeavor to pre 
■••no the moat untu'uhlu relation# with #JI then, (hid it ma/ “id, in #omr 
humble manner, to ro#J(W tho great Divine Order and approaching harmony 
of tli<> Race.

It I# hoped (h#t tho character of th)# I’mwr will bo #uch “• to indue# the 
mo#t vigoroi)# “ml #un e»#ful effort#, on th# part of il# friend#, to give ft 
a wide rirculiihofi To till* end, the immediate cooperation of all Spiyitu- 
al(#j#, mid other* who itt^y regard our object# with favof, i# r< *|te< (fully and 
onrneatly aolicitod.

Tua SriuiTUAL Tki.koiiai-ii will )>e publi»hrd weekly—#ixo arid #tylo 
Corresponding to th# present i##ue—at Ao 8 Courtland »trert, third duo? 
from Broadway, New York, at ft2 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

SINGULAR PHENOMENON.
SumcwhorG on Long Island there i» tin eccentric genius 

who, sonic years ago, started the hypothesis (but the earth is 

a huyc animat, anti that (he monster breathes as ufh n us tho 

tide ebbs and flows. Does the fact recorded below NilNlain 

any relation to tho theory of tho Leng Island philosopher-? 

We commend the subject to the attention of Dr. Richmond; 

it may enable him to account for what are commonly called 

miracles. Muy not (ho ordinary operations of nature, as seen 

ill the earth, be tho involuntary functions of the animal, and 

those extraordinary phenomena deemed miraculous, finally

prove to bo tho result of its voluntary efforts. Ed.

Address, PaafC/ouR de Brittam.

price of c4/'h tw.uk In tin* list, arid tlir amount of |#«slsgr, if for 
mail, are aDiteied, 

Th* Shekioah, Vol. I.

that th#

#^17

By tt. JL Brittan, B4llor, and other writer*, I# d#»oted rbteDy to an l»^«irf toteft* 
spiritual K#lurn •n,l ftejatioiw of Mam It Ural# Mpnelally </ <!»• Pk>U#o)it>y 
of Vltot Mental, #»4 epiniua) PhM*o*n##M^ and eeotaln* ial####O#! Feel* aad 
profound l apu'Moi,* of Itw F#yrf,te*l Conditioi.# -oil M><>nlra(«r na now MU*r<, 
ing attention In Knrup# Mid A.'1" r U » ‘this vuluino cotftela*. In port, lL#L#>lur'* 
I’lulofopby of th# Moa)J it*** intefotingVi*iuu» of Huo. J. W. Z4i»«*4* ; Id### 
and portrait# of P'^r* and Lmlnvul Mpt'riJualUl# ; gar ritlUt of UjtOe^ Wr4 
Jaga, In Foreign and fl#ad Langukgo#, through /* I*. Powter, nV I‘«V ««e*4 by 
Partrhl#* •“<! Brittan. RouL'l la luurim, prta# 8g .50; rt* (*hUy t>vundtt j>m«<x 
fa, loitered and gilt (0 a atyte *tffjabte fur a fill Look, pnc4 ft J 00; fwatt^^ 
contt.

Nature'! Divine Kovelatleti!, etc.
By A. L Dart#, th# CteirvoyaAL Frie#, ft2 to; po*tag<, 43eant».

The Great HarniOJiia, Vol. J,
'IL# Pby#tetan. By 4. J. !>•«(#.

Tho Great Harmonia, Vol. Il, 
Tli# T» •■ B-r. Uy A. J. Davi#.

Prl##, ftt 3P| |M*l*g#, to ct-M*.

Pric •, *i otf; poets#^ j# <mu

worship is acceptable to God, and likewise that men do not 

know how rightly to humble themselves before Him, because 

his infinite grace, goodness, and mercy are incomprehensible 

and unsearchable to their understandings.’” Hereupon she 

cried out, “ Glory be to God on high, peace on earth, and 

good-will toward men, and may it continue forever.”

The two conductors began now to speak to her as follows: 

“ The condemned and unhappy souls are aware when this 

season occurs as well as ourselves, but while happy spirits 

can not rejoice at it sufficiently, the spirits of the wanderers 

feel the torments of their unhappy fate more sensibly. Thus 

in their thoughts they reproach themselves and each 'O^-

tion, tongue, and language; in a word, that tho children from

every part of the face of the earth have received ft title to this 

blessed inheritance. He proceeded to say, ‘ You sec but a

Wo minpl yoj u 
kc the

aiu

. „ .j ..'m, ivrm of speech, of the 

birth of Jesus, the day of his circumcision, the day of his con

demnation, that in which death had dominion over him. His 

resurrection day, the day oi his ascension, and the day of 

Pentecost are without doubt noted in heaven by even a greater 

outpouring of rejoicing than usual.”
“ I observe to-day that when my brother speaks to me, that 

his voice is unusually clear and piercing, and he says to me, 

‘ Declare to the inhabitants of earth that thou hast received an 

order to inform them precisely when Jesus Christ, the Son of 

the Most High, was born.’
“ He was not born 1835 years ago, but three years earlier, 

and not on the 25th of December, but between three and four 

o’clock of the morning of the 30th of December was he born, 

and this is the exact hour, day, month, and year.”

All this conversation above mentioned had taken place 

between her conductors and herself during her voyage, and 

she now exclaimed, “ I have arrived at the Sun.” Her joy on 

arriving there appeared to the bystanders immoderately great, 

and she soon began to speak as follows: “ The Sun is an in

conceivably great body. My conductors tell me that God has 

found room enough in the Sun alone to receive the souls of 

all those who have left the earth from the time when God first 

placed men upon it. Not for those alone who first existed 

upon it, but for all their successors, now that the earth is many 

thousand years old. In this great Sun there prevails an un

speakable harmony in the music and singing; and it is now 

plain to me why it has been necessary for me to have two 

conductors to visit the Sun and the New Jerusalem, because if 

they did not sustain me, the splendor which I witness would 

cause me lo faint away. 1 know not how to express it, but 

they appear to support me entirely. If it were only possible, 

I should wish my spirit to be released, so that it could remain 

forever suATOini.icd by this lordly splendor, and that the disso- 

between soul and body might take place amid these 

transporting songs and music. My two conductors arc smiling 

al what I say. and my brother says to me, * Beloved sister, if 

you once see the felicity the inhabitants of the Sun experi

ence, you will heartily long to attain to the end of your earthly 

existence, so that your soul and spirit may be released from 

that bondage of the flesh which you now bear.

“ ‘ Wo will now show you a small portion of the district 

appropriated especially to children, for children form a very 

large part of God’s kingdom, though there arc also a great 

number of older persons, who on this earth had attained con

siderable age. The Sun emits more beneficial and life-giving 

warmth in its rays than the inhabitants of earth arc aware of; 

it is really and truly an immense ball of fire.

“‘The Sun does not move, and beyond it are millions and 

innumerable millions of stars, in one of which the city of God 

is situated, and it also is a sun.’”

After a short pause she said:

“ I put this question to my brother, ‘ How warm is the Sun 

in which the city of God, which I sec before me, is situated ?’ 

And he replied to me with great earnestness, but without any 

displeasure, that it was my duty to inform myself concerning 

the Sun as much as I possibly could, because all Ihc inhabit

ants ot the earth on first leaving it come hither. I am now 

approaching the city to which I am being conveyed to-day. 

The rejoicings, songs, and music which I hear as I draw near 

to the city, humble me with a profound sense of God’s great 

and infinite majesty; so that I am ready to expire, and no 

strength remains in me. If I woro to give you the most lucid

small proportion of tho children who inhabit the Sun in this 

place ; (here are many more such mansions and establishments 

here which are peopled by children.’”

Sho here made a pause, and when she was asked if sho was 

conversing with her conductor, sho replied; “1 have been 

inquiring of my brother whether tho children always remain 

as they now are, or if they grow ; and this is his answer, 

That I might have inferred that they grew, because his life on 

*hc irth brought him to six years and five months of ago, at 

meh time ho was not as large as he now is.

“Tho strength of these children’s spirits and sonic are

attain a similar size to that they would reach if they had re- 

laincd on our earth. Their spirits and souls were entirely 

formed in this world, much more so than we imagine, and they 

remain hero in a stalo of innocence, and make far greater 

progress than if they had continued to live on tho earth.”

After a short pause, during which she appeared to converse 

with her conductors, she resumed her discourse. “ My brother 

asked me if I had not noticed some among these numbers of 

children who were distinguished by a particular mark. I 

answered him that I had not as yet, but that I would examine 

them again. * Yes, now I remark some among them who have 

a purple-colored net-work passing across their breast and 

shoulders under the left side, and in their crowns (here is only 

one pearl.’ ‘This was what I wished you to notice,’said my 

guide ; ‘ the children who are thus distinguished have been 

murdered, and for this reason they are not as happy as the 

others.’ There is considerable similarity in those children’s 

appearance, and yet they arc not all exactly alike. Their hair 

is mostly whitish, and their eyes sparkling with intelligence. 

The teachers and nurses who have the charge of these little 

ones have also been little children when they first came, and 

have been instructed in the elementary schools. The souls of 

the happy arc here under favorable circumstances for devel

opment ; and the grown persons, and also the children, teach

ers, and nurses, attain to a marvelous degree of perfection. 

In this happy society there exist regulations of which mortals 

can form no conception. One of the creating angels and many 

of the happy ones often come to visit the children, and they 

have, as it were, the superintendence of the whole.

“ I thought a while ago that I would like to remain here, 

but the raiment of the happy souls I see here and mine differs 

more than does tho clearest morning from the blackest night, 

so that I do not like to stand beside them. My guide informs 

me that the talents of these happy beings arc not all alike ; to 

some arc given more than others, according to the position 

they occupy, but all arc possessed of great wisdom, so that 

the difference between them is only so great as the wise gov

ernment of God requires. I am desired to say to the parents 

whose children have died early, that they should no more weep 

and lament for them. If parents and others who have lost 

friends, could only cast one glance into the kingdom of the 

happy and into the kingdom of children, surely their lamenta

tions for them would cease. But my conductor says, God docs 

not permit mortals to look upon them, because after one look 

they would be totally useless on the earth, for it would make 

them sad to remain behind a spouse, parent, or child, or any 

one between whom and themselves, on this earth, there exist

ed a deep and strong bond of union.

“ I must now commence my return voyage, and I shall 

accomplish it in about fifteen minutes. At precisely half past 

eleven in the morning I shall make my second voyage to the 

Sun, and shall visit the district for .children who have been 

from two to three years old when they camo here. In the 

region where I have been to-day I perceive no mountains, but 

level land, which resembles a garden, and yet is not one. The 

turf is very green, and this place is intended to promote the 

delight of tho beloved little ones. *
u *^y guide says they make very rapid progress, and that 

the amazement is most rapturous with which tho unspeakable 

goodness of God, from all eternity, is received by those men 

whose perceptions of it have been obscured in this life. My 

guides have now left mo, with this parting instruction, always

Some months ago, Mr Nicholas Flint, of Great Valley, in digging a well 
after excavating to tho depth of about forty foot, and finding no waler, de
termined to dig no deeper, as the space had already become so small that 
he was afraid, should he sink il deeper, that th# sides would fall in, if he 
attempted lo stone it up. Ho accordingly abandoned it, throwing planks 
across the mouth to prevent accident, intending to (ill i( up again when 
ho had leisure. One day he heard a singular noise, which seemed to pro
ceed from the well, ami on going to it, Ite discovered that il was caused by 
a heavy draft of air forcing itself up from the well. This continued for 
some days, when tho current of air became reversed, and there was a strong 
draft downward, so much so that light substances brought near the crev
ices m tho planks were instantly drawn in. He then procured a piece of 
pump-log, about two feet long, w ith an aperture of two inches in diameter, 
and inserted this firmly ill one of the planks. The air as il forces itself 
into or out of this tube, makes a roaring sound, which can be heard for 
nearly a mile. In fact, this Well seqptii now to perforin nil Iho breathing 
functions of a huge pair of lungs, although (Ite inhalations ami exhalations 
continue for a much longer period than any other animal now known, as 
it is sometimes several days in drawing in its breath, and as long a time in 
forcing il out. The boys in tho neighborhood often amuse themselves by 
pulling their caps over tho end of the tube, while the exhalation is going 
on, to see them thrown several feet into Ihc air. Another fact is, that tho
respiratory organtOot this -V breathing^lonflcr” seen] to be entirely under
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The Spiritual Teacher.

in the future to remain cairn.” * *
She awaked very happy ami cheerful, and said, “ My voyage 

has lasted a long time; now tell me all that I have said.”

- <‘n«- controller' ifir^mosplierr ; so flut, in addition toils other singular!

tied, it acts the double pari of thermometer and barometer. For some 
hours preceding a change from a lower to a higher degree of temperature, 
the inhalations grow less and less, until they are finally imperceptible ; then 
tho air commences rushing out, the current growing stronger and stronger, 
until the weather has become settled, after which it again subsides to await 
another depression of the mercury to “ lake another breath.” Who will
elucidate this mystery ! Cattaraugus Whig.

THE DEATH OF THE DAUPHIN.
A work by Mons. A. De Beauchcsne, of Paris, has just 

been issued from the press, entitled, “ The Dauphin, his Life, 

his Agony, and his Death,” which the author says is the result 

of twenty years’ investigation. Now that it is claimed, by 

some in this country, that an Indian missionary, the- Rev. 

Eleazor Williams, is the unfortunate son of the unfortunate 

Louis XVI., this work has an unusual interest. The conclu

sion of the author, which can scarcely be resisted, is, that the 

Dauphin did not escape, but died in prison. Iio has obtained 

from Gomin, one of the attendants of the Dauphin, the follow

ing interesting account of his death. Tho young prince (about 

ten years of age), as ho lay on his sick bed, exclaimed that 

he heard music :

“ Gomin, surprised, asked him, * Where do you hear the music!’ ‘From 
on high.’ ‘How long since!’ ‘Since you have been on your knee#, 
Don’t you hear it 1 Listen J listen !’ And the child raised his Tailing arm, 
and opened his large eyes, lighted up with ecstasy. His poor guardian, 
not wishing to destroy this sweet and heavenly illusion, set himself to lis
ten also, with (lie pious desire of hearing what could not be heard.

“ After some moments of attention, the child started again, his eyes glis
tened, and he exclaimed in an inexpressible transport: ‘ In the midst of all 
the voices I heard my mother's!’

“ This word seemed, as it fell from the orphan's lips, to remove all hi# 
pain. His contracted brows expanded, and his countenance brightened up 
with that ray of serenity which gives assurance of deliverance or victory. 
With his eye fixed upon a vision, his car listening to the distant music of 
one of those concerts that human ear has never heard, there appeared to 
spring forth in his child's soul another existence.

“ An instant afterward tho brilliancy' of his eye became extinguished, he 
crossed his arms upon his breast, and anjf.qircssion of sinking showed itself 
Upon his face.'

“ Gomin observed him closely, and followed with an anxious eye every 
movement. His breathing was no longer painful; hi# eye alone seemed 
alowly to wander, looking from time to time toward the window. . . . 
Gomin asked him what it was he was looking at in that direction. The 
child looked at his guardian a moment, and allhough the question was re
peated, he seemed not to understand it, and did not answer.

“ Lasne came up from below to relieve Gomin : the latter went out, his 
heart oppressed, hut not morc/anxiou# than on the evening before, for he 
did not expect an immediate termination. Lasne took hi# scat near the 
bed ; the prince regarded him for a long time with a fixed and dreamy look. 
When he made a slight movement, Lasne asked him how ho was, and if 
he wanted any thing. Tho child said, • Do you think that my siaicr has 
hoard the music 1 how happy it would have made her.’ Lasne was unable 
to answer. Tho eager and penetrating look, full of anguish, of the dying 
child, darted toward the window. An exclamation of happiness escaped 
his lips ; then, looking toward his guardian, ho said, ' I have one thing to 
tell you.’ ..." Lasne approached and took his hand; tho little head of 
the prisoner fell upon hi# guardian’s breast, who listened to him, but in 
vain. His last words had been spoken. God had spared the young martyr 
the agony of the dying rattle; God had kept for himself tho last thought 
of tho child. Lasne put his hand upon the heart of the child : the heart of 
Louis XVII. had ceased to beat. It was half psflt two o’clock in the af
ternoon.”

Lasne, tho other attendant of tho Dauphin, says, “ 1 declare 

hero, upon my honor, and before God, that tho son of Louis 

XVI. died in my arms, in the tower of (he Temple. '1 hey are 

nothing but impostors who pretend tho contrary.”

This work, it appears to us, can not fail to clear up the 

mystery in which the end of the Dajuphin has been so long 

involved, and to set at rest tho claims 'of all pretenders.
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This paper will be published in two volumes per annum, and will be de
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DISCOVERY BY THE AGENCY OF SPIRITS.
The following letter, written to Dr. Gray of this city, gives an inter

esting account of the discovery of a medicinal spring in Pennsylvania, 
near Carroll, Chautauque Co., N. Y. From several sources we have ac
counts of the beneficial eftects of the water when applied to the cure of 
diseases. Our opponents are continually asking why the spirits do not 
tell us something that will be of practical benefit to mankind. Let this, 
among hundreds of cases of practical utility, be an answer.

J. F. Gray, M.D.:
Milw aukee, Jan. 21, 1853.

Dear Sir—I avail myself of the present opportunity, to fulfil 
a promise I made yon while sojourning in your city, to give 
you the result of my observations and personal inquiries in 
relation to the remarkable mineral spring, alleged to have been 
discovered near Carroll, Chautauque Co., N. Y., by Spirit- 

agency. Having listened to the account given by our frienc 
Sheldon, of Randolph, Cattaraugus Co., when he brought the 
water to New York for analyzation, I resolved to turn aside 
from my homeward journey and examine the whole matter for 
myself. Accordingly I left New York on the 10th inst., and 

proceeded directly to Dunkirk, where I arrived about two 
o’clock*next morning. At one o’clock, p. m., oTthat day, I 
took^the stage for Jamestown, twenty-eight miles south of 

Dunkirk, thence again by stage six miles to Carroll, which 
brought me within' three miles? of the Sja'ingA Fortunately'T

They were directed to sink a pit nine feet in diameter to a 
certain depth, then to bore to a certain specified depth, when 
they would come to the spring. (The distances they were 
directed to dig and to bore corresponded exactly with the ac
count of the digging given below.) During the progress of 
the work, they first removed two feet of surface soil, then three 
to four feet of hard pan ; the next in order was nine feet of blue 
«lay, with boulders of all sizes interspersed; the next, six 
inches of sand and gravel and a little clay; then two feet more 
of blue clay, when they came upon a layer of eighteen inches 
of surface soil, vegetable mold, interspersed with leaves and 
stems (evidently a land slide, as a casual observer will readily 
perceive by personal inspection). The next layer was twelve 
feet blue clay, sand, gravel, and boulders intermixed, which 
required blasting in consequence of its extreme hardness. At 
this point they commenced boring in the same soil for ten feet 
farther, and struck the rock, which was very hard for the dis
tance of six inches, when it became porous, and through it 

the water began to flow. At the depth of three feet they again 
struck the hard portion, and ceaSed boring. Not finding it in

found the owner of the spring at Carroll, who took me imme
diately to his house, which is located about a half mile over 

the line in Pennsylvania. His name is John Chase. From 
early youth he has been a resident of that region, pursuing his 
trade as a blacksmith, until three or four years since he re
moved to the farm on which he now resides. The uniform 
testimony of his neighbors and acquaintances is, that he is a 

strictly honest man, possessing a good share of sound judg

ment in the business relations of life, and respected by all 

who know him. The great fault complained of is, that he is 
fanatical—that is, his thoughts do not run in the great channel 
of public opinion. In other words, he is a man that does his 
own thinking, and never fears to act where his better judgment 
dictates, regardless of public opinion.

I will now proceed to give you the statement of the parties 

more immediately connected with the discovery of the spring, 
from notes I took on the spot. There were present John 
Chase and wife, Eliza Birney, an adopted daughter of Mr. 
Chase, aged about eighteen, Mr. Oliver G. Chase (brother of 
John Chase), and Mr. Wm. Brittingham and wife.

About fifteen years since, while Mr. Chase was residing at 
Carroll, following his trade, his wife madd a visit to a neigh- 

boring town, and was absent about six weeks. In that neigh
borhood there was a “ fortune-teller,” who was considered an 

“oracle” by those who saw fit to consult her. Mrs. Chase; 
from mere curiosity, visited her, and during the consultation 
she was informed that since she left home her husband had 
bought a farm, that on it was a groat treasure, and that he 

must never part with it. Airs. Chase ridiculed the idea, ex
pressing her unbelief in the strongest terms, and gave as a 
reason that they were so poor that her husband had no means 
of paying for one. She was then told that she would have a 
test of the truth of her assertion. Her husband would send 
for her that day to come home, that she would start for, but 

would not reach, her place of residence. Just at evening a 
team arrived to take her home; she started, but when they 
had reached within one mile of home the horses became 
stalled, and they were, obliged to remain at a neighboring 
house. She arrived home in the morning, and immediately 
asked her husband if he had bought a farm. He replied, that 
he had; but said no one knew it except himself, the seller, 
and a witness, and wished to know how she had heard of it. 
She informed him of the interview with the fortune-teller, and 
the circumstances connected with her return home. Having 

bought the tract for the purpose of using a small water-power, 
on it for propelling machinery for the manufacture .of wagons, 
in company with another individual, and that, project having 
failed, he repeatedly oflered the tract for sale, placing no con
fidence in the sayings of the seeress, and not feeling able to 
pay for it. He could get no offer, and he was obliged to keep, 
it, until about four years since he bought forty acres adjoining, 
which came to a highway, to enable him to sell the whole 
tract more readily. . Still he got no offers; when about three 
years ago, Wm. Brittingham, who was a magnetizer, learned 
through a clairvoyant that there was a great treasure on John 
Chase’s farm, and, besides, a valuable salt-spring, and that he 
must not sell it. This was subsequently confirmed by other 
clairvoyants and spirit-mediums, until Chase was constrained 
to act in the matter, and resolved to follow directions, arid dig 
for the reported treasure. Accordingly he took a good clair
voyant on to the ground some time last spring, who located the 
precise spot where they afterward dug. Subsequent trials- 
with other mediums corroborated the. statement of the first 
clairvoyant. On the strength of the above, he bargained with 
Mr. Brittingham to dig the pit, for a certain interest in.the 

’ investment, and early last summer the work was commenced.

sufficient quantities, they were directed by the spirits to bore 
in the center of the pit, which they did, and struck a full sup
ply, flowing at the rate of about 500 gallons per hour. They 

were then directed to commence boring on the north side of 
the pit, and they would strike the salt water. After boring 
through the hard clay and gravel they struck the rock (red 
sandstone), into which they bored to the depth of four or five 
feet, and came to strong salt watpa-, flowing at the ratapf.about- 
750 gallons per hour, which they were directed to plug up; 
they did so, but not doing it effectually, the plug escapei 

during their absence, and the water filled the whole pit am 
flowed over the surface of the ground. With much labor for 
five days, they succeeded in emptying the pit and stopping the 
flow. They were then directed to insert a tube in the hole 
bored in the center of the pit, reaching to the surface of the 
ground, which they did, when the water flowed to the height 
of twelve feet above the surface of the earth. The water 

obtained from this spring flows turbid all of the time, contain
ing a large amount of sediment of earthy matter, of an unctuous 
character to the touch, emitting a peculiar odor, and the taste 
strongly alkaline. Experiments were made by mixing the 
water with flour, which showed its alkaline properties by 
raising bread and biscuit very light. You have doubtless ere 
this received from Chilton the chemical analysis, but as I have 
icard nothing from that source, I am unable to say what are 
its chemical constituents.

The work was completed about the 1st.of September last, 
when they were directed to commence testing, under Spirit- 
direction, the efficacy of the water in the cure of diseases. I 
will not detail to you the cases treated, but simply enumerate 
a few of the diseases in which, according to the testimony of 
numbers in that vicinity, the use of the water had been efl’cct- 
ual. Various kinds of fevers, dyspepsia, various bowel affec
tions, hemorrhoids, leucorrhea, pneumonia, rheumatism, inflam
mations of the throat, burns and scalds, erysipelas', scarla- 
ina, etc. The details as given to me arc exceedingly inter

esting, and almost incredible ; and if .there is any truth in the 
testimony, I think the whole rnatter is worth a thorough in- 
vestigatiori. It is,directed to be used in various ways. The 
water from the spring is used internally and by bathing. 
Soiled from, fifteen gallons to one is directed to be given for 

various complaints,, and in. this state it may be transported.
An ointment is also made for external application for all in

flammations, such as burns, felons, boils, erysipelas, hemor
rhoids, chilblains, rheumatism, etc. If the statements arc to be 
relied upon, the results of its use are truly remarkable. I 
have had but a limited opportunity, since my return home, to 
test either the water or ointment upon cases of disease. The 
results thus far are very favorable. Two well-marked cases 
of felon yielded in a few hours to the application of the oint
ment. In one case, where the lady had not slept for two 
nights preceding, and was suffering so severely that she could 
hardly keep from groaning while in my presence, the pain left 
in half an hour, and in twelve hours the tumefaction had almost 
disappeared, and she is now well, without any aggravation. 
The other case was characterized by a gradual subsidence of 
the suflering in the course of six hours, together with the swell

ing, and final complete cure. No suppuration supervened, 
.although in both/cases it seemed inevitable. Similar results 
have followed in a severe case of croup, and in obstinate coughs?

I shall continue my testings as opportunity presents, and 
the results I will carefully note, which I will communicate to 
you if you desire it. .

In conclusion I would say, that the main facts above narra

ted are fully corroborated by friend and foe in that vicinity. 
Indeed, there is no doubt left upon the minds of any in that neigh
borhood, who have known any thing bn the subject, that the 
discovery w’as made under the circumstances’ narrated‘above. 
They were subjected to an amount of obloquy and ridicule that 
was truly diSgraceftit.and it is wonderful that their moral 
courage should have so long sustained them. .

But Fam wearying you witli^he length of this epistle, and 

will therefore close by subscribing myself,

.Yours truly,’ - James PAGreves;

“SMASHING THE EVIDENCE.”
There are some lawyers who, when thclaw and the facts 

are both decidedly against them, make a bold strike for a ver

dict by bullying the witnesses, confusing |heir ideas, and 

making them keep back the truth, or so much of it as they 
can, through fear of abuse and persecution? After making 

them all thus appear as contemptible as possible on the wit
ness-stand, these advocates next proceed to virtually put the 
witnesses bn trial; arouse the prejudices of the jury in every 
possible -way, travesty, misquote, and misapply the sayings of 
the witnesses, till they convert so much of the testimony as 
they failed to suppress into a confused and ridiculous mass, 
upon which the biologized jurors dare not base a verdict. In 
this way do they often accomplish all the ends of perjury (do 
they not also fasten all the guilt of perjury upon their souls ?) 
without incurring any penalty under the laws of men.- They 
can even hold up their heads in triumph, while all the “ know
ing ones” praise them, and exult in the apparent might of false
hood and imbecility of truth; though, in point of fact, such 
successes merely show the weakness of such juries as are 
false to truth, and permit impudence and naked assertion to 
usurp truth’s rightful power over their minds.

As the practice of “ smashing,” or doing violence to truth, 

is not confined to our law courts, but prevails in some form 
wherever selfishness is in the ascendant, and whenever truths 
arc brought forward that do not minister to man’s self-conceit

I would not have the will incommunicative, but the reverse. It 
can not be too frank 'in exhibiting its'likings and antipathies, 

its hopes and fears, to its masculine-counterpart, thus making 
the intellect, if possible; even more intimate with the sensitive 
world within’than with the exterior universe. It should also 
control, or, at least, freely participate in the direction of the 
intellect, and point out what subject the intellect at any time 
shall investigate. It is only when the will attempts to stifle 
or falsify the.-truths presented to it—only when it seeks to 
annihilate anunpalatablc verity by turning away from it and 
“ smashing tile evidence” of its existence, that it does wrong.

Nothing can be more wonderful than the way in which an 
erroneous action, originating perhaps in the indolence or folly 
of a single man, sometimes overruns whole nations, and spreads 
its evil efl’ccts over innumerable generations. This power of 
error to propagate is specially noticeable in the war com- 
mencell in the days of Adam and Eve between Self-will and 
Truth. Self-will began by coining a single lie, and taking it 
to her bosom. When the next truth offered itself, she could 
harmonize it with the preadopted error only by falsifying that 
also. Therc^vas no middle course, no stopping-place, no way 
of reconciling truth and error. She had no alternative but 
either to cast forth the lie she had adopted, or else to kebp 
her “smashing system” in vigorous operation against every 
new truth. Furthermore, as there was danger that the unper
verted reason of others might overthrow the self-delusions that

WHAT CAN ELECTRICITY $6^
BY WILLIAM ALLEN. . ‘ ’

Mr. Editor—In adopting the hypothesis tlat Sprits com
municate, we are forced by necessary conseqtience to assume 
that the Spirits are of themselves/SubstahtiaLfc The 
reason is so.apparent that it needs only to be sjt^^ be ap

preciated’. It is founded upon this fixed fact ifvhen something 
is done, something rii'ri rZ?- Hence, whe^ a table is moved, all 
see the inevitable necessity of accepting the proposition that 

something moved it? To assert that something is nothing, ^ 

or no thing, is a contradiction in terms. .- Something can never 
be nothing, nor can nothing ever bejsomething,. /: Hence many 
minds averse to the Spiritual hypothesis, assert this something 

to be electricity. Let us see a riioment whether this can be 
so. Electricity is certainly something, or. it could; not move 
the table. It being, then, something, it can hot. at the same 

moment be any other thing. - For instance^ waiter can not be 
water and wood at the same moment. Electricity (supposing 

it to be the' motor), acting as it has always been-knoum to act, 
would manifest no intelligence. On the contrary, its opera

tions wbuld be hazardous,"not to say dangerous, in the extreme. 
It has, therefore, always b|(en considered a merely natural ele- 
rnent, possessing none of the attributes of intelligence.' With
in a few years it has’grown to be our post-boy;- but it does not 
make the messages it carries,.any more than the carrier of

nor to his ruling passion, I will attempt a brief statement of ,\vere at first coined by a single mind, the erring individual had

its rationale, ^d

the United States mails makes the miessages in his bags, or 
the speaking ^ubes of our houses: make’ the/orders to the 

‘ :.__• Something is alwaysatwork at the e;-.ds of the tel- 
graphic wirei ^'1»' ^?j^y,-always speak# in^ th& »u.-

passion, i will attempt a briei statement of 'Were at first cornea by a single mma, me erring inuiviauai naq i 
thsy. shpjv hpjr the t ers ™ lovers) of truth! to extend thd application of- the system to the minds around । servants. 
..i;«« a,-:- ------. ' :n/plicity and feebleness,'’' him, to frighten or wheedle (kem intS -the s'hmcdeiusjofiS''aYi<^®'grapnic

(he same warfare against reason and truth; and thus, the worldMt would be a^ingujar piece' of complaisance for a person'
may, notwithstanding their great sinIplicity and feebleness;

sustain themselves against it.

The mental philosophies of all ages have agreed in one 

point. They regard the mind as possessing, or as composci 
of, two fundamental faculties or elements ; one being known as 
the soul, the will, the heart, or, in phrenological language, the 
propensities and sentiments collectively (the ruling desire pro 
tern, being the temporarg will); and the other being variously 
termed the mind, reason, intellect, or, phrenologically, the per
ceptive and reflective faculties. The two most popular am 

graphic of all these names of contradistinction are “ the heart” 
and “the head.” The /zcarZ is subject to a perpetual and in
satiable craving for self-gratification, or pleasure ; the head has 
no respect for any thing but truth; and its true office is to hok 
the torch of truth for the heart to walk by, to make the lieart 
know what things will or will not contribute to its real pleas
ure or welfare ; to show the diflcrence between outside and 
inside, reality and pretension, momentary gratifications and 
permanent goods, and thus to guide it to that state of perfect 
happiness and harmony commonly termed “heaven.”- The 

functions of the head and the heart arc as distinct as the senses 
of sight and taste ; and all attempts to reason with the heart 
or feel with the intellect are as futile as would be- efforts to 
taste with the eyes or see with the tongue; though the heart 
can see verj^welF ?w7A the head’s help, whenever it can con
descend to borrow it, and the head can in like manner perceive 
all the mysteries of sensation by peeping into the heart, not
withstanding its own want of sensibility. Now, the great first 
cause of all our sins and errors is simply this: the heart is so 

much more impetuous than the head, that it can at any moment 
destroy the mental equilibrium. She always can, and often 
does, “ assume the breeches,” whenever nature, through the 
intellect, presents any truth that is not to her‘taste, exaggera
ting, caricaturing, and distorting it in all imaginable ways, 
sometimes, with the most subtile and insinuating art, and some
times with barefaced ferocity and naked spite. The fancy
pictures thus forged by herself shpjjtill insist, with the most 
wonderful impudence, are veritable emanations from the God 
of truth, and not only make herself sick and crazy by swallow
ing them, but employ the whole artillery of the “ smashing 
system”—sneers and flattery, bribes and persecution—to force 
them down the throats of others. Thus does man’s love-prin
ciple—will, or heart—in its warrings against truth, mutilate and 
defile its own innocence. Nor are the evil effects of the 
heart’s perverted action confined to the heart alone. The 
intellect, no more permitted to ramble in the pleasant paths 
of wisdom, is locked up in the close dungeons of convention

alism, and kept at hard labor in giving plausibility to lies.
This tendency of man’s self-will or heart to make its own 

appetites and antipathies the test of truth is so universal, that 
no human intellect has ever wholly escaped its perverting 
influence; though the counter-influence of inspiration (i. e., 
communion, more or less.perfect with spirits of a higher
sphere) has given the world many glorioussinstances'of intel- 
ect peacefully governing its own proper kingdohi, and nour

ishing and purifying-.the heart by its ministrations, of’ pure 
ruth; or representations of external nature and of its-own 

houghts arid ^ncies, exactly as they are. Some,very-fine 
instances of this sort may be found in Shakspeare; in his best 
scenes, his willpower,seems as ‘passive as a virgin entranced 
>y the voice or her beloved, wliile his intellect reflects^all 

kings just as nature presents tlfem, and with as little of dis
torting eflbrt as if it were a.simpfe mountain lake mirroring the 

clouds and glories of the heavenp. /
Itmust not be supposed, however, that in advocating the 

non-interference of the will witq the functions of the intellect,

became filled with “ conventionalisms,” fashionable hypocrisies,
shams, and privileged falsehoods, which all men had to pretend 
to honor under penalty of social isolation, hatred, and some

times even imprisonment or. death.
I will now take up the great practical question propounds 

at the close of my second paragraph. Whatever may be (he 

intrinsic weakness of the substitute for ratiocination, familiarly 
known as “ the smashing process,” it is established, and co
extensive with the empire of self-love. It is “the fashion.” 
No man on earth can bear faithful testimony to any great vita 
truth, without encountering its plagues. How, then, shall the 
witnesses to the modern spiritual manifestations—which, be i 
remembered, threaten the sleek dominion of Mammon by 
making God. or Soul a power upon the earth and an entity— 

how shall they sustain themselves against it ?
Man is weak, and can never stand alorie. Therefore, when 

beset by the banditti of self-conceit, or of-fashion, or of inter
est, he must find a power stronger than that of his assailants, 
.or sink under it. He must abandon all foolish ideas of inde
pendence,, remcinber whose universe it’is that he dwells in, and 

whose love and wisdom it was that made him, and; thus, estab
lish the rights of ownership to 'all his faculties. Let him but 
heartily acknowledge God’s yas/ claims to his homage, andrc- 

ject all the/aZse claims of tyrants. A
. This ground, however impregnable, .is so. distasteful to 

our own self-conceit that even persecution 'can hardly drive
us to its shelter; and; when taken, there is 'great danger of our 

glorying in the strength that protects us as though? it were 
our own, and so assuming that we are'God’s pets, \vith a divine 
right to tyrannize over sinners for his glory. Doubtless it will 
require many years of constant effort and; faithful scrutiny to 
enable the best of us to walk without fear and without tripping 
even in so plain-a road as this, arid to acquire that modesty in 
perpetuity which constitutes the vital principle of the defensive 

policy above suggested.
I therefore think it will be well for every self among us to 

become thoroughly master of the precise facts that determine 
his personal consequence in the great scale of the universe. 
For instance, I find by examination. that my body is exactly, 
as 180 pounds of matter to the whole world and the whole 

solar and stellar systems; or, to go by bulk instead of weight, 
as about four cubic feet; to the whole of infinite’space; arid that 
my experience compared-with God’sus as less than fifty years 
to the whole of the past eternity. Consequently, I do not feel 
called on to attempt very great things just at present, either to 
:eep truth from extinction or Omnipotence from falling, espe
cially while they are so happy as to enjoy the guardianship of 
Archbishop Hughes. I .do not even feel obligated to force a 
single fact of my personal experience upon any. unwilling 
mind; /though I shall most certainly try to’imitate the diamond 
in my own conduct, and to let such ' rays of truth as may fall, 
upon me shine, through me also. . I shall furthermore contend 
that; notwithstanding the comparative narrowness of my pres
ent mental faculties, they are still the honest work of a just 

God, and perfectly reliable when ’used within their proper 
sphere," that they can tell me when tables are liftcd.br sounds 

are made in my room, with absolute-certainty; also, when 
such sounds and motions are. used as sisals; ;rior is the fact 
that all signals communicating definite knowledge must neces
sarily have’an intelligent or spiritual origin, at all above their 

cgitimate power of inference. If any other man has.less faith 
than this1 in his dwn senses; and reason, let hiin abstain from 
presenting me with .any of the abortions which, according to 
ii’s theory, proceed from them. - John Smith the Saxox.

receiving a dispatch by telegraph from a fAeiid, or for a servai 

on hearing an order through th(^ tube, to sit quietly down and 
say the tube did the one arid?tKe wires the other! .It hardly \ <. 
seems possible that such indifferehce;could be . exhibited by ■ ’ \ 
any one;. and. yet is not this verily the conditiori of those who
receive intelligent communications, through the; tablets a tel

egraph, arid yet ascribe all to’ electricity ?
How true it may be that electricity’is used as a means for 

the power which controls the matferito manifest itself, is more 
than I can determine. Many experiments would indicate that ’ 

if electricity is used even as an agent; that it possesses powers 
as an agent simply, hitherto unknown. *On this point, it seems ' 
to me that all the investigations of thejpast three or four years 

shed but little light. And, indeed, it seems to me of little con- 
sequence until the greater proposition, is settled, viz., do Spir-

its communicate at all ? J
To return to electricity.. On the supposition that electricity ; 

is the prime mover, if we allow a particle of inquiry, we in
stantly become entangled." The question? arises, how does 

electricity do it ? Tb answer this question, we have only to 
look at what we .know. ' Mind- desires'' a result l it sets in 

motion the agency-to'produce"that'Yesult.' ; Mind desires a 
steamship;’ it sets in motion the Adequate forces. In these 
operations it is to be noted that,-while’ the^mind is one thing, 
what it does is quite another. ‘ Besides this1,-while the mind is . 
one thing,, its agenciesare quite another. Sitting in its citadel, 
it sets surrounding elements in motion^ When it acts, it dries 

so .bymoving other things. W^have no evidence that it has 
acted, only as we see it in the matter it obliges to^move. It 

docs not 'leave its empire Shd^enter into^the blocks'arid spars . 

of'the'vessel. The ingenuity displayed Yn'them is the evi
dence that they had an intelligent conceiver. AU the steps 
between the plan of the vessel on paper aud its complete 
equipment, are the means used by the mind to accomplish the 
end. The workmen, in multitudes of cases, sire but machines 
to facilitate a design entirely beyond their,;.comprehension. 
Can it be said they are electrical batteries', and the —-pro- Y 

Cessna hidden galvanism upon iron, wood, and spars ?. Nay. 
It seems to me .we do violence to tyeiy conception, Jo at
tribute ari iritelligent design to the mere meiuas.

If these things are so, and sb they certainly seem to me,A 
what becomes of the claim thal)ele.ctari rf the
manifestations ?. In this claim’are we aot asked tobeliete 
that a mere agent, or means, riot only coo^aumlhe intelligence 

it communicates, but that within itsenit hassle means of . 
making that intelligence, known?; Or, to bb jiidre plain, are 
we not asked to believe that the telegraphic'wire, unaided by 

operators,-nriSjt^and writeL^’ttsdiapatchwT.^ still 
more plain, are we nqt asked to beljeve that a man untikmi 
mouth, lungs, or hands, can:play-^- a a tpMlipet*awell a# 
though he had them ? Perha-A#ope may not seejhe far
ing of theser comparisons;?'^^ these queries are sub
mitted: Has electricity-a iii^^ hm^a/ l^ #hoei|sy 
Arid yet all these wearii ^??®^ few miMW&&M^^ 
its perception of harmony.neverriiCt WithwFmesne. 
To ascribe intelii^nc^ to aecr^>4 ttie wSSe
to the effect 1 ^strong writer £h recei^J|gw^ *
lis own satisfaction, ipaniurtidle which Hgi 
ocratic Review, that thri tens* of *R 1 
mind.. In this way he establishes the^ti 
ns premises- are correct, the claims of •^Rl^^

ter w

in

and the motive power another; tlwjr ®t*# cs® i^&4M|fc £

liftcd.br
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1853.

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Daring the put year our space has been so limited, that wo have found it utterly 

impossible to publish all the communications that have been offered, but a glance at 
this initial number of the Second Volume will suffice to satisfy our numerous cor- 
respondent# that we shall have room to entertain them hereafter. If, for the present, 
My one is compelled to stand aside, he must not impeach our hospitality, but gra
ciously pardon our sine oflmistion on account of our impotency.

The protracted Discussion with Dr. Richmond will terminate with the first volume, 
Md we shall then have the requisite time and space to attend to the opposition gen
erally, and shall endeavor to keep our numerous readers constantly informed of the 
progress of the cause in all parts of the country and the world.

"O. W.," of Galena, desires us to explain what we mean by En rapport, and we 
respond as follows: En, is prefixed to a number of words, principally derived from 
the French, and signifies in. Rapport, also from the French, means relation; hence, 
two minds are said to be en rapport, when they sustain such intimate relations ns to 
be cognizant of the thoughts and emotions of each other.

,X“l-<L»^'Ch2JKijMXrom Clarksville, sends a criticism on our article, Ceredkal 
iNFLUKNCXbi* Rival.at on, which we will cordially publish if the critic shall be 
pleased to disclose his full n.lme. We will cheerfully permit any intelligent and can
did writer to controvert our views'll he will but openly assume the responsibility of 
his own, as we have done.

TO THE READERS OF THE TELEGRAPH.
One year has elapsed since our mutual friend, prompted by 

the inspiration of an honest conviction and an earnest purpose, 
projected this Paper, and the undersigned was induced, not 
indeed without some persuasion from others, and misgivings 
on his own part, to assume the responsibility of its editorial 
labors. The writer’s former experience in conducting the 
Vnivercalum and other progressive publications, rendered the 
duties not altogether new, but this experience was fraught 
with some sad reminiscences, and instead of inspiring an un
questioning confidehce in the certain success of the new en
terprise, it serve,d rather to magnify, in his judgment at least, 
the importance of the trust, and to awaken a consciousness of 
personal inability to fully answer the time and the demand. 
With a similar discipline, no one could be a stranger to the 
bitterness engendered by a devotion to unpopular views, insen
sible to the alienation of friendship for opinion’s sake, or wholly 
indifferent to that ostracism which consigns so many human 
minds and hearts to the perdition of blighted earthly hopes 
and perpetual neglect, for what ignorance and prejudice are 
pleased to denounce as insane vagaries or theological heresies. 
With a vivid remembrance of such an experience, rendered 

yet more impressive in its admonitions by the still existing 
consequences of losses incurred and consequent embarrasment, 
the prospect would indeed have been uncertain had not the 
Telegraph been under the fostering care of one whose means 

were commensurate with the disinterested purpose of his 
heart. The possession of ample resources, and unwavering 

fidelity to a strong conviction, contributed most essentially to 
inspire that general confidence which is so necessary to the 
triumphant issue of a doubtful public experiment.

But this wes not all. Great prudence, close discrimina
tion, and a deliberate judgment, seemed to be i^quisite on the

W*S4iiS|Aho shouW attempt the. ditor? super visional 
J a paper, ^he situation was cerijuhly son^ewhat trying, 

id it was apparcint^i?™_^he beginning(that the faithful per- 
‘wformance of its duties might dtb^sl0nal)y cause-dissatisfaction.

Thousands had been suddenly awakened to a consciousness of 
their intimate relations to the Spiritual World; but the fact 
was not to bo disguised, that they still retained many of the 
distinctive features of their former faith. The believers in 
Spiritual intercourse were from among all Christian sects, Jews, 
and Pantheists, and the still existing contrarieties, with respect 
to their general views, were so many, and withal so striking, 
as to render it a delicate and difficult task to preserve a proper 
independence without giving occasion for numerous offenses. 
The Editor has not the vanity to presume that he has been 
entirely successful in this particular. All that he has felt au
thorized to claim, is an earnest desire for the largest rational 
liberty, both for himself and others, a deep repugnance to all 
arbitrary and unnatural restraints, and a sincere determination 
to deal justly, and to guard alike against a soulless insensibil
ity and a wild fanaticism.

We have hinted at the conditions and prospects of modern 
Spiritualism one year ago, when The Telegraph was an ex
periment, and the question of its continuance, beyond the ex
piration of the first year, was an unsolved problem. But the 
year now closing upon us has enabled the Publisher to work 
out the solution of this question, while it has witnessed a rapid 
diffusion of the Spiritual phenomena, and a revolution in the 
public mind, which vastly transcends the boldest conjectures 
then entertained. Should the facts continue to multiply, 
nothing short of the most profound indifference to passing 
events will enable the incredulous thousands to foster their 
doubts through another year. It is' believed (hat more than 
three hundred thousand persons who, but twelve months ago, 

were either cold and silent on the subject or disposed to scoff 
at its bare announcement, have since been forced to yield to 
a righteous conviction. The mysterious manifestations, so 
shamelessly ridiculed by a portion of the Pulpit and the Press, 

^^adburiesqu^jiitiie orgies of unbelief and sensuality, have 
occa^P^w great -Religious Movement, that is likely to be felt 

throughout the more enlightened portions of the whole earth. 
Already are the foundations of ancient creeds and systems of 
faith and philosophy unsettled; our material conclusions are 
refuted, and the old dogmatism is rebuked by little children ; 
the undisciplined and thoughtless are suddenly endowed with 
wisdom that transcends the most accomplished scholasticism ; 
inanimate objects move before us, as if instinct with life, and 
thought, and reason; while, from the cold and silent elements, 
come mystical voices to reprove our carelessness, to incite us 
to duty, and to revive the waning fires of our faith and de

votion.
And now, being about to commence the publication of the 

Second Volume of The Spiritual Telegraph, a brief ex
pression of our thanks and desires may not be inappropriate 
to the occasion. The sympathy and patronage of our numer
ous friends, and their cordial approbation of our humble efforts, 
so frequently and so fervently expressed, have inspired the 
most grateful emotions, and contributed as well to lighten our 
cares as to diminish the measure of personal responsibility. 
Of all this labor of love we entertain a lively consciousness, 
and shall cherish a lasting and grateful remembrance. And 
yet, greater, and far nobler than all considerations derived from 
merely personal respect and esteem, have been the motives to 
individual exertion, and hence the springs of this surprising 

movement. The liberty to utter a great truth is no mean dis
tinction—it is among the highest honors conferred on mortals ; 
but the medium for its expression should be the last to appro-

priate to himself the respect which is only due to Truth itself, 
and to the ultimate sources of its inspiration. Personal de
sires and interests dwindle into insignificance in the compar
ison with universal realities. Even private attachments, how
ever strong, arc less sacred than eternally existing principles'; 
and as wc are all but agents and instruments, imperfect and 
unworthy it may be, in the hand of Providence, it becomes 
each to humble himself, that the cause may be duly exalted, 
and Truth receive appropriate honors.

It now only remains for me to remind the Correspondents 
and Readers of The Telegraph that we hope to continue 
this intercourse with them, and that it may be perpetual. We 
trust it has been mutually agreeable and profitable hitherto, and 

we confidently believe that the ensuing year will greatly 
augment our means of usefulness, and increase the measure 
of their enjoyment. While entering on the enlarged field of 
labor, now opening wide before us, we invoke the Spirit of 
that inspiration which giveth understanding, to the end, that 
with a serene faith and an unfaltering purpose, we may all be 
prepared to act, with becoming zeal and magnanimity, the part 
allotted us in the despensations of Providence.

S. B. Brittan.

THE PUBLISHERS TO THEIR PATRONS.
The undersigned, having nearly completed their arrange

ments for issuing the Second Volume of The Spiritual 
Telegraph, greatly enlarged and otherwise materially im
proved, respectfully solicit the attention of the present sub
scribers to the paper, and all others who may be interested in 
its general objects, to a brief statement of their purposes and 
desires.

The general character and prevailing spirit of The Tele
graph are already thoroughly known, and, in these respects, 
the Paper will undergo no essential change. But the ensuing 
Volume will present a more complete record of all the impor
tant facts that may be disclosed, with lucid expositions of the 
laws and conditions of Spiritual Intercourse, so far as these 
may be discovered; a digest of similar phenomena in past 
ages, together with an extensive and varied miscellaneous cor
respondence, which will exhibit at once the general state of 
the cause and all its phenomenal aspects. Moreover, to ren
der the Paper all that is desired, a summary of the more im
portant discoveries in general science and art, etc., will be 
required, besides which it is proposed to have a regular Eu
ropean correspondence, and to furnish faithful translations 
from the French and German languages of such articles, on 
kindred subjects, as may be presumed to be most interesting 

to the reader.
But to answer this absolute demand of the time, growing out 

of the rapid progress of Spiritualism, and the present signifi
cant and imposing state of the movement, it will be necessary 
to employ such additional services as will grc’itly augment the 
current expenses of The Telegraph. To enable the Propri
etors to meet these increased disbursements, and, at the same 

time, to enlarge the paper to the size of the present issue, it 
will be necessary to raise the price to Two Dollars. It will 
be perceived, however, that the addition of fifty cents per an- 
Lum to the subscription price, is but trifling compared with the 

| increased quantity of matter, to say^nothing of other proposed 
.nprovements. Such, very briefly; is the present'design, and 

the resources at our command, whether of mind or money, will 
be faithfully employed to accomplish the end in view, and to 
render this Raper eminently'worthy of the Spiritual Reform 
which is destined to distinguish this period in the history of 

the world.
Our desires, so far as they can be appropriately indicated 

in this connection, may be very briefly expressed. Tried 
friends, especially those who have stood by us amid darkness 
and storm, arc endeared to us by the recollection of mutual 
labors and conflicts, as well as by the force of existing affini
ties and the magnetism of living ideas. Hence, we earnestly 
desire all present subscribers to continue with us if, on reflec
tion, our past efforts and present purposes shall be found to 
merit their approbation. It is with no sparing confidence that 

wc appeal to the friends of the cause, wherever they may be, 
to further aid us on the present occasion, by calling the atten
tion of all, who may be interested in the general subject, to 
the claims of this Journal.

It will be perceived that our type and fixtures are all new, 
and the present number, in its general design, intellectual 
character, and mechanical execution, may be taken as a fair 
index to the forthcoming volume. The Telegraph will be 
printed on fine paper, and published every Saturday, at Two 

Dollars per annum, in advance.
Charles Partridge,
S. B. Brittan.

THE MODERN MANIFESTATIONS.
Wc shall continue to publish under this general head such 

facts and communications as will best illustrate the curious 
phenomena to which public attention is everywhere directed, 
strictly with a view to indicate the nature of the mysterious 
agency, and its numerous modes of manifestation. We shall 
not always stop to give a critical opinion, but may very often 
presume upon the intelligence of our readers to enable them 
to form an opinion of their own, without other aid from us than 
the mere presentation of the facts. Wc may be disposed to 
give publicity to some communications that possess little or no 
literary merit. This may be necessary that the capacity of the 
invisible powers be rightly apprehended, and the whole subject 
estimated according to its real merits. That a portion of the 
Spiritual communications are intrinsically uninteresting, we 
need not to be informed, but this circumstance can not, in the 
judgment of any rational man, invalidate their claims to a spir
itual origin. If all the Spirits were original thinkers, and accus
tomed to speak and write in artistic style, we should be among 
the first to question the genuineness of their claims. It is quite 

impossible to conceive, without disregarding all known laws of 
mental growth, that the persons who but yesterday or last year 
mingled in these earthly scenes, jostling each other in the 
dusty highways of life, and. saluting us in common phrase, 
could so suddenly become unfolded and exalted in mind to the 
dignity of the highest capacity. Not so do we read the laws 
of human development, and those who arrive at such conclu
sions disregard the experience of their own souls.

In this age of prevailing skepticism, the most important fea
ture in all such communications may not consist in their strict 
conformity to the rules of literary composition, but in the car

dinal fact, if indeed it be a fact, that they emanate from the 
Spirit-world. The true philosopher will not find fault with 
Nature because some of her phenomena occur unexpectedly, 
and arc seemingly irregular and disorderly. In the process of 
creation, Chaos preceded the reign of Order, while the strife 
of social and political elements and the noise of revolution go 
before the Spirit of Reform, to herald the new and higher

institutions of the world. In like manner, from the present 
confused mingling of apparently lawless elements, may be 

evolved civil and religious systems, whose moral beauty and 
spiritual life shall one day realize the prayer and the prophecy 
of Humanity, in the glory of “ a new heaven and a new 
earth.”

If the philosopher, who is swallowed up in the profundity 
of his vast conceptions, who worships only truth, 

“ And stoops to touch the loftiest thought,”
if such a mind is always reverent and thoughtful in the inves
tigation of all natural phenomena, however unimportant in the 
vulgar estimation, while superficial souls cavil and sneer at her 
modes of operation, may we not learn wisdom from such ex
amples? And if those who are earnest and powerful in 

thought thus regard Nature in the least of her phenomenal 
exhibitions, how can we expect those who have deep and 
strong affections to be indifferent to the voices which speak to 
them from beyond the vail ? Surely, no one in the least dis
tinguished for generous impulses and expanded ideas, would 
pour contempt on the name and memory of one who has cher
ished him, because another who is unworthy has assumed his 
name, nor yet because hauHend Inajrn^ to address 

him in ornate and class’ ‘language. And should that friend send 
from a far distant country, some pledge of friendship or mes
sage of love, he would not quarrel with the messenger about 
the time and manner of his arrival, nor regard as a sine qua 
non the literary merits of what his friend may say. No, be
reaved affection has wept too long over the grave of its buried 
hopes to be excessively fastidious on this point. The mother 
who sighs for her lost child, will not stop to question the mere 
scholarship of any who may come to assure her that the child 
is safe.’ The anxious wife, who bends in prayer over the 
ashes of him who shielded her from the storm, who keeps long 
vigils from the hour of vespers until the stars grow pale in the 
beams of the Orient, would only ask to be fully assured that the 
loved one is, and that it is well with him. The bare conscious
ness of his presence would produce, it may be, more intense and 
exalted happiness than all the wealth of kingdoms, the splendor 
of intellectual endowments, anil the refinement of the highest art.

CURIOUS PROOF OF SPIRITUAL PRESENCE.
Mrs. Edith Banning, of West Winsted, Conn., a lady of the 

highest respectability, and a member of the Presbyterian 
Church, buried her husband, as we say in common parlance, 
some four years since. Mrs. B. has three daughters, aged 
seventeen, fifteen, and thirteen years, respectively, who are 
partial media, 'flic eldest is at times clairvoyant, while the 

youngest is a medium for the sounds. It is now about one 
year since they first became fully conscious of the presence 
of invisible visitors, claiming to be the Spirits of departed rel

atives and friends.
Some weeks since, while the writer was at West Winsted, 

for the purpose of giving lectures on the facts and philosophy 

of Spiritualism, Mrs. Banning related the following interesting 
fact: On entering the front room one day, Mrs. B. observed 
that the mirror was apparently covered with a sort of cloud, 
or mist, as though some person had just breathed over its sur

dace. On approaching ^ she disovcredMo her great surprise, 
Lnear the? center of ftu^glass* a complete proAle picture of a 

man. She thought of the possibility that it might be some 
illusion of the sense, and summoned her eldest daughter, who 
saw the picture with equal distinctness ; and now, most unex
pectedly, the likeness of the deceased husband and father clearly 
appeared in the image before them. One after another all the 
members of the family were called to look at the mystical 
profile. There were five persons who witnessed this curious 
phenomenon, namely, Mrs. Banning, two of her daughters, an 
English woman who lives in the family, and an Irish domestic, 
all of whom manifestly saw the same image, as their descrip
tions entirely agree. The picture remained some twenty 
minutes, and then gradually the outline became indistinct, and 
finally disappeared, leaving the mirror untarnished.

Subsequently, the ordinary sounds, or rappings, were heard 

on the table, and what purported to be Mr. Banning, of the 
Spirit-world, announced his presence, and aflirmed that he 
had produced the image they had just witnessed, to redeem a 
promise given them some time before, which was 'to the eflect, 
that he would give them an unmistakable demonstration of his 

personal presence.
We may further add, that the Irish girl was so much 

frightened, on witnessing the mystical picture, that she left 

the house, and did not return until the next day.

THE
We copy the 

dencc Journal.

SPIRITS AT WASHINGTON.
following from a late number of the Provi- 
It will be perceived that Hon. gentlemen at

Washington are becoming deeply and generally interested in 

the modern phenomena, and that they do not all sanction the 
flippant denunciations which emanate from a portion of the 
press. Those who want stringent laws passed against Spir
itual intercourse must hurry, or our legislators will be all con
vinced before 'any action is had. The “ resolutions of non
intercourse” with the Spirit-world must be passed at once, 
gentlemen, or they will lay on the table indefinitely.—Ed.

The following extracts are fri>m two letters addressed to a lady of this 
city. 'They were written by a gentleman of high intelligence and reputa- 
ation, formerly a distinguished Senator in Congress.

Since I wrote you last, I have had some of the most extraordinary phys
ical manifestations from my old friend Calhoun, that I have yet heard of, 
ending with a short communication in writing, which Gen. Hamilton, 
Gen. Thompson, Gen. Campbell (all his most intimate friends), as well as 
one of Calhoun’s sons, to whom I have submitted it, pronounce a perfect 
fac simile of his hand-writing.

I have also had communications from Webster, through a writing 
medium, of the most extraordinary character. A gentleman of the highest 
order of intellect present at the time, said he had read all the old philoso
phers from Plato down to Bacon, and ho had seen nothing equal to these 
communications from Webster.

Your account of the movement of the table, when my letter was read, 
“indicating an intelligent concurrence with the ideas presented,” reminds 
me of a physical manifestation recently, in the presence of Gen. Hamilton, 
Gen. Thompson, of South Carolina, and myself.

We. were directed to place the Bible on a drawer under the table. I 
placed it there completely closed. It was a small pocket Bible, with very 
fine print. Numerous raps were then heard beating time to “ Hail Colum
bia,” which had been called for. Soon the sounds began to recede, and 
grew fainter and fainter till they died away in the distance. The alpha 
bet was then’callcd for, and it was spelled out “ Look.” I looked on the 
drawer, and found the Bible open. I took it up; and carefully kept it 
open at the place, as I found it. । On bringing it to the light, I found it 
open at St. John’s Gospel, chapter ii. being on the left side, and chapter 
iii. on the right side. I said, “Do you wish us to look at chapter ii!” 
Ans. “No.” “Do you wish us/to look at chapter iii!” Ans. “Yes.” 
And^it was then said, “ Read.” /I commenced reading the chapter, and
significant and emphatic raps wet given at many verses, and at verses

i. By looking at these verses,8,11, 19, 84, mort vehement raps were given. By looking at these verses, 
you will better appreciate the signi icancy anil intelligence of this emphatic
demonstration. This manifestatii n purported to come from Calhoun, 
who had previously invited us thn e gentlemen to be present at a particu
lar hour.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. Original ^nmniiniinifinm
THE MANIFESTATIONS IN ENGLAND.

An intelligent gentleman, who was for some time connected 
with the Boston press, and whose lady is a spiritual medium, 
has been in London during the past winter, with the view of 
inviting the attention of the English public to the mystical 
phenomena so prevalent in this country. Wc extract a por
tion of a letter recently received, from which the reader will 
discover that a number of eminent persons, some distinguish
ed for hereditary titles and honors, and others for intellectual 
powers and acquirements, are beginning to regard the subject 
with interest.

( 22 Queen Anne Street, Cavendish Square, 
( London, Feb. 4, 1853.

Dear Sir—I think I promised, before leaving New York, in September 
last, to write to you and let you know how we succeeded in England, and 
I should have done so long ere this, but for a press of business and perplex
ities in introducing the Spiritual phenomena to the people of this country, 
who I find much more material than spiritual. Yet there is sufficient good 
soil to admit of sowing the seed, which I trust will take root and grow in 
good time.

In regard to the manifestations, Mrs. H. has been very successful, even 
more so, if any thing, than she was at home. Thus far we have had much 
opposition to contend against, but have met with a remarkable few failures. 
The worst was that of two of Dickens’ friends, who paid Mrs. H. a visit a 
few days after her arrival. They evidently came with the intention of 
having every thing wrong, and they nearly succeeded to their mind. You 
have probably seen’ the article in the “ Household Words” giving an ac
count of their visit to the “ Rappers, or the Ghost of the Cocklane Ghost,” 
in which they say the whole thing has been exploded in the “ States.”

We shall try hard to overcome the prejudices of the people, and to 
awaken an interest in the subject; already have quite a number of the first 
families taken the trouble to investigate the phenomena; I will simply 
name a few of them, the Earl of EMinton and the Countess, Lord and 
Lady Naars, the Marchioness of Stafford, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, Mrs. 
Crowe, Miss Anna Blackwell, Dr. Elliottson, Dr. Ashburner, and many 
others, who have expressed great satisfaction, and a full belief in its truth 
and reality.

Dr. Elliottson is the editor of the Zoist. He, as also Dr. Ashburner, are 
greatly interested, and have received extraordinary proofs. But a most 
distinguished man has at length consented to investigate, and to give the 
result of his labors to the world, without fear or favor. I am not at pres
ent at liberty to mention his name. He occupies a high professional posi
tion in Edinburgh ; you probably understand who it is. I hope to be able 
to write something in a few weeks that will be of interest both to you and 
your readers. Believe me, yours truly,

w. R. H.

SHADOWS OF COMING EVENTS.
Messrs. Partridge and Brittan:

At one of our regular sittings at my residence on Wednes
day evening, February 23d, with Mrs. A. and Miss M. as 
mediums, Miss M. passed into a trance ; and after describing 
in glowing terms the beauty and happiness of the place in 
which her spirit was privileged to roam, she said :

“ There is some friend somewhere that is going to be changed, and go 
there soon. I don’t know who it is, but it looks like mother.”

I asked, “ Wouldn’t you be glad to have her go to so beautiful and happy 
a place 1”

She replied, “ I am glad, and yet sorrowful. She will be better off. 
They don't think she is going, but she is.”

“ Will she go soon!”
“ I cuift tell, but think she is; it looks so.” Miss M. now beheld a 

hearse and a funeral procession.
With the hand and pencil of Mrs. A. they now drew a representation of 

a beautiful wreath, and said that such a wreath was being prepared by the 
Spirit-friends of her who was soon to change, and that it was for her to 
wear on her entrance to the Spirit-world. They then wrote, through Mrs. 
A., the following sentence:

“ God calls His children home in rapid succession, each in their turn, as 
their labors here are done and the spirit longs for immortality. Then the 
angel conies in love, and bears them home to their heavenly mansion.”

At this date, February 23d, wc supposed the person alluded to was in 
good health. We had heard from her a few'wecks previous to that eflect. 
Miss M. came from the trance and wept much, saying that her mother 
would soon change, as she had seen her friends in the Spirit-world prepar
ing to receive her.

Thus the matter rested. I made the usual record of what transpired. 
We heard nothing from the place (Gardiner, Maine) in which her mother 
resided until Tuesday, March 1st, when I received a telegraphic dispatch, 
stating that she was “ very sick." The next day, Wednesday, March 
2d, I received another dispatch, by wMch I was informed that the mother 
of Miss M. that mo.tning passed from this to the Spirit-world.

Chelsea, Mass., March 5, 1853. John S. Adams.
Note—I have since learned that the mother of Miss M. was perfectly 

well on the Wednesday we had our sitting, as far as her friends could ob
serve, and that no appearance of illness was visible until the evening of the 
following Sabbath ; thus proving the truth of what our Spirit-friends told 
us, that her friends did not think she was soon to leave them. A.

SPIRITUALISM IN NEW ORLEANS.
We copy the following from a private letter recently receiv

ed from a clergyman in New Orleans, who will greatly oblige 
us by communicating more frequently, and at length, respect
ing the progress of the cause at the South.

Spiritual manifestations arc extending here, and they are engaging the 
attention of many of our most respectable citizens. All kinds of reports 
and rumors arc in circulation here, as I suppose there have been in other 
places, respecting manifestations and persons engaged in them.

I have visited two circles in which the manifestations were unquestion
able, evincing a knowledge of past events and circumstances, and exhibit
ing a degree of intelligence superior to that of any person present. I have 
the pleasure of saying that all persons present were perfectly convinced 
that the power acting was not ar. emanation from any one in the company, 
and that the communications were from the Spiritual world; that there 
was not any fraud, imposition, or deception practiced or intended by any 
one present.

I learn that there are many mediums of different descriptions in this city; 
that the subject is one of interest to all, and that circles are formed, and 
being formed, in all directions. That these investigations are being made 
in a pious, sincere, and truthful manner, that much good has already re
sulted, and much more is anticipated by those advanced in the cause. I 
hear of some who are pitiably mixed up with Fanaticism; very good per
sons imagine that they are beset by devils, worried and annoyed, pinched, 
choked, etc., after the good old Puritanical fashion of Salem witches, so 
devoutly detailed in Hutchinson’s History of Massachusetts. All these de
nounce the cool method of inquiry of those who take the rational view of 
these things, as taught by Davis and others. How far these conditions of 
mental excitement will influence the public mind against inquiries on this 
subject, remains for future observation; at present, many arc deterred from 
examination by a kind of Indefinable fear of incurring similar conditions. 
To the collective experience of investigators, and to the, press, wc must 
look for a corrective of any errors which wc may meet or embrace; some 
of us here are doing all we can to diffuse works on these subjects, and to 
inform others as fast as possible. Respectfully yours,

—' E- C' E

Childish Fears.—An intelligent spiritualist at the West, 
who appears to entertain the suspicion that some people are 

afraid of daylight, says :
“ I remember to have heard of a little boy once, who had been born in a 

Coal mine. By some auspicious occurrence, the boy had been brought to 
the surface of the earth in the night. When the-morning began to break 
and the rosy light to streak the chambers of the East, he gazed with most 
astonished bewilderment, and when-the sun began to rise, his amazement 
gave way to consternation, and he thought somebody had kindled a ‘ big 
fire,’ that would burn up ‘ the whole scrape of them.’ He is commended 
to the great mass of ‘ the wise and prudent’ of our day.” \ ' '

PROGRESS OF THE MANIFESTATIONS.
BY E. W.-CAPRON.

It was five years, on the 31st day of March, since the modern spiritual 
manifestations were first announced to the neighbors of the Fox family at 
the little collection of houses called Hydesville, on the banks of the Ganar- 
gua, in the town of Arcadia, N. Y. During these five years it has been a 
theme of animated discussion, unscrupulous misrepresentations, closest 
scrutiny, and thorough investigation. Never has any new discovery or 
improvement,in religion, morals, or science been put to a severer test, a 
more torturing examination, and never has any religion, or any new idea 
within the range of man’s mind, spread so rapidly or been so completely 
triumphant over an avalanche of opposition, as has this new mode of com
munication between the worlds visible and invisible.

Five years ago it was received with universal ridicule, as a mere trick, a 
fancy, or some accidental occurrence, which was destined to be a nine days’ 
wonder, and then pass away, to be forgotten as a “spook story,” and be 
known only as “ an old woman's tale, such as nurses frighten babes withal.” 
Then, as it progressed, came the days of fierce opposition by the material
istic, philosophers, and religionists; then the warnings to beware of the de
vices of Satanic spirits, which this was declared to be. Old theology 
bristled up at the prospect of making tangible, what it had been for age» 
shrouding in an impenetrable mystery. The religion of annihilation was 
troubled, because facts were proving what they had long been declaring 
had no facts to sustain it. But amid all the opposition, ridicule, and con
tempt, the facts of spiritual intercourse have made their way, and are sig
nally triumphant. Not less than half a million of hearts are made happy 
in the knowledge that a never-ending life is before them.

The stubborn materialists, within the church and without, unable to dis
pute the irresistible array of accumulated and accumulating facts, turn to 
us and ask, What good has been accomplished, supposing it all to be true I 
They aver that we have received no important instruction, and that the 
world is, as yet, no wiser or better for having been initiated into a mode of. 
communication with the invisible world. They stand still and ask us even 
to lift the vail of the future, and reveal to them what good will be accom
plished. They ask us why some heretofore unsettled question has not 
been settled, and knowledge and goodness thrust suddenly upon us 1

If such inquirers will look about them to even a limited extent, they may 
sec that, in their haste, they have overlooked some things which are of 
great and vital importance, that the agitation of spiritualism has accom
plished. Much good has been done; discussion on spiritual philosophy, a 
searching into the life to come, and an increased desire for that kind of 
knowledge, has received a mighty impulse. This is not all, nor by any 
means the most important work it has accomplished. It is within the 
personal knowledge of the writer that a very large number of persons who 
either denied a future existence altogether, or were in doubt or suspense 
in regard to it, have had their doubts dispelled, and their minds quieted and 
settled on the subject. This, with all the religious world, is a great point 
to be gained, if their professions arc to be credited; a point which their 
missionaries have encompassed sea and land to gain, without making any 
very considerable progress with that class of minds who require their rea
soning faculties to be convinced by a presentation of facts or logic, instead 
of a reliance on some written or traditional authority, that never was re
markably clear on this point. It is a matter of surprise, or would be, were 
it not a general characteristic of sectarianism, to sec them objecting to this 
new proof of immortality, because it has not come through their crooked 
channel, but is presented directly to the senses as a fixed fact. It is by 
facts that this class of minds arc convinced, an.d the various assertions of 
old theology had no eflect upon them. From an aged man I have a letter, 
wherein he says, “ For the last thirty years I have been a firm believer in 
the total annihilation of all that pertains to man at his death; but here 
something comes up, and gives me the most undeniable evidence of the ex
istence of those whom I supposed to be in the endless sleep of annihila
tion.” Another, a woman of strong intellect, and known a few years since 
as a powerful advocate of Atheism, rejecting all ideas of future existence, 
now writes me that! she is thoroughly convinced of the continued existence 
and progression of all human beings. The number of such converts is 
legion, and they include some of the best minds in the country,’ who only 
needed tangible proof to be convinced of the truth of immortality. If 
this were the whole that the spiritual manifestations had accomplished, 
could it be said that they had accomplished no good! Have they not, with 
many minds, settled one of the most momentous questions that has ever 
been unsettled and agitated in the world ? Every day adds to the number 
of converts made to rejoice in the glorious conviction of tha truth of never- 
ending existence.

But the proof of immortality is not all the good it has accomplished. 
That, of itself, brings wth it many blessings and fond remembrances that 
are not seen at the first glance; but there are others. The sick have been 
healed to an extent never before known by any similar agency, in any age 
of the world. No ancient healing, under the name of miracle, has suqrassed 
some of the modern cases; the blind have been restored to sight, the lame 
made to walk; the wrong doer has been turned from the error of his ^ays ; 
“ he that putteth the bottle to his neighbor’s lips” has been induced, by 
Spirit-influence, to abandon his traffic; the revengeful have been induced 
to banish their long-cherished schemes, and many a stubborn, cold, and 
callous heart has been made to melt at the loving messages from Spirit
friends, and awakened to a renewed life and correct deportment.

Our opponents complain of the want of progress in manner, and distinct
ness of the manifestations; but the demonstrations have been so varied, 
wonderful, and wide-spread, that the wonder should be, not how slowly it 
has progressed, but how rapidly. It would have broken upon the world 
like an overwhelming avalanche, if all the light from the spheres above had 
at once been let in upon us, and the eflect would have been dazzling and 
bewildering in the extreme, and the transition from darkness to marvelous 
light would have worked evil instead of good. Like all things in the pro
gression of the human race, this came at the appropriate time, and in the' 
best manner to secure attention and elicit thought, without startling the 
falsely educated world who are to receive it, and its advance has been so 
rapid as the world would bear. In short, it could not have been improved 
upon by mortals, if they had undertaken to present a plan. The tele
graphic sounds and vibrations had nothing really alarming in them, and 
therefore their cause was searched for, without that superstitious awe with 
which the listener would have looked for the appearance, or for the voice 
of a departed friend. When it was ascertained that there was intelligence 
in the source of the sounds, enough had been heard to convince the hearer 
that there was no real danger to be apprehended and nothing to fear. Thus 
it has advanced, step by step, until now there arc a variety of ways to make 
us realize the presence of our Spirit-friends. From one obscure family, it 
has spread over this whole continent, and even into Europe. Thue is 
spreading the great initiating idea to a more familiar and reliable mode of 
communication; and wc arc inclined to the belief that the present mode 
will not very materially improve, until the great mass of mankind arc led 
to acknowledge the possibility and probability of the present demonstrations 
being made by Spirits. When this knowledge becomes general, wc shall 
be prepared for another step; and when this comes, it will probably be so 
great an advance, as to excite general skepticism, and will astonish the 
world even more than the advent of the present demonstrations. Let it 
not be said that there has been no great amount of good accomplished. 
The world may not estimate the value of the most simple truth, and when 
this is known to be a fact, of however apparent insignificance, it needs 
nothing more to prove it to be of vast importance to mankind. Let us not 
be in haste; wc can not force the order of nature to conform to our ideas 
of progress, and she will work out this spiritual problem, this most im
portant truth of the age, in spite of the bigotry of its opponents, or impa
tience and fanaticism of its friends.

In tracing the progress of the new manifestations, the nature of the op
position should not be forgotten. From the time the first public examina
tions took place at Rochester (N. Y.), to the present, the opponents have 
been divided into two general classes, the first being the lower strata of 
human society, who have never been in a position to cause them to think . 
of any thing of a spiritual nature; and the other, that body of men to whom 
the world is indebted for standing in the way of all improvement and reform 
in all ages of the world, the theological teachers and their well-trained pu
pils. At the first lecture ever delivered on this subject, these two phase's 
were exhibited; the genteel rabble were noisy and boisterous, while the 
theological teacher gravely arose and declared his belief to be that the demon- • 
strations, as related, were true, but that it was an excursion of his Satanic 
Majesty, for the purpose of 'winning souls to everlasting destruction. - 
These two main trunks have numerous branches, and use various argu
ments to substantiate their common theory that “ it can’t be so.” It has / 
not been the religious theologian merely that has opposed the spiritual 
idea, but the equally sectarian and bigoted'anti-religious school of theolo
gians. Both of these classes have argued from the same premises ; both 
have taken the ground that (excepting the especial privilege granted to hit .



PARTRIDGE AND BRITTAN’S SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH.
Satanic Majesty) Spirit is an immaterial substance, and is entirely inca
pable of making any manifestation whatever. This is the language of the 
religious and anti-rclirious organs, the tone of the New York Observer, am 
the Boston Investigator. Most arduously and faithfully have such as these 
labored to theorize away the new proof of immortality. The religious sec
tarian was opposed to any new proofi and was irritated to think any other 
process than theirs should be found by which to arrive at a settlement oi 
that great and somewhat mooted question. The anti-religious annihila- 
tionist disliked to have his glorious uncertainty disturbed, and would use 
columns to prove that all that has transpired is no proof. The venal press 
of the country have, in accordance with popular opinion, almost univer
sally denounced the whole as a gross imposition; and so united have been 
this class of opponents, and so much influence do they possess with the 
mass of community, that they have been, and still are, mighty giants stand
ing spear in hand, to turn honest inquirers from investigation, and nothing 
but a simple sling armed with the pebbles of truth, has enabled them to 
keep on their way in spite of all opposition. It has been a favorite mode 
of proceeding with these papers, to inform, or rather misinform their patrons 
that they were in possession of the secret, and would give it to their read
ers in a few days. In looking over a New York paper of February 1st, 
18 J, the following is found as the beginning of a long article: “ The 
.onder-swallowing must find new food for their credulity, for the Roches

ter mystery has been exploded;” and yet this “mystery” has already out
lived the author of that information, as he has passed to a sphere where he 
has, probably, become wiser on that subject.. From the beginning it has 
been pronounced a “clumsy trick,” a “transparent humbug,” but the
clumsy manner of doing the trick has not yet been transparent enough to 
be seen through by the wisest of the world, unless by acknowledging the 
spiritual theory. Over and over has it been announced that it was all found 
out, all confessed; at one time a story was started, under the name of a 
“ deposition,” which many looked upon as quite conclusive, and yet twenty 
lines of facts served to prove the impotency of falsehood, and the potency 
of truth. Let the whole force of the opposition be scanned, and what has 
it consisted ini surmise, insinuation, falsehood, nothing reasonable, and 
nothing tangible. How story after story, and slander after slander, and 
falsehood after falsehood, has been rolled away by the omnipotent power of 
truth and facts! Not a single fact stated in the first pamphlet on this sub
ject has ever been contradicted, not a jot or tittle of the promises made by 
the Spirits to continue and increase their communications has failed, but 
the glorious development is still onward. Will the believer's in the spirit
uality of these communications falter when they have so much proof, and 
sustained as they are by facts that have ever, and will ever, overwhelm and 
put to flight all the theories and suppositions brought against it 1 Those, 
who have arrived at an absolute knowledge of the facts, can no more be 
shaken in their belief than they can discredit their own existence, for it is 
forever engraven on the mind, and can not be eradicated by time or sophis
try. Amid all the clamor of opponents and sectarian feeling among be
lievers, let the cool and the philosophical keep calmly on their way, and 
patiently investigate to the end.

In closing, we can not refrain from adding an extract from a letter of 
that good man, John 0. Wattles, which will always be applicable to scck-
ers after spiritual knowledge: “ They (Spirits) have been bending over us 
and flocking around the world, peering into every crevice in the cold cast- 
iron heart of man, beating at the door of every mental temple for admit
tance, and shouting at the top of their voices to the walking corpses that 
stalk above ground, ever since they liave left their bodies. They labor as in
tently now for the good of man as they did in the body, and perhaps more 
so, and only need access to man to guide him out of the wilderness, over 
the desert and up the hill-tops to the land of Redemption. So don’t let us 
bother them about minor matters, but go right into the great work at once. 
That, eventually, will furnish the world with the best evidence that they 
are from God, and all will seek to be with them, or rather, enjoy and real
ize their presence. Above all things, keep it from being made a merce
nary matter. There is nothing so deadening to Spirit-life as venality, 
unless it be the denial of the ever-present angel-spirits. Beg, dig, grub, 
and starve, but don’t traffic in angel-intercourse. If the gate of heaven 
has been opehei?, don't ict us have .Mammon for gate-keeper. If Franklin, 
or Rogers, or Swedenborg, or Gabriel have conic to our aid, don’t let us 
set them on the auction-block,'to sell to the higpest hidder." Lef-uX-scei 
such information as shall enable all the race to come up and talk with them 
face to face, behold their glories, and be like them.”

Messrs. Editors :
The accompanying manuscript of unknown characters was sent me by 

a friend in Milwaukee, and is a portion only of a whole page, said to have 
been written by Mr. Fenton, of Cleveland, under spiritual influence, the 
whole page being written in two minutes. Mr. L. B. Brown, the gen
tleman who sent it, requested me to submit it to the examination of some 
of our media. It was supposed to be Arabic, and I presented it to the 
medium with that impression on my mind, so that the influence of my mind 
could have had no agency in determining the result.

The first thing presented to her mind was a vision, consisting of a long 
row of Chinese, all alike, with the peculiar, stereotyped appearance and 
costume of that singular people; the medium having a strong impression 
that this was intended to indicate that the writing was Chinese.

This scene passed away, and was succeeded by another, designed to 
symbolize primitive chaos. The vision of the medium seemed to embrace 
the limitless realms of space within its scope, where every thing was in 
shapeless, lifeless confusion, light and darkness, heat and cold, and every 
thing opposite and incongruous were intermingled in such manner as to 
defy all the powers of language to describe. At length motion began to 
agitate this chaotic mass, and presently all was resolved into order, sym
metry, and beauty indescribable, and the endless expanse of the Universe 
was soon teeming with countless millions of nameless forms of life.

This having faded away, she rose, and, in the most dignified and im
pressive manner, delivered the following:

“ Down, down in the depths of Chaos, a breath from the Almighty 
(which breath was his will) reached a germ implanted there, and Creation 
began ; and who shall trace the result of that breath ?

A VISION OF HEAVEN.
BY JOHN S. ADAMS.

Night had shed its darkness round me; 
Wearied with the cares of day, 

Rested I. Sleep’s soft folds bound me, 
And my spirit fled away.

As on eagle pinions soaring, 
On I sped from star to star, 

’Till Heaven's high and glist'ning portals 
Met my vision from afar.

Myriad miles I hasted over;
Myriad stars I passed by ;

On and on my tireless spirit 
Urged its ceaseless flight on high.

Planets burned with glorious radiance, 
Lighting up my trackless way;

On I sped, till, music coming 
From the realms of endless day,

Fell upon my ear, as music 
Chanted by celestial choirs

Only can, and then my spirit 
Longed to grasp their golden lyres.

Stood I near that portal, wondering 
Whether I could enter there;

I, of earth and sin the subject, 
Child of sorrow and of care!

“ Myriads of living things now fill the air; the earth is teeming with life, 
and who shall declare the future 1
‘ “That germ has filled Timncnsnyv &( uresth- from-the-’Divine Mind 

fills all creation. In it there is life, without it creation would crumble into 
dust.”

She then attempted to give the name, thus, “Con”-“fu”-“sion;” no, 
not Confu-sfoH, but Confu-ciMS, “Confucius.”

She then said it seemed to her that this was not all of it; that the sub
ject was abruptly cut off in the middle.

I had not told her, neither had I thought before of it being only a frag
ment of the original, so that her impression must have originated from 
some other source than my mind. Whether this is really the Chinese char
acter, and, if so, whether this be the true interpretation or not, I of course 
offer no opinion. You may be able to find some person who is able to 
determine this question, from a knowledge of the language, and also to 
obtain the balance of the original.

I was struck, as you will doubtless be, by the free, easy, smooth sweep 
of the pen which characterizes every portion of the performance, and which 
indicates that it was never done by imitation.

Perhaps Dr. Richmond may find in this circumstance an argument in 
favor of his theory !

Whether it be from Confucius or not, it is certainly not unworthy the 
old philosopher in his palmiest days.

Mr. Brown informs me there is a lady in Milwaukee who often writes in
the same characters. Yours for the truth, 

D. Cory, M.D.
P. S.—It strikes me tliese letters resemble those given by Swedenborg, 

which he calls the “ Celestial Characters,” but it is a long time since I saw
them. d. c.

There I stood, like one uncall'd for, 
Willing thus to hope and wait;

’Till a voice said, “ Why not enter 1 
Why thus linger at the gate 1

” Know me not! say whence thou comest 
Here to join our angel-band ;

Know me not I Here, take thy welcome, 
Take thine angel-sister’s hand.”

Then I gazed, and gazing wondered;
For ’twas she who long since died ;

She who in her youth departed, 
Falling early at my side.

“ Up,” said she, “ ’mid glorious temples, 
Up, where all thy lov'd ones rest, 

They with joy will sing thy welcome
To the mansions of the blest;

“ Mansions where no sin can enter, 
Home where all do rest in peace ;

M here the tired and faithful spirit 
From its trials finds release;

“ Golden courts, where watchful cherubs 
Tune their harps to holy praise ;

Temples in which countless myriads 
Anthems of thanksgiving raise.”

I those shining portals entered. 
Guided by that white-robed one;

When a glorious light shone round me, 
Brighter than a noonday sun.

Friends I met whom death had severed 
From companionship below;

All were there, and in each feature 
Immortality did glow.

I would touch their golden lyres, 
When upon my cars there broke

Louder music—at that moment
I from my glad vision woke.

All was silent; scarce a zephyr 
Mov’d the balmy air of night;

And the moon in meekness shining, 
Shed around its hallowed light.

Soon after the foregoing letter was received from Dr. Cory, 
we happened one evening to be in company with a rapping 
medium, Miss Middlebrook, of Bridgeport, Conn., when we 
received a communication which may interest the reader. It 
was at a late hour in the evening, when we chanced (if such 
a term may be allowed) to think of the occult message, and 
we at once resolved to submit it to the Spirits. We had pre
viously inclosed the manuscript in a new envelope, on which 
there was no writing. Placing the communication on the 
table, inclosed as above described, we requested the Spirits to 

tell us what they knew, or could learn, concerning the author; 
whereupon we received, principally in reply to direct inter
rogatories, the following communication :

“ The message was dictated by a man in the Spirit-world ; 
he has been there a long time ; he did not belong to this coun
try ; the author did not speak the English language; he did 
not live in France, not in Germany, not in Italy; he lived in 
the Chinese Empire ' The Spirit was greatly distinguished 

while on earth; not as a conqueror, not as a historian, not as 
a poet—he might have been a poet—but he was eminent as a 

philosopher.
“ You have a translation xVith you ; it was given by a Spirit, 

through a medium who knows nothing of the characters. The 

translation is substantially correct.”
We were in a strange house when the above was commu- 

nicated; we had not seen the medium for some weeks, and 
the parties constituting the circle were all profoundly ignorant
of the contents of the envelope. Ed.

The Church and the Rappings.—The Sunday Times of this city, 
which, not long since, as we are credibly informed, denounced the Spirit
ual Manifestations as an unmitigated fraud, and the media as graceless 
imposters, is at length “ under conviction.” The spirit of opposition 
which had possessed it, recently gave up the ghost, as appears from the 
Times of April 10th. That spirit seems to have been exorcised by Rev. 
Charles Beechers Report. Y e copy from the Times' article, taking the 
liberty to italicise one line. Its words arc gentle and considerate.

•‘ There is no subject 'before the people1 which monopolizes a larger share of pub
lic attention than the so-called spiritual phenomena. In hundreds of families in this 
city the Toppings’ and 'tippings' are the ordinary amusements of the eveninc, 
and the belief that spirits are the cause of these manifestations isyridely prevalent. 
TAts belief is Mt a mere vulgar illusion, based upon ignorance and superstition. It has 
the sanction of the church. Grave divines of thejeading Protestant sects have sub
scribed to it. We have already given the opinion of Dr. Tyug upon the subject, and 
the Rev. Charles Beecher, it appears, coincides with the doctor in 'attributing the 
'manifestations’ to diabolic agency. Here, then, we have two distinguished clergy, 
men,.the one an Episcopalian, the other a Congregationalist, admitting their faith in 
the supernatural origin ofjho • rappings,’ etc. Tin’s is a serious matter.” «

MYSTICAL MANUSCRIPT, .
We are unable to determine whether the manuscript refer

red to by Dr. Cory, in the communication below, an engraved 

transcript of which is here given, is or is not written in any

to the Chinese script, but we are not sufficiently familiar with 
the characters of that language to warrant the expression of an 
opinion. The coriimunication, as embodied.in the spiritual 
translation, is graphically expressed, and we think it reads 
quite as well as the best criticisms on spiritual literature which 
have yet come to hand. We here introduce the facsimile 

copy of the original manuscript.terrestrial language. It evidently bears no little resemblance

Waukegan, Feb. 27, 1853. SHADES OF THE POETS.
We acknowledge our indebtedness to Miss B., a highly esteemed lady, 

who resides at Hartford, Conn., for several interesting messages from the 
Spirits, one of which will be found in this connection. It will be perceived 
that our friend is herself the medium, and our readers may be assured, that 
entire freedom from all fanaticism, calmness of mind, and purity of charac- - 
ter combine to commend her account of personal experience to their atten
tion and confidence.

Our readers will be able to judge of the merits of the Spirit’s com
munication itself, and to what extent it resembles the style of the great
Poet. Ed.

Friend Brittan :
The communication from Lord Byron was imparted to me 

last August. When he came I was occupied with company, 
and was expecting soon to be called for, to leave on a visit. I 
received the usual evidence of Spiritual presence, and sup
posed it to be for a friend, who.was then waiting for a mes
sage. Upon inquiring, Who is it, the answer came, “ Byron.” 
Not thinking of the Bard, I inquired, Byron who ? and then 
the answer came, “ Lord Byron.” At first I felt some degree 
of embarrassment, and thought the circumstances were unfa

vorable for me to receive impressions. I asked for a delay, 
and immediately the answer came, “ Suit your own conveni
ence.” I felt like one in the presence of a person whose diy-
nity was somewhat disturbed, 
me under the circumstances ?

-I Winidww-willingly, ami tW

I inquired, Can you impress 
He replied, “ Kes. Be quiet.”

Yours truly, 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE SPIRIT.

E. B

Man should not mourn. In sorrow’s garb full many a Spirit lives, and 
gropes his way in sadness. His destiny is not to darkness, but to light. 
His spirit dwarfish is, for want of true knowledge; and so the light ob
scured by clouds of darkness, is to his bewildered vision nought but Hell. 
Why, 0 why will man, in image God-like made, sink lower far than 
brutes that perish ’ Why not stem the current so fiercely flowing, and 
arrest the tide of passion ; why not say, thus far and no farther shaft thou 
go. It is not pride, and goodness it is not; it is not wisdom sure, thus to 
debase and violate the laws of God’s own making.

Roll on majestic! Oh, thou mighty Power;
Sink low, and lower still, all hellish fear; 
And waves on waves of sorrow and of dread, 
Will change, and change, and find an Ocean’s bed.

But when the light from Heaven through the darkness beams, and Man 
subdued, loves to be pure, then will the Spirit grow, and see in Nature’s 
God the image of itself, and thus with Him in union be. A paradise in bliss, 
without a serpent’s subtile power. No longer mourn, ye sons of God, for 
onward.is the light, more radiant with hope, more glorious still. No longer 
earth-born cares the Spirit fetter; no longer hate what God has made, for 
all is holy, all is part of God, breathes life and teems with beauty. It is 
the eye that’s dim, that darkness sees. Can such a leader be, can mortals, 
who know not the way, the way reveal! No longer mourn, no longer 
weep; but in thy God-like nature rise, and claim the right on thee bestow
ed. It is the slave of earth that is in iron fetters bound. He seeks not 
to be liberated; but in calm stupidity he hugs his chains, and knows not 
that he is a prisoner. Can the Spirit grow, while ignorance is bliss to such 
a mind ! His Heaven is ignorance, his Hell is not remorse; for thought 
to him is not so well defined. He sleeps, and knows not what the end will 
be. He may not always sleep, for Angels in their mission may arouse his 
dormant faculties, and strike upon some note as yet untouched, unlock the 
prison door, and set him free!

AN INDIAN SPIRIT’S SPEECH.
Lebanon, N. H., March, 14, 1853. 

Mr. Partridge :
Pear Sir—The following communication was written through a me

dium of thirteen years of age. I know it is not her own composition.
Yours, c. B- c-

The once proud chief of a fallen nation now comes to speak to his pale- 
faced sister. There are but few l^ft to lament th;- departure of a once pow
erful race, none to sit by the council fire, to seek friendship or to plot re
venge. No daring footsteps now climb the bills and precipices of our 
native land. And where is now the Indian maiden, who roamed through 
the glens and valleys, or skimmed o’er the lake in her swift canoe ? All, all 
are gone! What is the cause of this downfall of a whole nation! Look 
to your brothers for an answer. We bear with us to the Spirit-world our 
primitive characters—we are at peace with all.

You may deem it strange that an untutored savage should think of po
etry, but nature is full of poetry; the Indian’s heart is full; from the wild 
cataract and foaming billows of the ocean, to the calm and placid lake, or 
the murmuring rill, sending forth its gushing melody. The mountains, 
towering in lofty majesty, the forest retreat, whose wavy boughs afford a 
shade to the dream-loving, all these speak to us, and awaken one absorb
ing passion. How can I speak of Heaven 1 The Indian grew sad when 
your brothers took possession of his lands; vengeance became the object 
of his soul, the rest you know; suffice it to say, we are happy now. Heaven 
is ours. Powhatan has finished.

A SINGULAR FACT.
A MAN RESTORED TO LIFE AFTER BURIAL FOR TEN MONTHS.

The subjoined extract is translated from the Paris Journal 
of Magnetism, which quotes as its authority a very remarkable 
book published by Mr. Osborne, an English officer, on his
return from the court of jRundjetsing, in India. We must also
add that General Ventura, who was one of the witnesses of

this extraordinary transaction, testified to the correctness of 
the statement when he subsequently, visited Paris.
‘ Mr. Osborne says, “On thetah of June, 1838, the monotony of our life 
in camp was agreeably interrupted by the arrival of an individual who had 
acquired great celebrity-in the\Pendjab. The natives regarded him with 
great veneration, on account of the faculty he possessed of remaining buried 
under ground as long as he pleased, and then reviving again. Such extra-.

ordinary facts were related in the country concerning this man, and sc 
many respectable persons testified to their authenticity, that we were ex
tremely desirous of seeing him; for instance, Captain Wade, of Lodliiana, 
informed me that he had himself been present at the resurrection of this 
Fakir, in the presence of General Ventura, the Rajah, and several men ol 
distinction among the natives, and that after his interment had lasted sev
eral months.” The following are the details which were given him of the 
interment, and those that he added on his own authority of the exhumation.

“ At Ihe end of some preparations which had lasted several days, and 
which would be too tedious to enumerate, the Fakir declared himself ready 
for the experiment; the witnesses met around a tomb of mason-work, con
structed expressly to receive him. Before their eyes tlie Fakir closed with 
wax (with the exception of his mouth) all the apertures of his body through 
which air might be admitted; then he stripped off all his clothing. He 
was then inclosed in a linen bag, and by his directions his tongue was 
turned back, so as to close the entrance to his throat; immediately after 
this operation the Fakir fell into a lethargic state. The bag which con
tained him was then closed and sealed by the Rajah. This sack was then 
placed in a wooden box, which was locked with a padlock and scaled. The 
box was then lowered into the tomb, over which was thrown a great quan
tity of earth, which was trampled down and then sown with barley; 
finally, sentinals were set to watch it day and night. Notwithstanding all 
these precautions, the Rajah still was suspicious; he came twice during 
the ten months that the Fakir remained buried, and caused the tomb to be 
examined; he found the Fakir precisely as they had left him, and perfectly 
cold and inanimate.

‘‘The ten months having expired, they proceeded to the final exhuma
tion. General Ventura and Captain Wade saw the padlock opened, the 
seals broken, and the chest raised from the tomb. The Fakir was removed; 
there were no indications of life at the heart or pulse. In the top of his 
head there remained some slight sensation of heat. After first replacing 
his tongue in a natural position, and then slowly pouring warm water over 
his body, he began to evince some signs of life. After two hours he was 
quite restored and walked about. This wonderful man is about thirty years 
of age, his figure is unpleasant, and his countenance has a cunning 
expression.

“He says that he has delicious dreams during his interment, and that 
restoration is very painful to him.”

PROVERBS BY THE SPIRITS.
CHARLES HAMMOND, MEDIUM.

Wisdom is not in strength, but in mercy; and they who work good are 
wise.

Pursue good, and evil shall disappear, like darkness before the rising 
morn of light.

Follow peace, and peace shall follow thee. Have no contention with 
thy fellows, and thy fellows shall be thy friends.

When thou art hungry, thou knowest the wants of the poor; but when 
thou art rich, thou carest for thy riches. Help cometh from sympathy, but 
oppression from selfishness. Let thy soul know the former, that it may 
not be deceived with the latter.

Say to the needy, be ye warmed, and be ye filled, and what thou sayest, 
do; for righteousness is not in words, but in good deeds.

Say to thyself what thou findest meet for another, nor let thy words be 
found unfaithful to thee. Covet wisdom for thyself, and to thyself will 
wisdom come; for whosoever shall cultivate his own soul, shall reap the 
reward of his toil. Be wise for thyself, that thou mayest share its 
treasure.

Pearls win smiling faces, but rods render smiles into tears. Make sor
row’s path glad with the wisdom of thy mercy: for man necdeth aid.

Dust is weighty, and weight is a balance; so he who is attracted to fall 
by the wayside may be balanced by a counterpoise. Hold thyself in read
iness to meet the emergency, lest at any time thy neglect shall occasion 
thee to stumble.

Prudence is cautiousness, and he who is prudent will not say, or do, 
what he will regret.

Time makes nothing right which is wrong; it is the measure of age; 
but wisdom never grows old, nor eternal things young. Sweet is the

--clisrmahat.novcs Josephs smile, .am^ happy are they who can dwell in its 
presence.

Poverty seeks to hide itself, but riches to face the world; shame and 
honor are in neither. He who has much wants more, but he who has what 
is useful need not complain.

Envy not the proud; for vanity and pride are naturally united, and he 
who would overcome the one must destroy both.

Honor thy superiors, and pity thy inferiors. Equals are pairs; pairs are 
balances; and a just balance is a perfect equipoise. Let thy superiors 
teach thee, and thy inferiors be taught by thee; so shall thy works sliine 
as the stars, balanced in the scale of wisdom and love.

Prosperity dwells not in king’s houses, nor peace in palaces of princes. 
Man hath his cares and wants; but care and want need supplies, or the 
possessor must suffer.

Virtue needs no fear for its support, and heaven no converts who require 
the lash to keep them in order.

Mind thy own culture; look at thy own field; see to thy own harvest; 
and then thy granary will not be empty in seed-time, nor thy children sad 
in seasons of want. Go where thy mind may see need, and return when 
thou hast nothing to bestow.

A rainbow is a token of sunshine, so is hope of better days; but, he who 
hopes without work, is a stranger to the voice of nature. Rain and sun
shine nourish the seed sown, but ho who soweth not will meet hope de
ferred.

Talents given arc rain and sunshine, but he who never uses only to per
vert and abuse them, will find the interest and principal where his works 
have consigned them. Dig where thou canst make thyself serviceable, and 
let not thy labor be cast into the sea. Pearls cast to swine, neither benefit 
them nor thee.

Never counsel with him who praises thee to thy face, for he will ridicule 
thee behind thy back.

Never insult thy enemy, nor retaliate upon him; he needs thy aid, not 
thy wrath.

Choose good things, and neglect the bad; good will sustain, and evil 
will die, uncultivated.

Wrongs are fashions, and neglected fashions perish for want of care.
Satisfaction can not be found in things not wanted, nor harmony in a 

den of devourers.
Thorns applied to the back make sores, so do many blows grieve the 

heart with sorrows.
Envy dwelleth in a man who scometh wisdom he hath not seen; they 

who envy, arc not they who possess wisdom; they who do not possess 
wisdom, are they who need it.

Love draws more friends than hate, and he who loves truly, is never 
without a sympathizer.

Virtue will shake the vice of a nation, and he who seeks it shall find it.
Take to thyself wisdom, set thy heart upon her, for she hath many 

treasures, and she will guide thee to peace.
Open thy hand and shut thy mouth, when the needy ask for help. Turn 

not the stranger from thy gates, nor the weeping from thy threshold with
out cause; for he who giveth to the wantingstoppeth the mouth of re
proach, and maketh the sad merry with good things.

Scorn not the poor because they are poor, for none would be rich if none 
were poor. The man who gains great riches, extracts his gain from the 
sweat of industry. The man who gains not wealth permits his lord to rule 
over his substance, and gather what he hath not sown: so poverty is made 
tributary to wealth, and labor to indolence.

Train thy mind not in the ways of wrong, lest thou inherit her plagues. 
She will tell thee her ways are pleasant; she will say, “ I am thy mistress; 
go with me, and thy name shall be praised by all my worshipers.” She , 
is not faithful to thee, and, when thou shaft obey her commands, thou wilt ] 
learn her folly. Train thy mind to virtue; learn not virtue from vicious i 
habits; seek not to find her in outward mockeries; but touch the hand of । 
woe; go where duty calleth thee; bless the wretched and those who make 
them wretched; and let thy wisdom shine in thy good deeds, and not in , 
thy boasting of charity. j

- Mrs. A. L. Brown (formerly Mrs. Fish, of the Fox family), now re
sides at No. 78 West Twenty-Sixth Street, where citizen? and strangers, 
who may be in the city, may have an opportunity to become- acquainted 
with that form'of the Spiritual Manifestations denominated the ‘ Rappings.’ 
Mrs. Brown is, perhaps, the most distinguished medium for this phase, of 
the spiritual phenomena in this country; and although the scientific in^. 
vestigator may desire to pursue the subject where he will be less liable to 
interruption from the influx of visitors, he will, nevertheless, be quite likely 
to have his attention arrested, and, perchance, his judgment convinced, by 
what he may see at Mrs. Brown’s.
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 7, 18W. ^

BUSINESS NOTICES. ’"
Advertising.—The Telegraph ii not intended to be ageneral advertising medL 

uni, and we do not especially solicit this kind^of-patronage. The Publisher! will, 
however, insert a very limited number of advertisements, as cireuaNtanees will per. 
init, always providing, the subject to which it is proposed to invite public attention., 
is deemed compatible with the spirit and objects of. the. phper. AH advertisement! 
must be paid for in advance, at the rate of 12J cents per Ihie, for the first insertion, 
and 8 cents per line for each subsequent insertion?

Hampden A. Sawyer, Galyaiton, Texas, is informed that we have, some tons 
since, forwarded copies of^the Telegraph to his aJdres^'imd, also, a copy of the 

“Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse,” by A. J. Davis. ‘--
Editor Olean Journal: We forwarded the Telegraph and SHExntAH aa re

quested in your letter of Jan. 31st. and the succeeding numbers have all been regu
larly mailed to your address. Do they find their way to your office t .

A. W. Jackson, Binghampton, N? Y., writes us desiring to know where he eon find 
a reliable clairvoyant. We can recommend Mrs. Mettler of Hartford, Coca, With 
great confidence. -

IMPORTANT PROPOSITION.
The Telegraph in its present enlarged form and improved appearance, 

respectfully solicits the patronage of the great bod; of Spiriiialists. The 
Publishers have no wish to infringe the interests of any other-psger/ 
but desire to extend the circulation of their own by the adoption of such 
measures as may ensure its success without subverting its principles. The 
execution of the present plan will be attended with' grbat labor and a heavy 
expense, and the.Proprietors are conscious that such an enterprise can. 
only achieve a decided success by engaging, the best efforts of its friends. 
As a return for the active cooperation which is here solicited, the under* 
signed beg leave to offer the'following

Splendid^Premiums.

First Premium.—For the largest number of yearly subscriptions, either 
to the Telegraph or Shekinah, or both—to be procured'by .one individ
ual—We will give one complete set of all the Books embraced w 
our list, as published under the head of the Spiritual Library on the 
last page of this paper. ^ " '

Second Premium.—For the next largest number of subscriptions, ob
tained as above, we will give a complete set of the Portraits of the . 
Seers, Reformers and distinguished Spiritualists, which have ap- 
peared in the Shekinah from the beginning, or may hereafter appear to 
the close of the second year of its publication—in all sixteen heads, en
graved on steel, and elegantly set in one massive gilt frame, of the value
of Thirty Dollars.

Third Premium—The person who shall succeed in obtaining the next; 
largest number of’ subscribers, observing' the conditions herein mule 
known, shall receive one copy of each of the Books now published by/. 
Partridge and Brittan, including the Telegraph and Shekinah, for t>. 
current year, together with a copy of Brittan and Richmond’s Discussion ] 
Second Part of Davis’ “ Spiritual Intercourse;” also, the Philosophy ofc 
the Spirit-world, by Mr. Hammond, all of which we now'have in course?-, 
of publication.

Fourth Premium.—The person whb shall rank in the'fourth place, 
with respect to the number of subscriptions obtained, shall be entitled to 
receive, from Partridge and Brittan, all of the following named periodical 
publications, each for the term of one year, namely: The Shekinah;.' 
Spiritual Telegraph ; Buchanan’s Journal of Man / Ambler’s Journal 
of Progress; “ The Mew Era,” published at Boston,’and edited.by S. 
C. Hewitt; the Light from the Spirit World, published at St. Louis, - 
Mo., bj‘ W. H. Mantzt and the Spirital Era, published by 0. Baker, 
Ripley, Ohio. •

Fifth Premium.-—The person who'shall take rank as the fifth compet
itor, shall receive one copy, each of the Shekinah and Telegraph, for the 
term of one year. ’

Sixth Premium.—Every Person who may send us ten new subscribers, 
shall receive in return the Spiritual Telegraph for one year, dating from 

TlHrcu'^,w.x--.^.Mehi-of tw-seoond-Eolume_^. . . - .; .___
Seventh Premium.—Should either the first or seconl premium be 

awarded to a Lady, the Proprietors will also present to the successful com- 
petior, as an additional reward for her efforts, a copy of Harpers’ Family 
Bible, bound in the most superb style, the publishers’ price of which is 
Twenty-Five Dollars.

The period allotted for this trial will be three months, reckoning from 
the date of the first number, and- the time will, therefore, expire on the 7th 
day of August. The subscriptions must invariably be paid in advance, 
and no names will be recorded on our books until the money is received.

Should any paper, included in the Fourth Premium, be discontinued in. ' 
the course of the year, which we trust is not likely, its place will be sup
plied by any of our books, to the full,’amount of such unexpired subscrip
tion.

We indulge the hope that many persons will be enlisted in this effort to ' 
extend the circulation of our Publications, and that through their agency ; 
the truth may be widely diffused. The enterprise affords the Ladies an 
opportunity to demonstrate their efficiency, in a sphere for which.they 
possess many and superior qualifications, and wherein they can scarcely 
fail of success. Indeed, if we may^trust our own observations, there is 
certainly in a woman's invitation, a"inysterious magnetism to which most 
men are strangely susceptible. *''’

Our regular Agents, Booksellers, and all others who accept the usual 
percentage for their services, will not be permitted to compete for the 
prizes here oftcrcd.

Partridge & Brittan.

TO OUR COTEMPORARIES.
Wc send this initial number of our Journal Jo the 'entire Newspaper 

Press of this country; and if our editorial brethren are moved to respond 
to this Telegraphic dispatch, we shall duly'appreciatc the courtesy, and 
send a message every week. Many of our cotemporaries have been accus
tomed to say that the Telegraph was good looking, beautiful type, fine* 
paper, etc. It would not quite do to indorse our principles at first, and so 
it was very convenient Jo speak a good word for us in another way—thank r 
you, gentlemen, any way you please—many said we made a very “ respect- ■ . - 
able appearance,” and were rather religious withal, though after a re
putedly Infidel fashion. ' Well, good judges this way, think we look 
better than we used.to; that age has improved our appearance.* And 
then, we have grown prodigiously, all at once, so that bur old wearing ; 
appare^is rendered useless. We shall continue to look as well as we 
can, and strive to be no less spiritual than formerly, notwithstanding the 
quantity of matter in our composition is vastly increased. ' ■ Z ' "

To Postmasters—Gentlemen, this number of theTelfgbaph is for- * 
warded in the hope that you may be inclined to favor its circulation, or, 
should you be restrained by indifference to the subject thereof it mainly 
treats, that you will at least exhibit it to others, or hand it to some one 
who may desire to become acquainted with its contents. •

To our present Patrons—We especially desire our {Resent subscri
bers to circulate this first number among their friends, who may. reside in 
their respective neighborhoods, and to exhibit*it to all persons of liberal 
views; and should the copies be lost orsoiled in this way, we will cheer
fully furnish a second copy, of number phie, to eyery friend who may renew 
his or her subscription.

Persons notSubscribers, who may receive this initial number will 
understand, that it is forwarded to them at the suggestion" of some friend 
of theirs, who has admonished us of the probability that they may thus 
be induced to subscribe. We respectfully solicit, from all such persona^ 
the favor of an attentive'examination of its contents,.and shall be pleased 
to receive their orders. *

The Shekinah.—The April number of this splendid Magazine is issued, 
and contains a variety of articles of unusual interest, among'which are the 
following: Biographical Sketch of W. E. .CHanningf Hie Earthly and 
Heavenly Hosts; The-Future Life; Familiar Spirits'; A Perplexed Me- ■ 
dium; The Transparent Crown ; Love All; Spiritualism of the Modem ,
World; Letter of Pliny the Younger to Sura, containing an intereeimf 
account of Spiritual Manifestations in his day; The Modem Manifort^ 
tions, etc.. • .

The Third VoLUJTE of the Shekinah commences with May nutant, and 
accordingly the pr^tit time presents ft moat cenvenient oppostunity *•

«

.i;

sive minds, and we shall now look for a large addition to hn present iob 
scription list Terms of the Shekinah are $1 50 per tofan?. S*» the 
advertisement on the last page of this paper.
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PARTRIDGE AND BRITTAN’S SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPH.

interesting 3WfUiR
FIRST VOYAGE TO THE SUN.

TRANSLATED for the spiritual telegraph.

Mu. Brittan :
BY EVANGELINE.

Dear Sir—I tend you an extract from the journeys of a clairvoyant to 
the Sun; if you consider it possesses sufficient merit to deserve a place in 
your paper, it is at your service for publication. The extract is taken from 
a German work entitled “ Journeys of a Clairvoyant to the Moon, to many 
Stars, and to the Sun.” The name of the clairvoyant was Philipine 
Demuth Baurlc, and she was born in the small town of Weilheim, in 1816.

On the 30th of December, at half past eleven o’clock in the 
morning, in the year 1835, she laid down upon her bed, and 
as soon as she .perceived that sleep was approaching, she 
folded her hands together, and began to gasp for breath. 
When twelve o’clock struck, her two spiritual guides stationed 
themselves beside her, which occasioned her to manifest great 
happiness and delight. They had hardly conversed with her 

a minute whj^she.said, “ I require eighteen minutes to arrive 
at Bie^Sun, and at" this moment I commence my journey.” 

Jehe soon said, “ There is an undeveloped spirit who is en

deavoring to render my journey difficult.” At the same time 
she stretched out her hands, still firmly clasped together, and 
said, “ I have now arrived where the light is tolerably great.” 
After a short pause she cried out, “ Oh, how the light is 
increasing !”

Since the time she had first met with her conductors for 
this voyage, she had passed by the Moon, and regarded it 

attentively, turning her head from side to side. When she 
had about half accomplished her journey, she remarked, “ As 

I pass before the heavenly bodies I can perceive their mo
tions, and I can hear in the distance nothing but music and 
singing proceeding from them.” After a short pause she con
tinued, “ I have inquired of my conductors what these things 
signify, whereupon my brother answers me, ‘ I have so ar
ranged it that thou shalt arrive at the Sun at precisely (ac

cording to the computation of time on earth) the right hour, 
day, month, and year, when the King of all kings and Lord of 
all lords was given as a gift to a sinful world, and born among 
men. This is a great festival, and both the creating angel 
and also he who conveys to the mind of godly men a true and 
living belief in himself are here present. They perceive that 
the men of earth do not comprehend precisely what sort of 
worship is acceptable to God, and likewise that men do not 
know how rightly to humble themselves before Him, because 
his infinite grace, goodness, and mercy are incomprehensible 
and unsearchable to their understandings.’ ” Hereupon she 
cried out, “ Glory be to God on high, peace on earth, and 
good-will toward men, and may it continue forever.”

The two conductors began now to speak to her as follows:
“ The condemned and unhappy souls are aware when this 

season occurs as well as ourselves, but while happy spirits 
can not rejoice at it sufficiently, the spirits of the wanderers 
feel the torments of their unhappy fate more sensibly. Thus 
in their thoughts they reproach themselves and ea^h ^‘K—
beenrcf "me, • W-•

description of what I see, I could pot convey the faintest' 
idea of it to your minds. The streets of the city could hot be 
more glittering if they were entirely covered witli-pure sand 
of gold. The city to which I have now arrived is called lasa; 

the gate of the city and all the buildings in it are much more 
beautiful than any I have seen in the stars. The houses are 
spacious and lofty, especially the windows, from which pro
ceed beams of the most brilliant light. This city is of consid
erable size, and the streets which intersect it are quite wide, 
and of unbounded beauty and splendor, and one thing which 

causes me great regret is, that no description of mine can give 
you the faintest conception of it. In this city are many of the 
original angels, and all spirits from our world come hither 

first. I hear fresh bursts of the most harmonious music and 
singing, but I do not perceive the musicians, either vocal or 
instrumental; but I remark one in particular among those 
happy souls who are privileged to walk through the streets of 
this city, who is in a state of the most triumphant exaltation. 

I have now reached the back part of the city, and the gate 
of egress is quite as magnificent as that by which I have 
entered.

“ I now perceive, just on the outskirts of the city, a building 
of immeasurable length and breadth; it is to this that all iniaMlF 

come who have experienced vitality in their mothers’ womb, 
or who have lived on our earth for a short time after their 
birth, say up to the age of one year.

“ These infants are provided with female instructors, nurses, 
and superintendents; the largest among them are skipping and 
gamboling about, and the little ones arc reclining on pleasant 
seats. They are not so large as they would have been if they 
had continued to live upon the earth, and each one has a little 

crown upon its head. Their raiment is white and shining as 
the sun, and across their breast and shoulders lies a rose

colored girdle,’ which is woven in the most curious manner, so 
as to imitate a wreath of little roses. The older of those who 
come here, on awakening from the sleep called death, have 
harps by their sides, and I may well say that they appear to 

me to possess every accomplishment.
“ All these little happy spirits have a more noble and exalted 

expression of countenance than men can conceive of, and they 
are gamboling and sporting with the utmost enjoyment, and 
oh, how much love and’harmony prevails among these children. 
I see many who are no larger than little dolls, and yet they 

are overflowing with happiness. Aly conductor desired me to 
remark, that infants were collected here of every religion, na
tion, tongue, and language; in a word, that the children from 

every part of the face of the earth have received a title to this 
blessed inheritance. He proceeded to say,‘You see but a 
small proportion of the children who inhabit the Sun in this 
place ; there are many more such mansions and establishments 
here which are peopled by children.’ ”

She here made a pause, and when she was asked if she was 

conversing with her conductor, she replied: “I have been 
inquiring of my brother whether the children always remain 
as they now are, or if they grow ; and this is his answer, 
That I might have inferred that they grew, because his life on 
♦^ ’irth brought him to six years and five months of age, at

FORGET NOT THE DEAD.
The spiritual idea is inofe or less conspicuous in almost all 

our current literature. It must, indeed, be prominent in all 

works of genius, of they can achieve at most but a doubtful 
and ephemeral success. There is scarcely a scrap of real 

poetry, that either warms the heart or illuminates the mind, 
through which the spiritual ’element does not diffuse its scin
tillations. The idea is clearly seen in the following stanzas,

from the Portsmouth Journal. Ed.

“ Still the same, no charm forget, 
Nothing lost that time had given.”

Forget not the dead, who have loved, who have left us, 
Who bend o’er us now from their bright homes above, 

But believe, never doubt, that the God who bereft us, 
Permits them to mingle with friends they still love: 

Repeat their fond words, and their noble deeds cherish. 
Speak pleasantly of them who left us in tears;

From our lips their dear names other joys should not perish, 
While time bears our feet through the valley of years.

Dear friends of our youth I can we cease to remember 
The last look of life, and the low whispered prayer 1 

Oli, cold be our hearts as the ice of December, 
M hen Lovcjs_tablets rqcotjljio remembrances there'.

Then forget not the dead, who are evermore nigh us, 
Still floating sometimes to our dream-haunted bed ;

In the loneliest hour, in the crowd they are by us;
Forget not the dead! Oh, forget not the Dead !

SINGULAR PHENOMENON.
Somewhere on Long Island there is an eccentric genius 

who, some years ago, started the hypothesis that the earth is 

a huye animal, and that the monster breathes as often as the 
tide ebbs and flows. Does the fact recorded below sustain 

any relation to the theory of the Leng Island philosopher ? 
We commend the subject to the attention of Dr. Richmond; 
it may enable him to account for what are commonly called 
miracles. May not the ordinary operations of nature, as seen 
in the earth, be the involuntary functions of the animal, and 
those extraordinary phenomena deemed miraculous, finally

prove to be the result of its voluntary efforts. Ed.

■J>
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inch time he was not as large as he now is.

“The strength of these children’s spirits and souls are

Some months ago, Mr. Nicholas Flint, of Great Valley, in digging a well 
after excavating to the depth of about forty feet, and finding no water, de
termined to dig no deeper, as the space had already become so small that 
he was afraid, should he sink it deeper, that the sides would fall in, if he 
attempted to stone it up. He accordingly abandoned it, throwing planks 
across the mouth to prevent accident, intending to fill it up again when 
he had leisure. One day he heard a singular noise, which seemed to pro
ceed from the well, and on going to it, he discovered that it was caused by 
a heavy draft of air forcing itself up from the well. This continued for 
some days, when the current of air became reversed, and there was a strong 
draft downward, so much so that light substances brought near the crev
ices in the planks were instantly drawn in. He then procured a piece of 
pump-log, about two feet long, with an aperture of two inches in diameter, 
and inserted this firmly in one of the planks. The air as it forces itself 
into or out of this tube, makes a roaring sound, which can be heard for 
nearly a mile. In fact, this well seejns now to perform all the breathing 
functions of a huge pair of lungs, although the inhalations and exhalations 
continue for a much longer period than any other animal now known, as 
it is sometimes several days in drawing in its breath, and as long a time in 
forcing it out. The boys in the neighborhood often amuse themselves by 
pulling their caps over the end of the tube, while the exhalation is going 
on, to see them thrown several feet into the air. Another fact is, that the
respiratory organ! nonster”

1
seem to be entirely under
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• । attain a similar size to that they would reach if they had rc-

vi m of speech, of the
birth of Jesus, the day of his circumcision, the day of his con
demnation, that in which death had dominion over him. His 
resurrection day, the day of his ascension, and the day of 
Pentecost are without doubt noted in heaven by even a greater 
outpouring of rejoicing than usual.”

“ I observe to-day that when my brother speaks to me, that 
his voice is unusually clear and piercing, and he says to me, 
‘ Declare to the inhabitants of earth that thou hast received an 
order to inform them precisely when Jesus Christ, the Son of 

the Most High, was born.’
“ He was not born 1835 years ago, but three years earlier, 

and not on the 25th of December, but between three and four 
o’clock of the morning of the 30th of December was he born, 
and this is the exact hour, day, month, and year.”

All this conversation above mentioned had taken place 
between her conductors and herself during her voyage, and 
she now exclaimed, “ I have arrived at the Sun.” Her joy on 
arriving there appeared to the bystanders immoderately great, 
and she soon began to speak as follows: “ The Sun is an in
conceivably great body. My conductors tell me that God has 
found room enough in the Sun alone to receive the souls of 
all those who have left the earth from the time when God first 
placed men upon it. Not for those alone who first existed 
upon it, but for all their successors, now that the earth is many 
thousand years old. In this great Sun there prevails an un
speakable harmony in the music and singing; and it is now 
plain to me why it has been necessary for me to have two 

conductors to visit the Sun and the New Jerusalem, because if 
they did not sustain me, tho splendor which I witness would 
cause me to faint away. I know not how to express it, but 

they appear to support me entirely. If it were only possible, 
I should wish my spirit to be released, so that it could remain 
forever_s^ffUrmiicd by this lordly splendor, and that the disso- 

between soul and body might take place amid these 
transporting songs and music. My two conductors are smiling 
at what I say, and my brother says to me, ‘ Beloved sister, if 
you once see The felicity the inhabitants of the Sun experi
ence, you will heartily long to attain to the end of your earthly 
existence, so that your soul and spirit may be released from 
that bondage of the flesh which you now bear.

“ ‘ Wo’ will now show you a small portion of tho district 
appropriated especially to children, for children form a very 
large part of God’s kingdom, though there arc also a great 
number of older persons, who on this earth had attained con
siderable age. The Sun emits more beneficial and life-giving 
warmth in its rays than the inhabitants of earth are aware of; 

it is really and truly an immense ball of fire.
‘“The Sun does not move, and beyond it are millions and 

innumerable millions of stars, in one of which the city of God 
is situated, and it also is a sun.’ ”

After a short pause she said :
“ I put this question to my brother, ‘How warm is the Sun 

in which the city of God, which I see before me, is situated ?’ i 
And he replied to me with great earnestness, but without any । 
displeasure, that it was my duty to inform myself concerning 
the Sun as much as I possibly could, because all the inhabit- I 
ants of the earth on first leaving it come hither. I am now 
approaching ‘he city to which I am being-conveyed to-day. 
The rejoicings, songs, and music which I hear as I draw near ; 
to the city, humble me with a profound sense of God’s great 
and infinite majesty; so that I am ready to expire, and no 
strength remains in me. If I were to give you the most lucid

lained on our earth. Their spirits and souls were entirely 
formed in this world, much more so than we imagine, and they 
remain here in a stale of innocence, and make far greater 

progress than if they had continued to live on the earth.”
After a short pause, during which she appeared to converse 

with her conductors, she resumed her discourse. “ My brother 
asked me if I had not noticed some among these numbers of 
children who were distinguished by a particular mark. I 
answered him that I had not as yet, but that I would examine 
them again. ‘ Yes, now I remark some among them who have 
a purple-colored net-work passing across their breast and 
shoulders under the left side, and in their crowns there is only

one pearl.’ ‘This was what I wished you to notice,’ said my 
guide; ‘ the children who are thus distinguished have been 
murdered, and for this reason they are not as happy as the 
others.’ There is considerable similarity in these children’s 
appearance, and yet they arc not all exactly alike. Their hair 
is mostly whitish, and their eyes sparkling with intelligence. 
The teachers and nurses who have the charge of these little 
ones have also been little children when they first came, and 
have been instructed in the elementary schools. The souls of 
the happy are here under favorable circumstances for devel
opment ; and the grown persons, and also the children, teach

ers, and nurses, attain to a marvelous degree of perfection. 
In this happy society there exist regulations of which mortals 
can form no conception. One of the creating angels and many 
of the happy ones often come to visit the children, and they 
have, as it were, the superintendence of the whole.

“ I thought a while ago that I would like to remain here, 
but the raiment of the happy souls I see here and mine diflers 
more than does the clearest morning from the blackest night, 
so that I do not like to stand beside them. My guide informs 
me that the talents of these happy beings arc not all alike; to 
some are given more than others, according to the position 
they occupy, but all are possessed of great wisdom, so that 
the difference between them is only so great as the wise gov
ernment of God requires. I am desired to say to the parents 
whose children have died early, that they should no more weep 
and lament for them. If parents and others who have lost 
friends, could only cast one glance into the kingdom of the 

happy and into the kingdom of children, surely their lamenta
tions for them would cease. But my conductor says, God docs 
not permit mortals to look upon them, because after one look 
they would be totally useless on the earth, for it would make 

them sad to remain behind a spouse, parent, or child, or any 
one between whom and themselves, on this earth, there exist
ed a deep and strong bond of union.

“I must now commence my return voyage, and I shall 
accomplish it in about fifteen minutes. At precisely half past 
eleven in the morning I shall make my second voyage to the 
Sun, and shall visit the district for .children who have been 
from two to three years old when they came here. In the 
region where I have been to-day I perceive no mountains, but 
level land, which resembles a garden, and yet is not one. The 

turf is very green, and this place is intended to promote the '

delight of the beloved little ones. * * * *
“ My guide says they make very rapid progress, and that 

the amazement is most rapturous with which the unspeakable 
goodness of God, from all eternity, is received by those men 
whose perceptions of it have been obscured in this life. My 
guides have now left me, with this parting instruction, always
in the future to remain calm.” * * * *

She awaked very happy and cheerful, and said, “ My voyage 
has lasted a long time; now tell me all that I have said.”

PARTRIDGE & BRITTAN’S.
StPraSCT.0^^

VOLUME II.

The general character of this Paper is already so well known, as to pre
clude the necessity for a lengthy description; besides, nothing that we 
could say would afford so good an idea of its merits as the beautiful initial 
number which is here submitted to the public. Suffice it to say, in this con
nection, that it will continue to foster a spirit of calm inquiry and rational 
investigation, neither prescribing limits for human thought, nor seeking, in 
a dogmatic spirit, to enforce the peculiar views of its Proprietors. While 
it will carefully avoid all acrimonious disputations, it will tolerate great 
freedom, imposing, as heretofore, no checks except when liberty is made 
the occasion of offense. Desiring that the Divine kingdom of peace and 
righteousness may come on earth, and be established in the'inmost heart, 
and exemplified in the practical life of the world, it will endeavor to pre
serve the most amicable relations with all men, that it may aid, in some 
humble manner, to realize the great Divine Order and approaching harmony 
of the Race.

It is hoped that the character of this Paper will be such as to induce the 
most vigorous and successful efforts, on the part of its friends, to give it 
a wide circulation. To this end, the immediate cooperation of all Spiritu
alists, and others who may regard our objects with favor, is respectfully and 
earnestly solicited.

The Spiritual Telegraph will be published weekly—size and style 
corresponding to the present issue—at No. 3 Courtland-street, third door 
from Broadway, New York, at $2 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

Address, Partridge & Brittan.

THE SHEKINAH-VOLUME II.
PUBLISHED monthly.

This work, edited by S. B. Brittan, is the only Magazine in the United 
States which is devoted to an inquiry into the Laws of the Spiritual Uni
verse. It treats especially of the philosophy of Vital, Mental, and Spiritual 
Phenomena, and presents, as far as possible, a classification of the various 
Psychical Conditions and Manifestations now attracting attention in Eu
rope and America. The following will indicate distinctly the prominent 
features of the work:

1. Lives of the Seers and Reformers.
Each number of The Shekinah will contain a biographical sketch of some 

prominent Seer, distinguished Reformer, or eminent Spiritualist. In the 
selection of subjects for this department we shall observe no restricted 
limits, nor regard with undue partiality any particular sect, parly, or class. 
These biographical sketches will each be accompanied with an elegant 
portrait of the subject, engraved on steel, expressly for The Shekinah.

2. Elements of Spiritual Science.
Containing the Editor’s Philosophy of the Soul, its relations, suscepti

bilities, and powers, illustrated by numerous facts and experiments.
3. Classification of Spiritual Phenomena.
Embracing concise statements of the more important facts which belong 

to the department of modern mystical science. -
4. Psychometrical Sketches.
These sketches of Living Characters are given by a Lady while in the 

waking state, who derives her impressions by holding a letter from the un
known person against her forehead.

5. Essays on important questions of Social and Political Economy.
6. Original Poetry and Music.
7. Reviews.—Especially of such works as illustrate the progress of the 

world in natural, political, social, and.spiritual Science.
Contributors.—Rev. James Richardson, Jr.; 0. W. Wight; C. D. 

Stuart; Horace Greeley; Hon. J. W. Edmonds; V. C. Taylor; J. K. 
Ingalls; D. M'Mahon; Jr.; Wm. Williams; Senor Adadus Calpc; W. 
S. Courtney; Frances H. Green; Sarah Helen Whitman; Annette Bish
op; Mrs. Lucy A. Millington; Mrs. S. S. Smith; Henry Clay Preuss, and 
others.

The contents of The Shekinah will be wholly original, and its mechan
ical and artistic execution will be second to no Magazine in the world. 
Shall it have a patronage worthy of its objects and its character 1

TERMS—The Shekinah will hereafter be issued Monthly, at $3 00 per
A!iauiiL-<H^S14j£Mh?. sue- m? 5>'amc, to be finiAied in bix inOnins.

tics, it acts the double part of thermometer and barometer. For some 
hours preceding a change from a lower to a higher degree of temperature, 
the uilialations grow less and less, until they are finally imperceptible; then 
the air commences rushing out, the current growing stronger and stronger, 
until the weather has become settled, after which it again subsides to await 
another depression of the mercury to “ take another breath.” Who wi

The year’s subscription will thus form two Volumes, containing some six 
hundred pages of fine letter-press, and twelve Portraits. Hereafter the 
work will be fonvarded to no one until the subscription is paid. A dis
count of 25 per cent, will be made to Booksellers and Periodical Agents, 
but the cash must accompany the order.

OUR LIST OF BOOKS <

Embraces all the principal works devoted to Spiritualism, whether pub
lished by ourselves or others, and will comprehend all works of value that 7- 
may be issued hereafter. The reader’s attention is particularly invited 
to those named below, all of which may be found at the Office of The She
kinah and Spiritual Telegraph. The reader will perceive that the 
price of each book in the list, and the amount of postage, if forwarded by 
mail, aro annexed.

The Shekinah, Vol. I.
By S. B. Brittan, Editor, and other writers, is devoted chiefly to an Inquiry into tho 
Spiritual Nature and Relations of Man. It treats especially of the Philosophy 
of Vital, Mental, and Spiritual Phenomena, and contain* interesting Facta and 
profound Expositions of the Psychical Conditions and Manifestation* now attract
ing attention in Europe and America. This volume contains, in part, the Editor’s 
Philosophy of the Soul; the Interesting Visions of Hon. J. W. Edmond# ; Live* 
and Portraits of Seers and Eminent Spiritualist*; Fac-iimilu of Mystical Writ
ings, in Foreign and Dead Languages, through E. P. Fowler, etc. Published by 
Partridge and Brittan. Bound in muslin, price 82 50; elegantly bound in moroc
co, lettered and gilt in a style suitable for a gift book, price 83 00; postage 34 
cents.

Nature’s Divine Revelations, etc.
By A. J. Davis, the Clairvoyant. Price, 82 CO; postage, 43 cents.

The Great Harmonia, VoL I.
The Physician. By A. J. Davi*. Price, Si 25; postage, 20 cents.

The Great Harmonia, Vol, H.,
The Teacher. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cent*.

The Great Harmonia, Vol. HL,
The Seer. By A. J. Davis. Price, #1 00; postage, 19 cent*.

The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
By A. J. Davis. Price, 50 cents ; postage, 9 cents.

The Philosophy of Special Providences.
AVision. By A. J. Davis. Price, 15cents; postage, 3cents.

The Celestial Telegraph.
Or, secrets of the Life to Come, revealed through Magnetism; wherein the Exist
ence, the Form, and the Occupation of the Soul after its Separation from the Body 
arc proved by many year’s Experiments, by the means of eight ecstatic Somnambu
lists, who had Eighty perceptions of Thirty-six Deceased Persons of various Con- 
ditions; a Description of them, their Conversation, etc., with proofs of their Ex
istence in the Spiritual World. By L. A. CahaneL Published by Partridge & 
Brittan. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.

Familiar Spirits.
And Spiritual Manifestations ; being a Scries of Articles by Dr. Enoch Pond, Pro
fessor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. With a Reply, by A. Bingham, Esq., 
of Boston. Price 25 cents ; postage 3 cents.

Night Side of Nature.
Ghosts and Ghost Seers. By Catharine Crowe. Price, 81 00; pottage 20 cent*. 

Gregory’s Lectures on Animal Magnetism.
Price, 81 00; postage, 17 cents.

The Macrocosm and Microcosm;
Or, the Universe Without and the Universe Within. By William Fiehbough. This 
volume comprehends only the first part, or the Universe Without Paper, bound, 
price, 50 cents; muslin, 75 cents ; postage, 12 cents.

Arrest, Trial, and Acquittal of Abby Warner,
For Spirit-Rapping. By Dr. A. Underhill. Price, 12cent* ; postage, 2 cent*.

Physico-Physiological Researches
In the Dynamics of Magnetism, Electricity, Kent, Light Crystallization, and 
Chemism, in their relations to Vital Force. By Baron Charles Von Reichenbach. 
Complete from the German second edition; with the addition of a Preface and 
Critical Notes, by John Ashburner, M.D.; third American Edition. Published 
by Partridge & Brittan at the reduced price of $1 00; postage, 20 cents.

Spiritual Experience of Mrs. Lorin L. Platt, 
Medium. Price, 20 cents; postage, 3 cents.

Spirit-Manifestations:
Being an Exposition of Facts, Principle*, etc. By Rev. Adin Ballou. Price, 75 
cents; postage, 11 cents,

Spiritual Instructor:
Containing Facts and the Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse. Price, 38 cent* • 
postage, 6 cents.

The Spiritual Teacher.
By Spirits of the Sixth Circle. R. P. AwAAer, Medium. Price, JU cent*; postage, 
7 cents. I

Light From The Spirit Wo^ id.
Being written by the control of Spirits. Rev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Price, 
75 cents; postage, 10 cents.

The Pilgrimage of Thomas Paine.

Address, Partridge & Brittan,
No. 3 Courtland-street, New York.

elucidate tliis mysteryI Cattaraugus Whig.

THE DEATH OF THE DAUPHIN.
A work by Alons. A. De Beauchesne, of Paris, has jus 

been issued from the press, entitled, “ The Dauphin, his Life, 
his Agony, and his Death,” which the author says is the result 
of twenty years’ investigation. Now that it is claimed, b; 
some in this country, that an Indian missionary, the Rev. 

Eleazor Williams, is the unfortunate son of the unfortunate 
Louis XVI., this work has an unusual interest. The conclu
sion of the author, which can scarcely be resisted, is, that the 
Dauphin did not escape, but died in prison. He has obtainei 
from Gomin, one of the attendants of the Dauphin, the follow
ing interesting account of his death. The young prince (abou 
ten years of age), as he lay on his sick bed, exclaimed tha 

he heard music : •

“ Gomin, surprised, asked him, ‘ Where do you hear the music? ‘From 
on high.’ ‘How long since? ‘Since you have been on your knees. 
Don’t you hear it I Listen! listen!’ And the child raised his failing arm, 
and opened his large eyes, lighted up with ecstasy. His poor guardian, 
not wishing to destroy this sweet and heavenly illusion, set himself to lis
ten also, with the pious desire of hearing what could not be heard.

“ After some moments of attention, the child started again, lus eyes glis
tened, and he exclaimed in an inexpressible transport: ‘ In the midst of all 
the voices I heard my mother's !’

“ This word seemed, as it fell from the orphan’s lips, to remove all his 
pain. His contracted brows expanded, and his countenance brightened up 
with that ray of serenity which gives assurance of deliverance or victory. 
With his eye fixed upon a vision, his ear listening to the distant music of 
one of those concerts that human car has never heard, there appeared to 
spring forth in his child’s soul another existence.

“ An instant afterward the brilliancy of his eye became extinguished, he 
crossed his arms upon his'hreast, and artf/apression of sinking showed itself 
upon his face/
’ “ Gomin observed him closely, and followed with an anxious eye every 
movement. His breathing was no longer painful; his eye alone seemed 
slowly to wander, looking from time to time toward the window. . . . 
Gomin asked him what it was he was looking at in that direction. The 
child looked at his guardian a moment, and although the question was re
peated, he seemed not to understand it, and did not answer.

“ Lasne came up from below to relieve Gomin: the latter went out, his 
heart oppressed, but not more'anxious than on the evening before, for he 
did not expect an immediate termination. Lasne took his seat near the 
bed; the prince regarded him for a long time with a fixed and dreamy look.' 
When he made a slight movement, Lasne asked him how he was, and if 
he wanted any thing. The child said, ‘ Do you think that my sister has 
heard the music I how happy it would have made her.’ Lasne was unable 
to answer. The eager and penetrating look, full of anguish, of the dying 
child, darted toward the window. An exclamation of happiness escaped 
his lips; then, looking toward his guardian, he said, ‘ I have one thing to 
tell you.’ . . . Lasne approached and took his hand; the little head of

' the prisoner fell upon his guardian’s breast, who listened to him, but in 
vain. His last words had been spoken. God had spared the young martyr 
the agony of the dying rattle; God had kept for himself the last thought 
of the child. Lasne put his hand upon the heart of the child: the heart of

- Louis XVII. had ceased to beat. It was half past two o’clock in the af
ternoon.”

Lasne, the other attendant of the Dauphin, says, “ I declare 
here, upon my honor, and before God, that the son of Louis 
XVI. died in my arms, in the tower of the Temple. They are 
nothing but impostors who pretend the contrary.”

This work, it appears to us, can Mot fail .to clear up the 
mystery in which the end of the Dauphin has been so long 
involved, and to set at rest the claimsJof all pretenders. - 

^Portland Transcript.

THE NEW ERA:
Is published every Wednesday morning in Boston, in the folio form, and 

is printed on good paper with fair type. It will be a vehicle for the facts, 
philosophy, and practical suggestions of Spirits and human correspondents, 
and for such editorial matter as the changing circumstances of the times 
and the needs of the public shall seem to demand. It shall be a. free paper, 
in the best sense of the word: free for the utterance of all worthy and use
ful thought—free as Life, and Love, and Wisdom are free. It will spon
taneously avoid all sectarianism (except to give it criticism), and will be 
the unswerving advocate of Universal Truth.

Friends of humanity, and lovers of Spiritual communion, are you ready 
for such a paper in this community I If so, you will do me and the cause 
the favor to send in your names, with the pay in advance.

This paper will be published one year without fail, as the funds have 
already been provided by the extra subscriptions of some noble friends of 
this movement. Subscribers, therefore, may be sure of getting all the num
bers they subscribe for. It is hoped that the friends of our cause will do 
as much in the way of extending our circulation, as others have done by 
their money. I therefore invite the immediate and hearty effort of all the 
friends in behalf of this enterprise and of this new truth.

TERMS—$1 60, in advance.
All communications must be addressed (postage paid) to S. Crosby 

Hewitt, No. 25 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

LIGHT FROM THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
The increasing desire of the friends of Progression, throughout the 

Union, for light and knowledge in regard to the phenomena of Spiritual 
Manifestations, now exciting so much interest, has induced the friends of 
these wonderful phenomena to establish a Weekly Newspaper in the city 
of St. Louis, with the above title.

This paper will be published in two volumes per annum, and will be de
voted to the dissemination and elucidation of the facts as they transpire in 
Circles of Spiritual Investigation, so far as authentic information of them 
may be obtained.

The projectors of this paper regard Man, physically and spiritually, here 
and hereafter, as the great theme of this age; and hence the developments 
of Psycholog)’, Magnetism, Phrenology, and kindred sciences, will claim 
attention. The good and great in Science, Philosophy, and Religion will 
meet with our warmest support and advocacy.

We have put the subscription price at an amount which, from our esti
mates, we deemed hardly sufficient to pay the actual cost of publication. 
After the first volume, if the present price should be found more than suf
ficient to cover such cost, it will be reduced accordingly. We guarantee 
the regular issue of the paper for six months, whether the subscriptions 
iay its expenses or not.

TERMS—Si 25 per volume, invariably in advance.
t^All communications should be addressed to W. W. Mantz, corner 

of Pine and Second streets, St. Louis, Mo.

THE SPIRITUAL ERA.
This paper will be published weekly, and is designed to be' one of the 

test Family Newspapers in the West. It will be devoted to such au
thentic Spiritual Facts and Demonstrations, in their variety, as are wit
nessed in this and other portions of the world.

The Era will avoid all attempts to form opinions for others. It will
merely suggest honest inquiries after truth, and the propriety of candid in
vestigations, that all may think and act for themselves, imposing no restric
tions except when liberty is assailed.

It will carefully avoid all coercive measures, acrimonious controversies 
and disputes. Always advocating freedom of> opinion, and freedom of 

lought.
It will each week contain a variety of matter chiefly of a Spiritual char

acter ' It will record facts and demonstrations as they occur, esteeming 
truth as the grand ruling motive in all such statements.

The Spiritual Era will be published weekly at One Dollar per 
annum, payable in advance. An extra copy will be sent to any one send
ing ten subscribers.

All communications must be forwarded to my address, post-paid, Riply
Ohio. 0. Baker.

Written by the Spirit of Thomas Paine, through C. Hammond, Medium. Pub
lished by Partridge and Brittan. Paper, price, 50 cents; muslin, 75 cents; post
age, 12 cents.

Elements of Spiritual Philosophy.
It. P. Ambler, Medium. Price, 25 cents: postage, 4 cents.

Stilling’s Pneumatology,
Being a Reply to the Question, What Ought and Ought Not to be Believed or Dis- 
believed concerning Presentiments, Visions, and Apparitions according to Nature, 
Reason, and Scripture. Translated from the German; edited by Prof. George 
Bush. Published by Partridge & Brittan. Price, 75 cents; postage, 16 cents.

Voices from the Spirit-World,
Isaac Post, Medium. Price, 50 cents; postage, 10 cents,

Dr. Esdaile’s Natural and Mesmeric Clairvoyance.
With the Practical Application of Mesmerism in Surgery and Medicine. (English 
edition.) Price, SI 25; postage, 10 cents.

Also, Mesmerism in India, -
By the same Author. Price, 75 cents; postage, 13 cents.

Fascination:
Or, the Philosophy of Charming. By John B. Newman, M.D. Price 40 cents; 
postage, 10 cents.

Shadow-Land:
Or, the Seer. By Mrs. E. Oakes Smith. Price, 25 cw.s; postage 5 cents.

Supernal Theology.
Alleged Spiritual Manifestations. Price, 25 cents; postage 5 cents.

Messages from the Superior State.
Communicated by John Murray, through J. M. Spear. Price, 50 cents; postage, 
8 cents.

Love and Wisdom from the Spirit-World.
By Jacob Harshman, writing Medium. Price, 60 cents; postage, 11 cents.

Seeress of Prevorst.
A Book of Facts and Revelations concerning the Inner Life of Man and a World 
of Spirits. By Justinus Kerner. New Edition; published by Partridge & Brit
tan. Price, 38 cents; postage, 6 cents.

Philosophy of Mysterious Agents.
Human and Mundane; or, The Dynamic Laws and Relations of Man. By E. C.
Rogers. Bound; price, $ I 00; postage, 24 cents.

The Science of the Soul.
By Haddock. Price, 25 cents ; postage, 5 cents.

Sorcery andZMagic.
By Wright • Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.

The Clairvoyant Family Physician.
By Mrs. Tuttle. Paper, price 75 cents; muslin, Si 00; postage, 10 cents.

Answers to Seventeen Objections
Against Spiritual Intercourse. By John S. Adams. Published by Partridge & 
Brittan. Paper, price 25 cents ; muslin, 38 cents; postage, 7 cents.

The Approaching Crisis:
Reing a Review of Dr. Bushnell’s recent Lectures on Supernaturallsm. ByA. J.
Davis. Published by Partridge de Brittan. Price, 50 cents ; postage, 13 cent*

Practical Instruction inTAnimal Magnetism.
By J. P. F. Dele use. Price, Si 00; postage, 16 cents.

Spirit-Minstrel.
A collection of Ninety familiar Tunes and Hymns, appropriate to Meeting* for 
Spiritual Intercourse. Paper, 25 cents; muslin, 38 cents; postage, 6 cents.

Spirit-Voices.
Dictated by Spirits, for tho use of Circles. By E. C. Hcnck, Medium. Pric*, 
paper, 38 cents; muslin, 50 cents. postage, 6 cents.

Buchanan’s Journal of Man.
A Monthly Magazine, devoted to Anthropological Science, by which the Constitu
tion- of Man is determined through Phrenological and Psychological Develop
ments. Price, per annum, 82 00; single copies, 25 cents; postage, 3 cents.

PARTRIDCE^H MITTA9, Publishers, 
Uo. 3 C«ortlaMl-st., Nev Y«rk.

OUR GENERAUAGENTS.
The foilawing are general Agents for The Shekinah and Spiritual 

Telegraph, and will supply all the books in our list at publishers' prices:
Bela Marsh, No. 25 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
D. M. Dewey, Rochester, N. Y.
S. F. Hoyt, No. 3 First-st., Troy, N. Y.
Benjamin P. Wheeler, Utica, N. Y.
F. Bly, Cincinnati, Ohio. .
Samuel Barry, at Benjamin Percival’s, No. 89 South Sixth-st., a few 

doors porth of Sprucc-st.,where all Books, Periodicals, and Papers on 
Spiritualism may be obtained.

Dr. A. Underhill, No. 4 Ontario-st., Cleveland, Ohio.
f^ Other Agents and book dealers will be supplied promptly. The 

cash should accompany the order. ' . ’
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